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Title

Bending-Shear Interaction of Circular
Hollow Sections

The Eurocodes are a set of harmonized technical rules developed by the
European Committee for the structural design of construction works. They
replaces the former TGB-codes NEN 6700 to NEN 6790. The Eurocode
NEN-EN 1993-1-1 [1] art. 6.2 gives the design rules regarding the
resistance of steel cross-sections. In the last few years, a lot of
discussions have been going on about the correctness of the design rules.
So checks have been –and must be done to evaluate these design rules.
The goal of the master thesis is to check with an analytical model,
numerical model and statistical evaluation if the cross-sectional design
rules in NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8, for bending in combination with shear
have to be reconsidered for CHS profiles.
The literature survey shows that the equations for the combination bending
–and shear were developed simultaneously with the theory of plasticity. All
researches were based on analytical calculations and tested for
specifically I-shaped profiles and Rectangular Hollow Sections. So Circular
Hollow Sections were not treated in that time. Now, in the code also no
equation is given for combined bending and shear of Circular Hollow
Sections, only for I-shaped sections. This means an analytical study is
necessary to derive an equation which can be used as resistance function
in the statistical analysis.
First an equation for the elastic transverse shear stresses is derived and
applied to a CHS. For the theory of plasticity it is necessary to know the
elastic shear stress distribution because the theory of plasticity allows a
relocation of these stresses, which leads to the maximum bending capacity
at different shear utilization ratios.
The determination of the transverse shear stress over the cross-sectional
heigth is always performed according the theory of elasticity. When one
particle is going to yield, the total cross-section reaches its maximum
elastic resistance to shear forces. Because not every particle is fully
loaded with forces, the cross-section has a residual capacity. This residual
capacity is utilized in the theory of plasticity.
Different analytical models are formulated which describe the residual
bending resistance when shear forces are present in the cross-section.
Because in NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 only a design rule is formulated for
I-shaped sections, one of these models describes a modified equations
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with the same assumptions used in the code. Every other model is
compared with this modified equation.
The first model for the comparison is the brick method and ‘stacks’ the
different forces in such way that every different force reaches the
maximum stress capacity in that area. This method differs a lot with the
modified equation of the NEN-EN. Because the Von Mises criterion is not
used in this model, optimization is possible.This optimization is present
when the reduced yield strength equation of Drucker is used. In this model,
the remainder variables contradicts with the assumptions made in the
NEN-EN. This yield strength equation is derived from the Von Mises
criteria. The last model uses the transverse shear stresses as basic
variable for the determination of the residual bending moment. Also the
Von Mises criteria is used in this model. The most applicable model is the
model with the transverse shear stresses. This model describes the reality,
but uses a lot of difficult derivations. Because the model with the reduced
yield strength equation results in approximately the same resistance
function, this method can be used as replacement of the modified
equation.
The numerical model must clarify the statement made in the analytical
research. First a model is made which is only based on theoretical
information and later the model is adapted to gain better results. The
results of the first model show that only shear utilisation ratios nv < 0.3 can
be simulated. This is due to the Saint-Venant’s principle which states that
the length of the beam may not be lower than 5 times the greatest linear
dimension. Otherwise the load does affect the stress distributions and
bending resistance. Also in the first results large differences are noticable
between the modified equation of the NEN-EN and the numerical
simulations. At some shear utilisation ratios, the bending moment exceeds
the plastic resistance of the cross-section. This is not possible so a review
of the model is required.
In the review, numerical benchmark studies are performed to verify the
correctness of the simulations. A benchmark study to the symmetry axis,
the correctness of the Saint-Venant’s principle, the load factor, the used
mesh/elements and the geometricl imperfection are performed. All these
studies result in an adaptation of the model and more shear utilisation
ratios can be simulated (namely nv=0.02 till nv = 0.75). Still at some shear
utilisation ratios the results are higher than the theoretical plastic bending
resistance of the cross-section.
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The optimization of the model does not validate the findings, so validation
is still necessary. This is done with the stress distributions in the
simulations. It seems that the load application has a lot of influence on the
stress distribution. Because the inside of the cross-section is hollow, a lot
of problems occur at the symmetry axis of the model. After a certain length
away from the load application, the stresses behave as they should.
The exceeding of the plastic bending resistance indicates that more
research must be done to bending-shear interaction. With all the
benchmark studies, no evident conclusion can be drawn. More studies
must be carried out to validate the model numerically or experimental
research must be done to validate the model. Otherwise the model is not
usable for the statistical evaluation.
Unfortunately, no improvement is found in the numerical research which
results in a bending-shear interaction diagram according to one of the four
analytical models. The assumptions made in these models are evident and
seem more plausible than the results in the numerical part of this research.
Because the analytical research shows an unambiguous result, a
statistical evaluation is performed between the modified equation of the
NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 and the equation with the reduced yield
strength of Drucker. This shows a possibiliy for a replacement of the
existing rules or a partial safety factor over the modified Eurocode
equation. The results show that a partial safety factor of 1.19 for S235 and
S355 is necessary. For S460 this factor is even higher, namely 1.25.
These factors are too high and show that the existing rules ar too unsafe to
use and a replacement of the equations is neccesary.
Still, the analytical calculations must be verified before the code can
accept this replacement. So experimental research to bending-shear
interaction and more research to the numerical model must be done for a
proper evaluation.
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List of symbols
A

area of the cross-section

[mm²]

Ag

Area of the cross-section based on design wall thickness according
to LRFD/ASD

[in.²]

Ai , j

area of one element in the cross-section

[mm²]

Ain

area of interest

[mm²]

Am

Area which experiences only bending moments

[mm²]

Am ,θ

Area subjected to bending moment, area is depending on angle θ

Av

area of the cross-section where shear forces are present

[mm²]

Av ,θ

Area subjected to shear forces, area is depending on angle θ

[mm²]

Aw

area of the web of an I-shaped section

[mm²]

b

Correction factor for statistical analysis

[-]

d

outside diameter of the cross-section

[mm]

dL

Differential length

[-]

dθ

Differential angle

[-]

d mid

The mid surface diameter which is used as input in the numerical
model
modulus of elasticity

[mm]

Fcr

critical stress

[N/in²]

fy

yield strength

[N/mm²]

f y ,r

reduced yield strength

[N/mm²]

h

Length of the section of interest to the neutral axis

[mm]

I

Second moment of area (moment of inertia)

[mm ]

Iθ

second moment of area of the area between the neutral axis and
angle θ
Factor for statistical evaluation in NEN-EN 1990-1-1 Annex D

[mm ]

k d ,n

Factor for statistical evaluation in NEN-EN 1990-1-1 Annex D

[-]

L

Length of the span

[mm]

Lv

the distance from maximum to zero shear force over the length of
The girder, according to LRFD/ASD

[in.]

Lm

Arc-length of the area subjected to bending

[mm]

E

k d ,∞
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[N/mm²]

4

4

[-]
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Mc

Available flexural strength according to LRFD/ASD

[kip-in.]

M c , Rd

resistance of the cross section due to bending moment

[kNm]

M ed

design value of the bending moment

[kNm]

Mc

Available flectural strength determined in accordance to chapter F
(LRFD/ASD)
Resistance of the cross-section due to bending moment

[kip-in.]

Mn

nominal flexural strength

[kip-in.]

Mr

required flexural strength according to LRFD/ASD

[kip-in.]

M V ,Rd

Reduced design value of the resistance to bending moments about
one principal axis making allowance for the presence of shear
forces
resistance of the cross section over the x-axis due to bending
moment
resistance of the cross section over the y-axis due to bending
moment
Shear utilization ratio (Ved / Vpl,Rd)

[kNm]

N ed

design value of the axial force

[kN]

N c , Rd

resistance of the cross section due to axial force

[kN]

Pc

Available axial strength according to LRFD/ASD

[kN]

Pr

required strength according to LRFD/ASD

[kips]

q

Horizontal shear force per unit length

[kN/m’]

Qrt ,i

log-normal variation coefficient with the coefficient of variation
of the basic input variables

[-]

Qδ ,i

log-normal variation coefficient with the coefficient of variation of the
error term

[-]

rd ,i

design value of the resistance function

[-]

re ,i

‘experimental’ resistance function for specimen i

[kNm]

rt , nom ,i

design resistance function obtained from the nominal values

[kNm]

rt ,i

Resistance function for specimen i

[kNm]

rt ,i ( xm )

resistance function with mean values for the basic variables (xm)

[kNm]

R1

radius of the outer side of the wall

[mm]

R2

radius of the outer side of the wall

[mm]

s

Elastic section modulus, according to LRFD/ASD

[kips]

s∆2

Standard deviation of ∆

[-]

S

first moment of area

[in³]

M c , Rd

Mx
My

n
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[kNm]

[kNm]
[kNm]
[-]
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t

wall thickness

[mm³]

tw

thickness of the web of an I-shaped section

[mm]

Tc

Available torsional strength, according to LRFD/ASD

[kip-in.]

TRd

Cross-sectional resistance to torsion

[kN]

Vc

Available shear strength according to LRFD/ASD

[kips]

Vc , Rd

resistance of the cross section due to shear forces

[kN]

VEd

design value of the shear force

[kN]

Vn

nominal shear strength according to LRFD/ASD kips

[kN]

V pl , Rd

Plastic design value of the resistance to shear about one principal
axis of a cross-section.

[kips]

Vr

required shear strength according to LRFD/ASD

[kips]

V Rd

Resistance of the cross section due to shear forces

[kips]

Vδ

Coefficient of variation of the error term

[-]

w0

Initial bow imperfection

[mm]

Wel , Rd

elastic section modulus

[kN]

W pl , Rd

plastic section modulus

[mm³]

W y , pl , Am

Plastic section modulus of the area subjected to bending
(depending on angle θ)

[mm³]

W y , pl , Av

Plastic section modulus of the area subjected to shear forces (
depending on angle θ)

[mm³]

xi , j

distance of the integration point to the y-axis

[mm³]

xj

standard deviation of the mean function

[-]

y

The distance to the centre of gravity of particles in the considered
system
Centre of gravity of the area subjected to bending above the neutral
axis

[mm]

y-coordinate to the neutral axis of a particle in the considered
system
distance of the integration point to the x-axis

[mm]

[mm]

Z

plastic section modulus about the axis of bending using LRFD or
ASD
distance between the neutral axis and the location of the stress

α

Load factor

[mm]

β

ratio between the span and the overhang

[-]

γ m,i

partial safety factor for specimen i

[-]

y1
2

Am

~
y
yi , j
z
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[mm]

[mm]

[mm³]
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γ m0

partial factor for resistance of cross-sections

[-]

ε0

strain in the centre of the cross section (x = 0 ; y = 0)

[-]

ε i, j

strain per element

[-]

ε nom

Engineering strain

[-]

ε true

True strain

[-]

θ

angle with the neutral axis

[rad]

θ max

maximum angle with the neutral axis wen Vpl,Rd is applied on the
cross-section

[rad]

ρ

[-]

σ i, j

reduction factor to determine the reduced design values of the
resistance to bending moments allowing for the presence of shear
forces.
stresses in one element of the cross section

[-]

σ N , Ed

design value of the normal stresses due to the axial force

[N/mm²]

σ nom

Engineering stress

[N/mm²]

σ M ,Ed

design value of the normal stresses due to bending moment

[N/mm²]

σ true

True stress

[N/mm²]

σx

value of the normal/longitudinal stresses due to the axial force

[N/mm²]

σ x, Ed

design value of the local longitudinal stress

[N/mm²]

σ z, Ed

design value of the local transverse stress

[N/mm²]

τ

Shear stress in one particle of the considered system

[N/mm²]

τ Ed

design value of the elastic shear stress

[N/mm²]

τ xy
ϕ

value of the shear stresses

[-]

ϕ y ;ϕ x

components of the curvature to the y-axis and the x-axis

[N/mm²]

∆H

A force which makes equilibrium in the free body diagram

[kN]

∆i

logarithm error term of simulation i

[-]

∆

mean value of the logarithm error term

[-]

δi

error term of simulation i

[-]

partial derivative for each basic variable Xj

[-]

the curvature (calculated with the formula:

ε max / y )

[N/mm²]

∂rt ,i (x j )
∂x j
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1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The Eurocodes are a set of harmonized technical rules developed by the European
Committee for the structural design of construction works. Since ‘Bouwbesluit 2012’ was
introduced in the Netherlands, the Eurocodes replaced the TGB-codes NEN 6700 to NEN
6790. The Eurocode NEN-EN 1993-1-1 [1] art. 6.2 gives the design rules regarding the
resistance of steel cross-sections. In the last few years, there have been a lot of discussions
going on about the correctness of the design rules. So checks have been –and must be done
to evaluate these design rules.

1.2

Objectives

The goal of this master thesis is to get a better understanding of the rules in NEN-EN 1993-11 [1] art 6.2.8, which include the rules for bending in combination with shear, and check
whether or not the rules have to be reconsidered for Circular Hollow Sections . The research
is done by analytical, numerical and statistical evaluation.
The main aim of this research:
“To check with an Analytical model, Numerical model and statistical
evaluation if the cross sectional design rules in NEN-EN-1993-1-1 art.
6.2.8, for bending in combination with shear, have to be reconsidered for
Circular Hollow Sections.”

1.3

Scope

This research project is limited to the cross sectional design rules regarding M-V interaction
described in The Eurocode NEN-EN 1993-1-1 [1] art. 6.2.8. Only Circular Hollow Sections of
class 1 and 2 are taken into account. Cross-sections of class 1 and 2 are defined by NEN-EN
1993 [1] as:
• Class 1 cross-sections are those which can form a plastic hinge with the rotation
capacity required from plastic analysis without reduction of the resistance.
• Class 2 cross-sections are those which can develop their plastic moment resistance,
but have limited rotation capacity because of local buckling.
First only CHS-profiles with steel quality S235 are regarded. When this quality is verified other
steel qualities with a higher steel strength are taken into account.
The research project presents results of CHS profiles displaying plastic behaviour without
interference of stability issues. This means that the cross-section has to reach the plastic
moment, and therefore yielding of the complete cross-section has to occur before failure.
Torsion is out of scope and is not regarded in this investigation.
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1.4

Approach

First, the existing design rules are examined with analytical calculations. These calculations
verifies the accuracy of the existing rules. When accuracy is not achieved, a proposal is made
for a new equation.
ABAQUS Version 6.14, a general purpose finite element code developed by SIMULIA, is
selected as the basic platform for the numerical. With this program two types of numerical
simulations are performed:
•
•

LBA; Linear Buckling Analysis, which is used for determining the first eigenvalue of
local buckling.
GMNIA; Geometrical and Material Non-linear Analysis with and without Imperfections,
which are used to obtain realistic data from the model.

Beams with different slenderness’s are modelled as single-span members. The set-up is
comparable with a 3 –and 5 point-bending test . In other words, the beam is supported on two
hinges with 1 or 3 loads. First, an LBA is carried out. From this simulation the obtained buckle
mode is used as the imperfection shape of the beam in the GMNIA.
The numerical simulations indicates the correctness of the design rules in the NEN-EN. When
the numerical simulations are not comparable, adjustments or replacement of the existing
regulatory is necessary. Different CHS-profiles will be treated which corresponds to the whole
range of class 1 and class 2 profiles. A statistical analysis is carried out to reassess the
equation for CHS profiles in NEN-EN 1991-1-1 clause 6.2.8: Moment and Shear.

1.5

Outline of report

Chapter 2: Literature study
In this chapter the literature is discussed which is used for this research. The history of
bending-shear interaction and the current cross-sectional design rules from the Eurocode and
other codes are treated. Also previous research specifically on CHS-profiles is examined.
Chapter 3: Transverse shear stresses in Circular Hollow Sections
Transverse shear stress is one variable which determine the residual cross-sectional bending
resistance when shear forces are present in the cross-section In this chapter, the derivation is
performed of the equation for transverse shear stresses and used on Circular Hollow
Sections.
Chapter 4: Bending shear combinations
In the theory of plasticity, different bending shear theories are applicable which all satisfies the
boundary conditions in this theory. This chapter visualises the different theories and compare
them with the existing rules in the NEN-EN.
Chapter 5: First numerical model, based on theoretical information
This chapter includes the first numerical model for bending-shear interaction. The whole
model is based on theoretical information. The boundary conditions, calculation method and
other variables are determined and the first reference simulation is performed and discussed.
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Chapter 6: Review of the model with numerical simulations
Because the model in chapter 5 is only based on theoretical information, a review is
necessary to improve this model. This is performed in chapter 6. Different adjustments leads
to an improved version of the reference simulation in chapter 5.
Chapter 7: Validation of the model based on stress distributions
No experimental research is performed on bending – shear interaction of Circular Hollow
Sections. This makes it difficult to validate the model. Without validation it is possible the
equation in the NEN-EN will be reassessed with wrong data. Therefore, in chapter 7 a
validation is performed with the stress distributions in the simulations.
Chapter 8: Adjustments for a possible improvement of the stress distribution at the symmetry
axis.
The validation with stress distributions give a good first indication of the precision of the
model. For extra validation, other benchmark studies are performed and discussed in this
chapter.
Chapter 9: Different stress combinations
The validation of the model is also done with other numerical models. In chapter 9, the results
of the numerical model with the combination M-V is revalidated with numerical models which
describes other force-combinations. All the results in chapter 5 till chapter 9 results in an
overall conclusion of the numerical part. The information in this chapter is used for the
statistical evaluation of the equation in the NEN-EN.
Chapter 10: Statistical evaluation
In Annex D of NEN-EN 1993-1-1 the procedure for the statistical evaluation is described. In
This chapter the procedure is explained and used for the statistical evaluation of bendingshear on Circular Hollow Sections
Chapter 11: Conclusions, Recommendations and future work
In the last chapter, the overall conclusion of the report is described. The findings are used for
recommendations and future work.
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2

Literature study

This chapter describes the literature survey which is used in this research and starts with
general resistance of cross-sections, see paragraph 2.1. In this chapter, the theory of
elasticity and the theory of plasticity are discussed. After this, the cross-sectional design rules
are explained in chapter 2.2. Not only the regulations in Europe are described, but also the
cross-sectional design rules according to the American standard.
In chapter 2.3, the background documentation of the NEN-EN 1993 -1-1 is described. This
paragraph includes the history of bending-shear interaction, the rules according to Wardenier
and the recent studies to bending –shear interaction of CHS profiles.

2.1

General resistance of the cross section

Every cross-section can handle different forces. Normal forces, Shear forces, Moments and
Torsional forces are these forces in which the cross-section must provide resistance.
Sometimes the cross-section experience one of these forces, but in the most cases, a
combination is present on the cross-section. Still, the cross-section must provide resistance.
Not only the type of force has influence on the resistance of the cross-section. Other elements
such as material properties, the type of the cross-section and the composition of the member
influences the amount of cross-sectional resistance. For safe calculations, the classification of
the cross-section is introduced. The classification indicates if the calculation of the resistance
can be elastic, plastic or elastic-plastic.
Because the research is focused on the resistance of cross-sections, this paragraph heads of
with an introduction in the elastic and plastic theory

2.1.1

Elastic theory

The theory of elasticity studies the behaviour of those bodies that recover their initial state
when the causes which produce permanent distortions are removed. Because the theory
moves freely within a unified mathematical framework, all the calculations can be exactly
analysed with simple mathematical analysis. The theory of elasticity was founded by the
mathematician Cauchy in the eighteenth-century. [2].In the theory of elasticity three conditions
needs to be satisfied:
1. there must be equilibrium between the stress distribution and the internal forces
2. the yield criterion may not exceed at any location in the cross-section
3. there will be always calculated with a linear stress-strain relationship.
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2.1.1.1

Equilibrium between stress distribution and internal forces

The first condition of the theory of elasticity describes that the stress distribution always are in
equilibrium with the internal forces. This condition requires equilibrium between the stresses,
integrated over the area of the cross-section and the internal forces acting on the crosssection, which leads to equation (2-1) to (2-3).

N Ed
A
M Ed
σ M ,Ed =
Wel
2V
τ Ed ,max = Ed
A

σ N ,Ed =



N ed = σ N , Ed * A

≤

N Rd = ∫ σ x * dA

(2-1)

M ed = σ M , Ed * Wel , Rd

≤

M c , Rd = ∫ σ x * z * dA

( 2-2)





V Ed =

1
A *τ Ed
2

≤

Vc , Rd = ∫ τ xy * dA

(2-3)

Where:

A

area of the cross-section

M ed
M c , Rd

design value of the bending moment
resistance of the cross section due to bending moment

N ed

design value of the axial force

N Rd
t
VEd
Vc , Rd

resistance of the cross section due to axial force

resistance of the cross section due to shear forces

Wel , Rd

elastic section modulus

Z

distance between the neutral axis and the location of the stress
design value of the normal stresses due to bending moment

σ M ,Ed
σ N , Ed

wall thickness
design value of the shear force

design value of the normal stresses due to the axial force

σx
τ Ed

design value of the elastic shear stress

τ xy

value of the shear stresses

2.1.1.2

value of the normal/longitudinal stresses due to the axial force

The yield criterion may not exceed at any location in the cross-section

In every particle of the considered particles in a system, the yield criterion may not be
exceeded. This means that when a single stress is acting on the cross-section the stress must
be lower than the yield criterion of the material. In a structure, the stresses can act in multiple
directions. This means the particles can encounter not only normal but also shear stresses, as
shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-1: stresses acting on an infinitesimally small piece of material l[3]

When this happens, a single check based on the yield stress is not sufficient. So a check
based on the yield criterion is necessary: the Von Mises yield criterion.
The Von Mises yield criterion suggests that the yielding of materials begins when the second
deviatoric stress invariant reaches a critical value. This formula will be formulated in terms of
the Von Mises stress or equivalent tensile stress. According to the Von Mises’s theory, a
ductile solid will yield when the distortion energy density reaches a critical value for that
material. In terms of the general stress components, the 3D situation shown in figure 2, the
criterion is as follows:

(σ

− σ z , Ed ) + (σ z , Ed − σ y , Ed ) + (σ y , Ed − σ x , Ed ) + 6 * (τ xy2 , Ed + τ yz2 , Ed + τ zx2 , Ed ) ≤ f y
2

x , Ed

2

For a two-dimensional plane stress state,

(2-4)

2

σ y , Ed = 0, the Von Mises stress can be defined in

terms of general stress components, see Equation (2-5).
.
2

2

2


 
 
 




 σ
  σ
  σ
  σ

 τ
 x , Ed  +  z , Ed  −  x , Ed  *  z , Ed  + 3 *  ed  ≤ 1

 f y
  f y
  f y
  f y

 f y
γ
γ
γ
γ
γ
M0 
M0 
M0  
M0 
M0 





(2-5)

Where:

σ x, Ed

design value of the local longitudinal stress

σ z, Ed

design value of the local transverse stress

fy

γ m0

yield strength
partial factor for resistance of cross-sections

When the material factor

γ M 0 becomes zero, the formula can be rewritten:

σ x2, Ed + σ z2, Ed − σ x , Ed * σ z , Ed + 3 * τ Ed ≤ f y

(2-6)

The two-dimensional equation (2.6), describes an ellipse, which when plotted as shown in
figure 2-3. The interior of this ellipse is the safe state against yielding under static loading.
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Figure 2-2: failure envelope of the distortion energy theory [4]

The familiar case, were the transverse stress is eliminated out of the formula, gives a
simplified equation (2.7). Absence of the shear stress in equation (2-7) results in equation
(2-8) and absence of the normal stress results in equation (2-9).
2
2
(2-7)

σ x , Ed + 3 *τ Ed ≤ f y

(2-8)

σ x , Ed ≤ f y
3 *τ Ed ≤ f y

2.1.1.3

→ τ Ed ≤

fy

(2-9)

3

There will be always calculated with an linear stress-strain relationship

The third conditions describes that there will be always calculated with a linear stress-strain
relationship. Behind the elastic limit, permanent deformation will occur. The elastic limit is the
lowest stress at which permanent deformation can be measured.

Figure 2-3 elastic area of the stress-strain curve:

The individual load cases, described in figure 2-1, shows the elastic stress distribution. A
combination of these three stress distributions is also possible, but the yield criterion should
be always satisfied.
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2.1.2

Plastic theory

When a load on a particular beam is gradually increased, the greatest stresses will occur at
the extreme fibres of the ‘weakest’ section. When this is happen, These outer fibres are in the
plastic state. The goal of plastic analysis and design is to utilize the reserve strength beyond
the elastic limit due to the redistribution of internal forces.
In this theory, three conditions needs to be satisfied when the cross sectional resistance is
based on the plastic stress distribution:
- There must be equilibrium between the stress distribution and the internal forces
- The yield criterion may not exceed at any location in the cross-section.
- The stress may be distributed over the section in the most favourable manner, as long
as the emerging deformations relate to the plastic stress distribution.

2.1.2.1

There must be equilibrium between the stress distribution and the
internal forces

Similar to the elastic theory, the first condition requires equilibrium between the stresses,
integrated over the area of the cross section. Because the stresses are distributed in the
plastic way, the section modulus of the cross section is higher. For only a bending moment,
equation (2-10) is valid.
(2-10)
M ed

σ M ,Ed =

W pl



M ed = σ M , Ed * W pl ;rd

In which:

W pl ;rd

plastic section modulus

The plastic section modulus for Circular hollow sections does not differ regarding the strong or
weak axis, because the cross-section is full symmetrical. The plastic section modulus is
calculated in clause 2.3. Eventually, the plastic moment resistance is reached when the
stresses in all fibres reach the yield stress. Based on this value¸ the shape factor between the
elastic and plastic moment resistance can be calculated, see Equation (2-11).
(2-11)
M pl

α=

M el

Figure 2-4: plastic stress distribution in a Circular hollow section by a bending moment around the strong axis

When a shear force is acting on the cross section the shear stresses need to be uniformly
distributed on the shear area. The shear area is the part of the cross-sectional area subjected
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to shear stresses and which provides the resistance against the internal shear force. Conform
Eurocode EN 1993-1-1, the shear area of the cross section is calculated with formula (2.12)
and is displayed in Figure 2-6.
(2-12)
Ved

σ V , Ed =
Av =

2

π



Av
A=

2

π

Ved = σ V , Ed * Av

* π d m t = 2d m t

(2-13)

Figure 2-5: plastic stress distribution in a Circular hollow section by a shear force

2.1.2.2

The yield criterion may not exceed at any location in the cross-section

The second condition, which is the same as the second condition by the elastic theory, states
that at no location in the cross-section, the yield criterion may be exceeded. The formulas for
the yield criterion, described in clause 2.1.2 are still valid. When the shear stresses and
normal stresses are combined on the cross section is Equation 2.9 valid. This formula can be
used to deduce the reduced yield strength fy,r , which is the maximum normal stress while
shear is present, see Equation (2-14).

f y ,r =

2
f y2 + 3 *τ Ed

(2-14)

Where:

f y ,r

reduced yield strength

Rewriting equation (2.13) in the ratio between de reduced yield strength and the normal yield
strength is it possible to introduce the shear forces in the formula. This results in Equation
(2-15). When the plastic design shear resistance, shows in equation (2-16)), is substituted in
Equation (2-15), the relative reduced yield strength by Von Mises can be written as Equation
(2-17).

f y ,r
fy

= 1−

2
3 *τ Ed
fy

(2-15)

 fy 

V pl , Rd = Av 
 3

(2-16)

2

(2-17)

f y,r
fy

= 1−

VEd
V pl2 , Rd
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2.1.2.3

Plastic stress distribution

The last criterion states that the stresses may be distributed over the cross-section in such
way that the distribution of the stresses achieves the best possible distribution, as long as the
emerging deformations relate to the plastic stress distribution. Because the stress is
everywhere in the cross-section equal to the yield strength, every fibre is fully utilized. This
means that only the horizontal line of the stress-strain curve is used for the theory of plasticity,
as shown in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-6: Plastic part of the stress-strain curve

In the case of multiple internal forces acting on the cross section, there are many stress
distributions possible who leads to different values of the capacity of the cross-section. The
only requirement is that the total stresses must always be lower than the yield criterion.
Figure 2-8 displays possible stress distributions in a Circular Hollow Section.

Figure 2-7: Possible plastic stress distribution in the case of multiple internal forces of I-shaped sections [5]
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2.2

Cross sectional design rules

Every cross section can be loaded by different internal forces. Tension, compression, bending
moment, shear and torsion are these forces which can act on the cross section. It is possible
the internal forces act alone on the cross section, but in most cases a combination of forces is
present. Because the scope of the research is bending-shear interaction, only bending forces
and shear forces are described, so tension, compression and torsion are out of scope in this
research.
This paragraph describes the internal forces according two different codes:
• Eurocode 3: NEN-EN 1993-1-1 [1]
• American National Standard: ANSI/AISC 360-05 [6]

2.2.1

Design rules according to NEN-EN 1993-1-1

Bending and shear are the two single internal forces which are involved by bending-shear
interaction. Bending is described in NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.5 and the design rules for shear
in NEN-EN 1993-1-1 article 6.2.6. Article 6.2.8 is valid when a combination of bending and
shear is acting on the cross-section. [7]

2.2.1.1

Bending moments

The unity check (U.C) for bending moment on the cross section is provided with Equation
(2-18).
(2-18)
M ed

M c , Rd

≤1

The moment resistance of the cross section depends on the classification of the cross
1
section . For class 1 and 2, the plastic design moment resistance is used; see Equation (2-19)
For cross-sections of class 3, only the elastic design moment resistance may be used, see
Equation (2-20).
(2-19)
W pl f y

M c , Rd = M pl , Rd =

M c , Rd = M el , Rd =

γ M0
Wel f y

γ M0

Where:

M c , Rd

γM0

1

resistance of the cross section due to bending moment
partial factor for resistance of cross-sections

See chapter 2 paragraph 3
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2.2.1.2

Shear forces

The U.C. for internal shear forces on the cross-section is provided in Equation (2-21).

Ved
≤ 1 .0
Vc , Rd

(2-21)

The Eurocode makes a difference between elastic and plastic calculation methods. When the
plastic method is used, The resistance of the cross section to shear forces Vc,Rd, is the design
value of the resistance to shear forces by yielding (Vpl,Rd), see Equation
(2-22). For CHS profiles, the area of the cross-section where shear forces are present (Av) is
always a ratio of the total cross sectional area, see Equation (2-23).

 fy 

Av 
3

= 

Vc , Rd = V pl , Rd
Av =

(2-22)

γ m0

2
A
π

(2-23)

Where:

Av

area of the cross-section where shear forces are present

When using the elastic calculation method, the elastic shear force distribution limits the shear
force to the yield strength, which results in the unity check for the elastic shear resistance, see
Equation (2-24). In here, τEd is the design value of the shear stress, see Equation (2-25).
(2-24)
τ Ed

fy

τ Ed =

3 γ M0

≤ 1 .0

VEd * S
I * ti

Where:

I
S

second moment of area (moment of inertia)
first moment of area
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2.2.1.3

Multiple internal forces: Bending and shear

If shear force and bending moment are acting on the cross-section, the bending moment
needs to be limited to the reduced design value of the yield moment. This results in the unity
check in Equation (2-26).
(2-26)
M Ed

M v , Rd

≤1

Where:

M V ,Rd

reduced design value of the resistance to bending moments about one
principal axis making allowance for the presence of shear forces

NEN-EN-1991-1-1 art. 6.2.8 states that in some cases the influence of shear on the
resistance to moments is insignificant. This influence may be neglected if the shear forces are
smaller than half of the plastic resistance to shear forces. If this is not applicable, the moment
resistance is calculated using reduced yield strength, see Equation (2-27).

f y ,r = (1 − ρ ) f y

(2-27)

Where:

ρ

reduction factor for determining the reduced design values of the resistance to
bending moments allowing the presence of shear forces, see Equation (2-28).

 2V

ρ =  Ed − 1
 V pl , Rd


2

(2-28)

In here, Vpl,Rd is obtained by the equation in NEN-EN 1991-1-1 article 6.2.6(2) and is
formulated in Equation (2-22) of this report.
For I-shaped profiles with equal flanges and bending around t(2-28)he major axis equation
3.10 is rewritten in an alternative formula for the calculation of the reduced design value for
the yield moment resistance, see Equation (2-29). This value must be lower than the
resistance of the cross section due to bending moment.

M v , Rd


ρA 2 
W y , pl − w  f y

4t w 
=
< M c , Rd

γ m0

Where:

Aw
tw

area of the web, without the radii of curvature, hwtw
thickness of the web of an I-shaped section
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2.2.2

Cross sectional design rules according to the American
Standard

The cross-sectional design rules are somewhat different in the American Standard than the
equation used in the Eurocode. This paragraph shows the equation for bending moment,
shear forces and the combination bending –and shear according to the American Standard.

2.2.2.1

Bending moments

Section F, in AISC-2005 gives the design rules for members in flexure. The rules for round
Hollow Structural Sections (HSS) are described in F8. This section applies to round HSS
having D t ratios of less than 0.45E f y . The nominal flexural strength is the lower value
obtained according to the limit states of yielding (plastic moment) and local buckling. See
Equation (2-30) and (2-31)
Limit states of yielding :

Mn = fy *z

(2-30)

Local buckling:





0.021E

Mn =
+ Fy  * s
 d 

  

 t


(2-31)

Where::

z
E
d

plastic section modulus about the axis of bending
modulus of elasticity
outside diameter of the cross-section
elastic section modulus

s

For sections with slender walls the theory of plasticity is not applicable. The calculations for
these profiles goes according to the theory of elasticity, see Equation (2-32) . The Critical
stress is taken instead of the yield stress and depends of the modulus of elasticity, the outside
diameter and the design wall thickness, see equation (2-33).
(2-32)
M n = Fcr * S

Fcr =

0.33E
D
 
 t 

Where

Fcr

critical stress
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2.2.2.2

Shear stresses

Section G, Design of members for shear, describes the general provisions and the more
precise provisions for profiles in shear. The rules for round HSS are described in G6. The
Unity Check for shear forces on the cross section is provided in Equation (2-34).
(2-34)
Vr

Vn

≤ 1 .0

In which

Vn
Vr

nominal shear strength, kips
required shear strength using LRFD or ASD load combinations, kips

The shear buckling equation, Equation (2-35) and (2-36), will control for D/t over 100, high
strength steels and long lengths. If the shear strength for standard sections is desired, shear
yielding will usually control.
(2-35)
Fcr * Ag

Vn =

2


 1.60 E
Fcr = max
5
 L
4
d


v

*


 d
t




0.78 E 
 < 0.6 * f y
;
3

 d 2 
  
t 

Where

Ag

cross area of section based on design wall thickness

d
Lv

outside diameter

t

the distance from maximum to zero shear force over the length of
The girder
design wall thickness, equal to 0.93 times the nominal wall thickness
for ERW HSS and equal to the nominal thickness for SAW HSS [in.]
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2.2.2.3

Multiple internal forces: Bending and shear

HSS are the only shapes that have specific provisions for resistance to torsion and have not
specific rules for other combinations without torsion. For combinations with other loads, the
interaction is treated in one of two ways. When the required torsional strength is less than
20% of the available torsional strength, the typical interaction using only axial load and
amplified moments is used, the same as for other shapes. For higher required torsional
strength, a stress based interaction combining normal stresses with the square of shear
stresses is used, see Equation (2-37).
.
2

 Pr M r   Vr Tr 
 +
 +  +  ≤ 1
 Pc M c   Vc Tc 

(2-37)

Where:

Pr
Pc

required strength

Mc

available flexural strength determined in accordance with Chapter F

Vc
Tr
Tc

available shear strength

available axial strength

required torsional strength
available torsional strength

This means that when torsion is not available in the cross section also the shear forces are
neglected and the cross sectional resistance will be determined by the rules for single internal
forces.
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2.3

Background documentation EN 1993-1-1

NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8, bending and shear, is based on background documentation.
Several researches were done which results in the equations that are provided by the
Eurocode.
This chapter is divided in 3 paragraphs:
-

2.3.1

History of bending-shear interaction in general
Bending-shear interaction on Circular Hollow Sections
Recent studies to bending-shear interaction of CHS profiles

History of bending-shear interaction in general

Previously, in the late 50’s, there was done research with respect to bending-shear
interaction. The first theories (Onat and shield, Green ,Leth) [8]–[10] investigated the effect of
shear forces on bending of beams with a large H/L ratio, so that bending of the beam can be
treated as a plane strain problem. Besides that, they assumed rigid, perfectly plastic material.
If the width of the beam is relatively small against the length of the beam, the problem can be
treated as a plane stress problem. Under this condition, Drucker [11] continued the research
of Green because there were to many questions remained unanswered. He made a lower –
and upper bound theorem for Rectangular Hollow sections (RHS) and I-shaped beams.
Instead of Drucker, who considered bending as a 2-D problem, Hodge [12] dealt with the
problem by examining the limit condition for a cross-section of the beam simultaneously
subjected to bending moment and shear force and tried to find the interaction curve. In other
words, he developed a local type of criterion in which conditions at the critical section were
considered without reference to the remainder of the beam.
In 1961, Neal B.G [13] wrote an article about the ‘effect of shear force on the fully plastic
moment of an I-Beam . He improved the lower bound theorem for low shear and had validated
the theorem with experimental tests. The results showed that there was good agreement
between upper and lower bound interaction for long beams, but for short beams the theorems
were questionable. Later that year, Neal also wrote an article about the fully plastic moment of
a rectangular cross sectional beam.
In 1970, Heyman J. continued the research and he tried to determinate the exact value of the
shear collapse load of I-shaped beams [14]. Because he used simple velocity fields, the
results of this article gave a large gap between the upper and lower bound and improving
these velocity fields were necessary.
Till 1992, the researches were based on the full plastic theory. To extend the knowledge of
bending – shear interaction, Lu and Sherbourne [15] wrote an article about ‘shear-bending
interaction for strain-hardening beams’. The interaction is analysed for both rectangular and Isections.
Till 1992, the researches were based on the full plastic theory. To extend the knowledge of
bending – shear interaction, Lu and Sherbourne [15] wrote an article about ‘shear-bending
interaction for strain-hardening beams’. The interaction is analysed for both rectangular and Isections.
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2.3.2

Bending-shear interaction of Circular Hollow Sections

In the late seventies a large progress is encountered on the strength properties for Circular
Hollow Sections and the first design rules were formed. The largest contribution to these rules
was provided by Cidect , the international institute of Welding and publications from
Wardenier.
According to Wardenier [16], the stress resultants due to various actions are distributed over
the most favourable way when the resistance possibility to shear is only resisted by the webs
parallel to the shear load. The basic design capacities and the interaction equation formed by
Wardenier are derived from the work of Roik et. al. [17]. The interaction equation for bendingshear is derived from the report of Shakir-Kalil et. al. [18] which did investigations regarding
the combination of stresses on Circular Hollow Sections.
According to Wardenier, the plastic moment (Mp) and shear yield load (Qp) can be determined
with equation (2-38) and (2-39).
2

M p = dm t *σ e
Q p = 2d m t *

(2-38)

σe
(2-39)

3

Where:

Mp

plastic moment (old notation)

Qp

Shear load (old notation)

dm

Diameter of the mid-circle

σe

yield stress (old notation)

The interaction equation is formulated in equation (2-40). According to RB’78 [19] , the
influence of the shear load on the plastic moment can be neglected if the shear load ratio is
lower than 35 percent of the total cross-sectional capacity to shear forces. This constraint is
present because the influence on Mp is than less than 5 percent.


 Q
M
= 1 − 1 − 1 − 
Q

Mp
 p







2


A

 2 A − AQ


Where:

M
Q
A
AQ

acting moment on the cross-section
acting shear force on the cross-section
Area of the cross-section
Shear area of the cross-section (2dmt)
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2.3.3

Recent studies to bending-shear interaction of CHS profiles

Till now, only 1 research that is found is an experimental research named ‘testing of steel
pipes under bending, twist and shear’, provided by Ozkan and Mohareb. [20]. They have
determined an equation for the moment resistance of steel pipes subjected to bending, shear
and torsion, See Equation (2-41). In this paper, the validity of this equation is assessed under
various magnitudes of ratios Mrx, Vry and Tr

V pl , Rd = 1 − M pl2 , Rd cos

πTRd
2 1 − M pl2 , Rd

(2-41)

Where:

M rs

required moment strength, according to LRFD/ASD

Ty

cross-sectional resistance to torsion (LRFD/ASD)

The experimental tests were done with 3 different specimen heights and 4 different
thicknesses. All the D/t ratios are around 44.0. also the load combinations on the tests were
calculated with Equation 2.56, in a way that the section of the pipe was fully in the plastic
state.
The results of the experiment show that equation 2.56 predicted a lower capacity than those
recorded in the tests. The average ratio between the experimental results and the analytical
predictions was 94% based on the yield strength. Strain hardening effects, which were not
taken into consideration are believed to be responsible for this difference.
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3

Transverse shear stresses in Circular
Hollow Sections

Transverse loading induces bending moment which causes a bending stress and a shear
force which causes a shear stress. The bending moment directly relates to a normal stress in
the beam. For the most beams, the normal stress is the critical criterion of the beam. For short
and thick beams, the shear stress becomes important. If that shear stress exceeds the critical
shear stress of the material, failure occurs. This means it is important to look at the
combination of both stress criterion.
The principle for the derivation of the transverse shear equation in paragraph 3.1 is
interpreted from the lessons of Holmes – mechanics of materials [21].

3.1

Derivation of the general transverse shear
equation

Figure 3-1 visualizes a simply supported beam with a randomly chosen cross-section. On this
beam, a load is acting which causes longitudinal –and transverse stresses in de beam. In the
cross-section, it is possible to determine the shear flow. Therefore, an arbitrary area of the
cross-section is chosen. This arbitrary area is the areas of interest were we want to know the
shear stress.
For an indefinitely small section of the beam, a free body diagram is drawn. The height of the
arbitrary area of interest is visualised. Because loading P is acting on the profile, a normal
stress is present. This normal stress is the highest in the top, zero at the neutral axis and is
going negative in the mass under the neural axis. (elastic stress distribution). The force acting
on the area of interest on point C is the normal stress multiplied with the differential area dA.
For point D, the normal stresses are calculated the same, but due to the geometry and
loading, these normal stresses are lower. Because little difference is noticeable in the
stresses at point C and point D, a reacting force is acting to gain equilibrium, which is called
∆H .
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Figure 3-1: Principle for the calculation of the elastic stresses

Equation (3-1) equated the horizontal equilibrium of the free body diagram. As known, the
Normal stresses can be calculated with equation (3-3). Substituting this equation back in
equation (3-2) leads to the equation of the additional force which corresponds to the shear
force on the plane of the arbitrary area, see Equation (3-4).

∑F

x

(3-1)

=0

∆H + ∫ (σ c − σ d )dA = 0

(3-2)

A

σi = −

(3-3)

M*y
I

∆H =

Md − Mc
I

(3-4)

∫ ydA
A

Where

∆H
y

a force which makes equilibrium in the free body diagram
the distance to the centre of gravity of particles in the considered
system

In equation (3-4), the integral represents the first moment of area, which is in accordance with
the plastic section modulus of the area of interest (s). The other term that can be rewritten is
the difference in moment of point C and point D. The moment difference –and the length of
the arbitrary area is indefinitely small, this means that Equation (3-5) is valid. The first
derivative of the moment corresponds to the shear force (V), so equation (3-4) can be
rewritten to equation (3-6).
(3-5)
dM

M d − M c = ∆M =

dx

∆x = V∆x
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∆H =

Md − Mc
I

∫ ydA =
A

(3-6)

V *s
∆x
I

Where:

s

first moment of area

Rewriting this equation with both delta terms to the same side results in the horizontal shear
force per unit length ‘q’, see Equation (3-7). This equation for the horizontal shear force per
-1
unit length has the units of [Nm ].
(3-7)
∆H V * S

q=

∆x

=

I

Where:

q

horizontal shear force per unit length

an arbitrary area of the cross-section is chosen. This means that the shear force per unit
length is valid for the whole length of the arbitrary area. More interesting is the shear stress in
one particle of the cross-section. According to dimensional analysis, the shear stress per unit
length will be a stress if it is divided by a length scale. The length scale is the thickness of the
area of interest. This resulting in the equation for the shear stress. See Equation (3-8).

τ=

(3-8)

V *S
I *t

Where:

t

thickness of the area of interest
shear stress in one particle of the considered system

τ

3.2

Transverse shear on Circular Hollow Sections

Also for Circular Hollow Sections, equation (3-8) can be used for the determination of the
transverse shear stresses. In this equation, the constant values are the Moment of Inertia (I)
and the Shear force. The variables are the first moment of area and the thickness, which both
are depending on the area of interest (h), see Figure 3-2. Not over the whole cross-sectional
height the calculation of these variables is the same, therefor two domains are specified
where the calculation is different:

d
d
−t ≤ h ≤
2
2

-

Domain 1:

R2 ≤ h ≤ R1

→

-

Domain 2:

0 ≤ h ≤ R2

→ 0≤h<

d
2

Where:

R1
R2
h

Radius of the outer side of the wall
Radius of the inner side of the wall
length of the section of interest to the neutral axis
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3.2.1

Domain 1

Domain 1 is visualized in Figure 3-2 and Is equal to the wall thickness at the vertical axis of
the global coordinate system. In this figure, the ‘h’ indicates the plane of interest.

Figure 3-2: Calculation procedure for the variables in the shear stress equation for domain 1

The calculation of the first moment of area (S) is done with equation (3-9) and consists of the
area of interest, multiplied with the distance of the centroid to the neutral axis ( y ). For an
arbitrary area which his fully present in domain 1, the calculation of the first moment of area is
done with equation (3-10).
(3-9)

S = Ain * y
R1
R1

S = 2 * ∫ R12 − y 2 dy *

∫ y*
h

=

R1

∫

h

R12 − y 2 dy
R12 − y 2 dy

(

2 2
R1 − h 2
3

)

3/ 2

(3-10)

h

Where:

Ain

area of interest

The thickness at the plane of interest also differs and is calculated with the Pythagorean
theorem. Due to symmetry, this equation must be multiplied with 2, see Equation (3-11).
(3-11)
2
2

t = 2 * R1 − h

Besides the variables in the equation, there is a constant present in the equation which is
needed for the calculation of the transverse shear stresses in the cross-section. The equation
for the second moment of area (moment of inertia) is formulated in Equation (3-12).
(3-12)
1
4
4

I = π ( R1 − R2 )
4
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The substitution of the constants and variables in equation (3-8) leads to the final equation for
the calculation of the shear stress along the cross sectional height in domain 1, see Equation
(3-13).

(
(

)
)

2

V * s 4 V R1 − h 2
τ=
=
t * I 3 π R14 − R2 4

3.2.2

(3-13)

Domain 2

Domain 2 is visualized in Figure 3-3 and includes every particle between the neutral axis and
R2 (at the y-axis of the global coordinate system). The calculation procedure of Domain 1 and
2 are the same, but the implementation of each variable is different. Equation (3-14) describes
the calculation of the first moment of area (S) and equation (3-15) the calculation of the
thickness at the plane of interest. In equation (3-16) every constraint and variable is
substituted in the equation for the determination of the elastic transverse shear stresses. This
leads to an equation for the determination of the shear stresses in one horizontally plane.

Figure 3-3: Calculation procedure for the variables in the shear stress equation for domain 2

R1
R1

S = 2 * ∫ R12 − y 2 dy *

∫ y*

R2

R − y dy − ∫ y * R22 − y 2 dy
2
1

2

h

h
R2

R1

∫

h

R12 − y 2 dy −

h

S=

(

2 2
R1 − h 2
3

)

3/ 2

−

(

2 2
R2 − h 2
3

∫
h

R122 − y 2 dy

(3-14)

)

3/ 2

2
2
t = 2 *  R1 − h 2 − R2 − h 2 
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2
2
2
2
V *  R1 − 2h 2 + R 2 − h 2 R1 − h 2 + R2 
V *S 4


=
τ=
4
4
t*I
3
π R1 − R2

(

3.2.2.1

(3-16)

)

Results

With the equation of domain 1 and the equation of domain 2, the shear stresses over the
cross-sectional height can be determined. This is visualized in Figure 3-4. This figure
visualizes the calculation of the transverse shear stresses of profile CHS114.3/6.3. In the
theory of elasticity the resistance of all particles in a considered system is the highest just
before the material of one particle yields. This means that from Equation (3-16) the maximum
shear stress can be determined if this function is equal to the maximum yield strength at the
neutral axis. The elaboration of this equation leads to the maximum shear force just before
any particle is going to yield, see Equation (3-19).

fy
3

fy

=

4
=
3 3

Vmax

(3-17)

V *s
b * I h =0
2
2
2
2
V *  R1 + R2 R1 + R2 


4
4
π R1 − R2

(

(

)

4

4

)

1 π 3 R1 − R2 f y
=
4 R12 + R1 R2 + R2 2

(

(3-18)

(3-19)

)

Figure 3-4: transverse shear stress (CHS114.3/6.3)

3.2.3

Conclusion

The elaboration of the transverse shear stresses on CHS-Profiles shows that the contribution
to shear stresses is the heigest at the neutral axis. This is due to the highest first moment of
area and the smallest wall-thickness at this horizontal plane. Not every particle in the
considered system reaches his maximum capacity, so the cross-section is not completely
utilized. This is in accordance with the theory of elasticity.
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4

Bending-shear combinations according
to the theory of plas-ticity

The determination of the transverse shear stress over the cross-sectional heigth is always
performed according the theory of elasticity. When one, particle is going to yield, the total
cross-section reaches his maximum elastic resistance to shear forces. Because not every
particle is fully loaded with forces, the cross-section has a residual capacity. This residual
capacity is utilized in the theory of plasticity. Because the transverse shear stresses are the
highest at the neutral axis, the cross-section is utilizes the best when the shear stresses are
concentrated at the neutral axis, see Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: Force distribution in the cross-section

First, paragraph 4.1 describes the cross-sectional properties which are needed for the
determination of the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment and shear forces. Than
the maximum shear stresses according to the theory of plasticity are determined in paragraph
4.2. This leads to a maximum area which contradicts with the maximum shear stress of the
cross-section.
When the cross-section is not fully loaded with shear forces, the maximum resistance of the
cross-section will not be reached. This means that the maximum area is also not reached.
The relationship between the cross-sectional resistance and the shear-area is also described
in paragraph 4.2.. Thereafter the different stress combinations and distributions are described
in paragraph 0.

4.1

Determination of the cross-sectional
properties

The calculation of cross-sectional resistance of a cross-section subjected to shear and
bending is always depending on the same cross-section properties: an area reserved for
shear forces (Av), an area which experiences bending moments (Am), The plastic section
modulus of the shear area (W pl;Rd,Av) and the plastic section modulus of the bending area
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(W pl,Rd;Am). Because the angle with the neutral axis can be differently, every variable is
expressed in this angle.
For the calculation of the cross-sectional properties it is possible to use a simplified method
which uses approximation equations. This method defines an arc-length of the mid-section,
which will be multiplied with the wall-thickness of the profile. For an area with a certain angle,
inaccuracies arisen at the edges of the area because the arc length at the inner –and outer
side of the circle has the same length as the arc-length of the mid-section, while the radius is
different, see Figure 4-2. The use of approximations leads to inaccuracies which becomes
2
larger when the CHS profile has a higher d/t ratio , which means that the wall thickness is
relatively high compared with the diameter of the profile. The results are described in Table
4-1. For the full derivation, see Annex A1.

Figure 4-2: inaccuracies by using the simplified calculation method for determining the bending area (left) and
shear area (right).

In addition to the approximation method, it is also possible to calculate the cross-sectional
properties without inaccuracies. This method is called the exact method and uses differential
equations to determining the areas and centre of gravities. The results are described in the
right column of Table 4-1. For full derivation, see Annex A2.
Table 4-1: cross-sectional properties

Approximation method

Exact method

Av ,θ = 2θ (dt − t )

(4-1)

Av ,θ = 2θ (dt − t 2 )

(4-2)

Am.,θ = (π − 2θ )(d − t ) t

(4-3)

Am.,θ = (π − 2θ )(d − t ) t

(4-4)

W pl , Rd , Am = (d − t ) * t cos(θ )

(4-5)

W pl , Rd , Am = cos(θ ) * W pl ;Rd

(4-6)

(4-7)

W pl ;Rd , Av = (1 − cos(θ )) W pl ;Rd

(4-8)

2

2

(

)

W pl ;Rd , Av = W pl , Rd − (d − t ) * t cos(θ )
2

Where:

Av ,θ

area subjected to shear forces, depending on angle θ

Am.,θ

area subjected to bending moment, depending on angle θ

W pl , Rd , Am

section modulus of the area subjected to bending, depending on

2

See Table 5.2 in NEN-EN-1993-1-1 art. 5.6
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W pl ; Rd , Av

section modulus of the area subjected to shear forces, depending on angle θ

[mm³]
The equations of the different areas are completely the same, while the assumptions in the
two calculations methods are completely different This means in Figure 4-2, the surface
surplus of the area between the mid-section and the inner circle is the same as the surface
defect of the area between the mid-section and the outer circle.
In the equations of the plastic section modulus’s of the bending –and shear area are the
differences noticeable. The equation for the calculation of the plastic section modulus is
depending on the considered area and the centre of gravity of this area to the neutral axis. In
the approximation method, the centre of gravity is only calculated with the particles on the
mid-sectional circle, while the exact method determines the centre of gravity with a summation
of all the particles of the considered area.
Figure 4-3 visualized the normalized diagram of W pl,Rd,Am and the angle between the shear
area with the neutral axis. The left diagram corresponds to a profile with a large d/t-ratio and
the right diagram to a profile with a low ratio. When the wall of the profile becomes thicker,
more inaccuracies arisen in the calculation of the centre of gravity. Because the equations of
the exact method are more precise, these equations will be used in further calculations.

Figure 4-3: Normalized diagram of the plastic section modulus, calculated with the approximation -and exact
method; Left: CHS114.3/5.0, Right: CHS114.3/20.0
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4.2

Maximum shear resistance of the crosssection

In a Circular Hollow Section the deviatoric stress component is perpendicular to the angle with
the neutral axis. This means that not all the components in the considered system of particles
have the same contribution to the shear resistance of the cross-section. For example, in the
top of the profile the deviatoric stresses in the particles are almost parallel to the neutral axis.
These particles have almost no contribution to the shear resistance. As the particles become
closer to the neutral axis, the contribution increases, see Figure 4-4. With this in mind, the
maximum resistance to shear forces can be determined by the summation of all the ycomponents of the deviatoric stresses in the particles of the considered system. In other
words, the vertical component of 1 particle at any place in the considered system is multiplied
with a differential area on the same place in the system. This means that Equation (4-9) is
valid.

Figure 4-4: deviatoric stresses in a circular hollow section

Equation (4-10) describes one vertical component of the deviatoric stresses in a Circular
Hollow Section, depending on the angle θ. At one angle multiple particles are present
because the system has a thickness ‘t’. If all the angles with the mid-point of the CHS-profile
are summed, every particle is taken into account and the maximum shear resistance is
reached. For the elaboration of equation (4-9) regarding Circular Hollow Sections, see
Equation (4-11) till (4-13).

V pl ;Rd = ∫τ y dA

(4-9)

A

τ y = τ * cos(θ )

(4-10)



dA =  ∫ dL dR
L 

(4-11)

dL = Rdθ

(4-12)
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(4-13)

1
d
2

V pl ;Rd

2

π /2

1  1 2  1

= 4 * ∫  ∫ (τ * cos(θ ))Rdθ dR = τ d −  d − t  
2  4
2
 
1

d −t  θ
2

Where:

τ
τy

deviatoric stress component of one particle in a considered system
vertical stress component of the deviatoric stress component

As told in paragraph 2.1.2, the theory of plasticity allows a redistribution of the different
stresses in a cross section. This means that the maximum resistance is reached when the
shear forces are concentrated at the neutral axis, see Figure 4-1. This means that equation
(4-13) can be equated with Ved,θ to extract the maximum angle whereby the shear force
reaches is plastic state, see Equation (4-14). The elaboration of this equation shows that the
maximum resistance to shear is reached when the angle with the neutral axis is 1 radian, see
Equation (4-15) till Equation (4-17).

 Av ,θ * f y
V pl ;Rd = Ved ,θ  =
3






2
2
1  1 2  1
  2θ max (dt − t ) f y
τ d − d −t =
2  4
3
2
 

τ

=

(4-14)

(4-15)

(4-16)

fy
3

θ max = 1 rad

(4-17)

Where:

θ max

maximum angle with the neutral axis wen Vpl,Rd is applied on the cross-section.

The equation of the shear area with the maximum angle is expressed in a ratio of the total
cross-sectional area, see Equation (4-18) till (4-22).The result in equation (4-22) match the
equation for the shear-area formulated in NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.3.

Av = 2 * 1 (dt − t 2 ) = 2(dt − t 2 )

(4-18)

Av = xA

(4-19)

(
)
2(dt − t ) = x * (π − 2 * 0 ) t (d − t )

(4-20)

2 dt − t 2 = x * Am θ =0
2

Av =

2

π

A
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4.2.1

Angle vs Utilization ratio of shear

In previous paragraph the angle regarding to the maximum cross-sectional resistance against
shear is determined. For calculation purposes it is important that the areas subjected to shear
–and bending are not depending on the angle with the neutral axis, because it is not easy to
determine the angle in an experimental or numerical experiment. Instead the angle, the shear
resistance of the cross-section is a known value and the shear force in the cross-section is
measurable. Because the angle is proportionate with the shear force in the cross-section the
angle can be expressed in a shear utilization ratio. (nv= VEd/Vpl;Rd).
The shear utilization ratio is described in equation (4-23). In this equation the plastic shear
capacity of the cross-section is reached when the angle θ = 1, see equation (4-17). The
substitution of this equation in the shear utilization ratio equation shows that the angle is equal
to the shear utilization ratio ‘n’, see Equation (4-26).

nv =

Ved ,θ
V pl , Rd

Ved ,θ =

Ved ,θ

(

θ =1

)

2θ dt − t 2 * f y

(4-24)

3

V pl , Rd =
nv =

(4-23)

Ved ,θ

=

(

)

2θ max dt − t 2 * f y

Ved ,θ
V pl , Rd

(4-25)

3

=

θ max
1

(4-26)

=θ

Where:

nv

4.3

shear utilization ratio (Ved / Vpl,Rd)

Derivation of Mv;Rd according to the different
theories

The theory of plasticity is described in paragraph 2.1.2. According to this theory, different
stress distributions are possible as long as the emerging deformations relate to the plastic
stress distribution . For the combination bending and shear, 4 different stress distributions are
possible and described in this paragraph.

4.3.1

Stress distribution 1: The ‘brick’ method

The first stress distribution ‘stacks’ the different forces in such way that every different force
reaches the maximum stress capacity in that area, see Figure 4-5. This is the most common
and easiest method to determining a bending-shear interaction diagram.
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At every angle, the shear force is determined and the corresponding bending moment is
calculated. The area of the bending moment becomes smaller and smaller till the angle with
3
the neutral axis is equal to 1 radian .

Figure 4-5: The used stress distribution for calculation method 1

The calculation of the bending moment will be done with equation (4-27). The plastic section
modulus of the area subjected to bending moment is already calculated in equation(4-6) . This
leads to the equation of the resulting bending moment, see equation (4-28).

M v , Rd = W y , pl , Am * f y

(4-27)

M v; Rd = W ypl ; Rd , Am * f y = cos(n v ) * W pl ; Rd * f y

(4-28)

4.3.2

Stress distribution 2: The
assumptions in the NEN-EN

modified

method

of

the

In the Eurocode, no direct equation is formulated for the calculation of the cross-sectional
resistance to shear. Only for I-shaped sections an equation is formulated., see equation
(2-29) in the Literature survey. From this equation a standard equation can be formulated. The
elaboration is performed in annex B-2 and leads to equation (4-29):

M v ;Rd = (W pl ; Rd − ρ * W pl ; Rd , Av ) f y

(4-29)

Figure 4-6 describes the stress distribution used in the Eurocode. A predetermined shear
angle is formulated, which is in accordance to the maximum shear area of the cross-section
4
(θ=1 radian ). Over this area, the shear stresses are uniformly distributed. The bending
resistance corresponding to the shear force depends on the reduced yield strength equation,
5
formulated in NEN-EN-1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 .

3

The angle whereby the shear force is equal to the resistance of the cross-section to shear.
See equation (4-14) till (4-17)
5
See equation (2-28) for the reduced yield strength equation, formulated in NEN-EN-1991-1-1 art 6.2.8
4
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Figure 4-6: The used stress distribution for calculation method 2

The plastic section modulus of the shear area is calculated with equation (4-8). Substituting
this assumption in equation (4-29) leads to the final equation of the calculation of Mv,Rd for
CHS-profiles, see Equation (4-31).

Wy ; pl , Rd , Av

θ =1

= (1 − cos(θ max ))W pl ; Rd = (1 − cos(1))W pl ; Rd

M v , Rd = (1 − (1 − 0.46 )ρ )W pl , Rd f y

(4-30)
(4-31)

Where:
2

 2V

ρ =  ed − 1 = (2nv − 1)2
V

 pl , Rd


4.3.3

(4-32)

Method 3: UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED SHEAR FORCES IN
COMBINATION WITH THE REDUCED YIELD STRENGTH
EQUATION OF DRUCKER

In the third method the same assumptions are used as in method 2. This leads to the same
stress distribution as the one in Figure 4-6. The shear stresses are uniformly distributed over
the maximum shear area and the angle is predetermined at 1 radian. Drucker uses another
6
yield strength equation than the yield strength equation used in the Eurocode, which is
derived from the Von Mises equation. This leads to the interaction equation in (4-34).

ρ = 1−

V Ed
V

2

2
pl , Rd

= 1 − nv

2

(4-3
3)
(4-3

2

M v ; Rd = W pl ; Rd , Am * f y + W pl ; Rd , Av * 1 −

V Ed
* fy
V pl2 , Rd

4)

The different section modulus’s (W pl;Rd,Am and W pl;Rd,Av) are calculated with equation (4-6) and
(4-7). In this method, the angle which corresponds to the maximum shear stresses is always
6

See equation (2-17) for the reduced yield strength equation, formulated by Von Mises
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1 radian, so the section moduli are calculated at this angle, see equation (4-35) and (4-36).
Substituting the two section modulus’s in equation (4-34) leads to the resistance function of
the residual bending moment when shear forces are present. Because the shear utilization
7
ratio is equal to the angle , the resistance function and knowing that the angle, the resistance
function can be expressed without the angle, see Equation (4-38)

Wy ; pl , Rd , Av

= cos(1)W pl ; Rd

(4-35)

θ =1

Wy ; pl , Rd , Av

= (1 − cos(1))W pl ; Rd

(4-36)

θ =1

M v ; Rd =  cos(1) + (1 − cos(1))

2
M v ; Rd =  0.46 + 0.54 1 − nv


4.3.4

2
1 − nv  W pl ;Rd f y

 W
f
 pl ; Rd y

Method 4: NON-UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED
FORCES IN COMBINATION WITH VON MISES.

(4-37)
(4-38)

SHEAR

In this method, the bending-shear combinations are depending on the angle with the neutral
axis. At every angle, the shear forces are distributed according to the transverse shear
loading and with the Von Mises equation the corresponding bending moments are calculated .
This is done till the angle reaches the angle belonging to the maximum shear resistance of the
cross-section, see step 1 of Figure 4-7. When the maximum angle is reached, the shear
stresses are gradually flattened till the full plastic state is reached, see step 2 of Figure 4-7.

7

See equation (4-23) till (4-26)
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Figure 4-7: The used stress distribution for calculation method 4

The elaboration of this method is described in Annex A-2. Unfortunately, no direct equation
can be formulated with this method. A curve fitting process is necessary for a proper equation
which can be used in NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art. 6.2.8. When this is done, it is not possible to
ascertain the used derivation from this equation. Because the code probably not accepts this
equation, the curve fitting process is out of scope.

4.3.5

Results and conclusion

Figure 4-8 visualizes all the different bending-shear interaction curves of previous paragraphs
and shows that the lower bound of the theory of plasticity is evident. Over the whole set of nratios, method 1 has the lowest resistance to bending moments.

Figure 4-8: normalized bending-shear interaction diagrams of all four different theories (left) + the zoomed version
(right)

When method 2 is used (the modified equation of the Eurocode), no influence of the shear
forces are noticeable if the shear forces are lower than 50% of the total cross-sectional
resistance to shear. In theory this is not possible because when shear forces are introduced in
the cross-section, automatically a lower bending resistance is formed. The sum of different
stresses cannot be higher than the yield criterion of the material.
It is not known how the NEN-EN has determined his reduced yield strength equation. It is
possible this equation is only valid for I-shaped sections. Besides of the NEN-EN, Drucker
also described an equation which can be used, see method 3. When the shear utilization ratio
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is higher than nv = 0.65, the curve exceeds the curve used by the Eurocode. Through this
large difference, even more doubts are arisen about the correctness of the reduced yield
strength equation by high shear utilization ratios when the equation of the code is used.
The last theory increases the shear area until it reaches the maximum capacity to shear
forces. At every different area size, the residual bending moment resistance is calculated with
the Von Mises theory. The curve shows that the contribution of the shear-area to bending
moments is noticeable at n=0.35. This is the same limit value for CHS profiles as the limit
8
value determined by Wardenier . As well as method 3, at high shear utilization ratios this
method exceeds also the modified resistance function of the NEN-EN. Because the theory of
Von Mises is used, these results are the most reliable.
The goal of this research is to evaluate the design rules for bending-shear interaction on
Circular Hollow Sections in the NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.3.8 and check whether or not the rules
have to be reconsidered. The analytical calculations show that the Eurocode overestimate the
resistance of the cross-section when low / mid-high shear forces are present. In this respect,
the design rule is ‘unsafe’ to use. Despite the conservative approach at low and mid-high
shear utilization ratios, this method is too conservative at high shear ratio.
Besides the overestimation of the cross-sectional resistance, the Eurocode formulates a note
which defines that when the shear forces are lower than 50% of the total cross-sectional
resistance to shear, the shear forces are not taken into account. Also this note is questionable
for CHS-profiles, because in accordance to Wardenier, the results of method 3 and 4 shows
little to no influence of the shear forces on Mv,Rd when n<0.35 instead of n<0.5 .
According to the theory of plasticity, the highest resistance may be chosen if the assumptions
of this theory are satisfied, so purely based on analytical results, equation 3 is the most
logical option to use. When high shear forces are present at the cross-section, this method
gives the highest results.
The method with uniformly distributed shear forces in combination with the Von Mises criterion
(Method 4) can be seen as the lower bound solution for M-V interaction in the theory of
plasticity, but the difficult form of equations shows no direct design rule and a curve fitting
process must be performed to gain a design rule. This results in an equation with a lot of
polynomials and the user of the equation cannot trace back where the parts of the equation
come from, so equation 3 is seen as the best option for the resistance function for bendingshear interaction.
Numerical research must verify these findings, see chapter 5 till 10

8

See 2.3.2 for the analytical research by Wardenier
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5

First numerical model, based on
theoretical information.

This chapter describes the assumptions which are made for the Finite Element Model (FEModel) which is used to evaluate the design rule in article 6.2.8 of Eurocode NEN-EN 1993-11 [1]. In this chapter, all the assumptions are based on theoretical information. Later in this
thesis the assumptions are verified with different benchmark studies based on numerical
simulations. ABAQUS Version 6.14, a general purpose finite element code developed by
SIMULIA, was selected as the basic platform for this study.
Every simulation of a Finite Element Model (FE-Model) exists of 3 separate stages; preprocessing, processing and post-processing. The pre-processing phase involves the
preparation of data, such as boundary conditions, material information and load application.
The processor uses this data to build a stiffness matrix to solve the model. After that, the
postprocessor visualises the results. Paragraph 5.1 describes the choices made in the preprocessor with regard to the geometry. The model design is described in Paragraph 5.2 and
the theoretical determined assumptions with reference to the calculation method in Paragraph
5.3.

5.1

Pre-Processing: How the model is build

The effect of shear on the plastic bending resistance can be tested with 3 –and 5 pointbending-tests, see figure Figure 5-1. In this setup only moments and shear forces are present
in the beam. In this research, the basis geometry is a three-point-bending test. This means
that αF=0.
Because the failure modes due to the load cases are symmetric over the cross-section and
9
the imperfection modes are symmetric over the cross-section, the beam can be modelled in
symmetry, see Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Mechanical scheme

5.1.1

Boundary conditions, load application and constraints

The geometry of a model is defined by boundary conditions and load applications. If one of
the two is entered incorrectly in the analysis , a whole other geometry is implemented and the
results of the simulation are not proportionate to the chosen geometry. So it is important to
choose the right boundary conditions and way of loading.

9

The imperfection modes are handled in paragraph 5.3.1.
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10

The main goal of the FE-model is to validate the modified equation which corresponds to the
rules in NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art. 6.3.8. These are general rules, which are in accordance with
11
the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory . In this theory, the way of loading and the location of the
boundary conditions have no influence on the results.
In the FE-Model, 3D conventional-shell elements will be used. With these elements the
restrictions made in the beam theory are not present and the stresses and strains correspond
to the actual behaviour of the beam, which have direct influence on the resistance of the
cross-section. In order to make a comparison with Equation (4-31) , the 3D FE-Model must
be made as ‘natural’ as possible. This means that an attempt is made to decrease the
irregularities in the stress distribution caused by the load application and the boundary
conditions. In order to achieve this, the boundary conditions and forces must lay on the
centreline of the 3D geometry, see Figure 5-2 (left).
As said earlier, bending-shear interaction can be tested with a three –and five point-bendingtest, see Figure 5-1. To achieve this mechanism in 3D, several boundary conditions are
necessary which are showed in Figure 5-2 (right):
-

BC-1: SYMMETRY CONDITION Because only the half of the length of the profile will
be implemented in Abaqus, a symmetry condition is necessary. This condition avoids
displacements in z-direction (parallel to the length of the profile) and rotations in x –
and y directions. This boundary conditions will be placed on the cross-section et the
level of Reference Point Two (RP2).

-

BC-2: RESTRAINING OF THE Y-DIRECTION: The second boundary condition which
is needed is the roller support in RP1. This will be done with a boundary condition
which restrains only the y-direction (the direction parallel to the height of the crosssection).

-

BC-3: RESTRAINING OF THE X-DIRECTION: a third boundary condition will be
placed to avoid rotation –and displacement of the whole profile. To achieve this, the xdirection (the direction parallel to the width of the cross-section) will be restrained on
the lowest and highest axis of the cross-section.

Figure 5-2: perfect mechanical scheme (left) and implemented scheme (right)
10

See equation (4-31)
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory: refers to a solid mechanics theory of beams which use assumptions for simplify calculations of beams.
‘A fundamental assumption of this theory is that the cross-section of the beam s infinitely rigid in its own plane, i.e., no deformations
occurs in the plane of the cross-section. Consequently, the in-plane displacement field can be represented simply by two rigid body
translations and one rigid body rotation. Two additional assumptions deals with the out-of0plane displacements of the section: during
deformation, the cross-section is assumed to remain plane and normal to the deformed axis of the beam.’ [36]
11
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The roller support in RP1 is placed on the centreline of the profile. Because Circular Hollow
Sections will be used, no material will be present on this axis and the FE-Model will not ‘feel’
the influence of the boundary condition during the analysis, so contact between the boundary
12
condition and the profile must be provided. In order to achieve this, a rigid body constraint
will be placed between RP1 and the cross-section at the same level. Pin nodes will be used in
which only translational degrees of freedom are constrained by the motion of the rigid body
reference node (RP1).
The force will be introduced in the cross-sections at RP2 and RP3, relatively on a 3 –or 5
point bending test. At these sections deformations are not prohibited (in contrast to the
support in RP1 certainly), because this is in contradictory with the statement that the
simulation must be as ‘natural’ as possible. This means a rigid body constraint is not used.
another reason why a rigid body is not used is that the profile is a lot stiffer than a profile
without a rigid body constraint, because it will be prohibiting the mutual node displacements.
This means that the capacity of the cross-section will be higher than the actual resistance of
the cross-section.
3 possible coupling constraints are available. With a kinematic coupling constraint, the
degrees of freedom (DOF’s) are deleted of the slave nodes (the nodes at the geometry) and
the nodes are constraint to the displacements and rotations of the master node (the node in
RP2/RP3). Because the master node has no stiffness the kinematic coupling constraint
cannot be used in this research.
Another constraint is the distribution coupling constraint. With this link, the DOF’s of the
master nodes are still present. When a force is introduced in the master node, the constraint
divided the force uniformly over the slave nodes. In contrast to a kinematic coupling
constraint, a distribution constraint permits free node displacements of the slave nodes. This
means the cross-section at this constraint can still deform. For the section where the load
application take place, this constraint is the best option and is used in further calculations

5.1.2

Length of the span

The maximum allowed moment in a bending-shear interaction diagram depends on the
intended utilization ratio of shear with respect to the plastic shear resistance (nv = V/Vpl).
When ‘nv’ is low the cross section is subjected to low shear forces, which results in a higher
allowed moment than a cross-section subjected to more shear forces. This utilization ratio of
shear can be controlled with the length of the beam.
The length of the simulated beam (1/2L) is expressed in different factors. Figure 5-3 shows
the mechanical scheme used for the simulations. The length of the span can be expressed in
terms of the load factor (α), the utilization ratio of shear (nv) and the length of the overhang
(βL).

Figure 5-3: Mechanical scheme
12

Rigid Body Constraint: Constrains the motion of regions of a part so that the relative position of points in the region remain constant
throughout the analysis, prohibiting deformation.[25]
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First, moment equilibrium is established of the mechanical scheme. Equation (5-1) contains
the moment equilibrium for the overhang (part one) and Equation (5-2) for the part between
the supports (part two). With this geometry, the shear force in part two is always the same as
the applied force at the symmetry axis, so Equation (5-2) can be rewritten to Equation (5-4).

αF * x1 = M 1

(5-1)

β L * αF − Fx 2 = M 2

(5-2)

F = V Ed

(5-3)

βL * αV Ed − V ED x 2 = M 2

(5-4)

Where:

α
β

load factor
ratio between the span and the overhang

L

Length of the span

The moment equilibrium is valid for every value of x2. For this research the only interesting
section is the section at x2 = 1/2L, because this section experience the highest bending
moment. When 1/2L is extracted from the equation the length is expressed only in terms of
the bending moment (Med) the shear force (Ved), the load factor (α) and the overhang factor
(β), see Equation (5-5).

M ed
1
L=−
2
VEd (2αβ − 1)

(5-5)

Because the shear force is a ratio of the shear resistance of the cross section, Equation (5-5)
can be rewritten to Equation (5-8)

VEd
Vpl , Rd

(5-6)

VEd = nv * V pl , Rd

(5-7)

1
Mv
L=−
2
nv * V pl , Rd (2αβ − 1)

(5-8)

nv =

5.1.3

Length of the overhang

Research to plasticity with a numerical analysis requires only one critical section. In this
section the first yield occurs at a certain force which will finally determine the maximum
capacity for bending-shear interaction. When two critical sections are present, the two
sections that are yielding can have a lot influence on each other, which can results in
unreliable data from the post-processor.
A three-point-bending test (α=0) has always only one critical, namely at the symmetry axis.
This means that no influence is present from other critical sections.. When a Five-pointbending test is simulated, the critical section is located at two different places; the support
or/and the symmetry axis. This place of the critical section is dependent on two different
factors; load factor ‘α’ and the length of the overhang ‘βL’.
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For uniformity, It is easier when the same conditions between the three –and five-pointbending test are used, so also for a 5-point bending test, the critical section lay at the
symmetry axis. For a 5-point-bending-test the length of the overhang, ‘βL’ is chosen in such
way that when the force at the overhang is the same as the force at the symmetry axis, two
critical sections are simultaneously present in the simulation, namely at the support (RP1) and
the symmetry axis (RP2), This means that Equation
(5-14) is the
same as Equation (5-4) when x1=βL and x2=1/2L. Solving the equalization results in an
overhang of 1/4L, see the elaboration in Equation (5-9) to (5-12). Now, the place of the critical
section is only dependent on load factor‘α’.

x1 = β L

x2 =

1
L
2

α =1

1
2

β FL = β FL − FL
1
=0
2
1
β=
4

2β −

5.1.4

(5-9)
(5-10)
(5-11)
(5-12)

Theoretical domain of calculable n-ratios.

The stress distributions along the longitudinal length are dependent on boundary conditions
and load applications. In the theory of elasticity and plasticity, the complicated form of the
boundary conditions presents formidable mathematical difficulties. Frequently, it is possible to
obtain a solution of the problem if the boundary conditions are somewhat modified, but then,
the mathematical solution of the problem represents only an approximation of the actual
situation. With these approximations, local disruptions in the stress distributions are
neglected. The Saint-Venant Principle (SVP) describes these local disruptions in the stress
distribution. The principle can be stated as follows:
‘If some distribution of forces acting on a portion of the surface of a body is
replaced by a different distribution of forces acting on the same portion of the
body, then the effects of the two different distributions on the parts of the body
sufficiently far removed from the region of application of the forces are essentially
13
the same, provided that the two distributions of forces are statically equivalent .’
The SVP asserts that, while the distributions of stresses and strains near the region of
application may differ greatly, the eccentricities of the local distribution will have no
appreciable effect on the state of stress far enough from the point of application, so long as
the systems of applied forces are statically equivalent. [22]. The SVP has also been
expressed in beam problems. According to Sokolnikoff [23]: ‘it is commonly assumed that the
local eccentricities are not felt at distances that are about five times the greatest linear
dimension of the area over which the forces are distributed’. This means that when the span is
smaller than 5 times the height of the profile the SPV no longer applies and the beam theory
is not valid anymore, As told earlier the beam theory is not valid for FE-Models, but it is a
good indication to start with.. For CHS-profiles it means that Equation (5-8) has a domain for
possible shear utilization ratios which can be simulated, see Equation (5-13). Later in this
13

Statically equivalent: Two force systems are statically equivalent when their resultants are equal. Physically, this means that the
force system tend to impart the same motion when applied to an object; the distributions of the two forces have the same resultant
force and the same resultant moment.
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research, a benchmark study is carried out to test the influence of the boundary conditions
14
and load applications on the stress distribution for CHS-profiles .

1
L=
2

M
≥ 2 .5 d
1

n *V pl , Rd  α − 1
2


(5-13)

CHS-profiles have a low capacity for bending moment compared to the shear resistance of
the cross-section. Through this, the lengths belonging to the moment shear combination are
very low and the precondition of the SVP is quickly exceeded. Figure 5-4 shows the different
n-rations which are simulatable according to the precondition of the SVP with the
corresponding load factor, formulated in Equation (5-13). It becomes clear that when the load
factor becomes higher, more n-ratios are simulatable.
When a three-point-bending test is used as geometry for the FE-Model, only n-ratios till
n=0.32 can be simulated, otherwise the length of the beam is to short (according to the SVP)
15
and the beam does not behave as a beam anymore . The right figure in Figure 5-4 shows
the modified equation of NEN-EN1993-1-1 art. 6.2.8 and the analytical equation of the crosssectional resistance. Because the domain according to the SVP is n=0.32, only a little section
of the downgrading part of the Analytical solution can be described.

Figure 5-4: α/n relation(left) ; Domain of the calculable n-ratios according to the SVP when a three-point-bending
test is used (right)

When using a five-point-bending test, bigger n-ratios can be calculated. In theory every alpha
till α = 0.98 can be used, because with all these alphas the critical section is still at the
symmetry axis. (see, paragraph 5.1.3. still, according to the SVP, only n-ratios till 0.62 can be
calculated and only a small part of the downgrading curve of the equation in the NEN-EN
1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 can numerically be simulated.

5.2

Pre-processing: Modelling design

Every simulation of a FE-Model requires incremental load (or displacement) steps. At every
increment the geometry –and material behaviour can change. With these changes the FEsimulation update the stiffness matrix for the next increment in the analysis. Two different
ways of modelling uses this procedure, namely explicit and implicit modelling. The only big
difference is that Implicit FEM analysis makes use of Newton-Raphson iterations after each
increment to enforce equilibrium of the internal structure force with the externally applied load.
14

See Chapter 7 for the benchmark study to stress distributions on Circular Hollow Sections
The beam does not behave as a beam anymore: the forces are directly distributed to the support, which means that the beam is
behaving as a crowded beam.

15
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[24], so equilibrium is always guaranteed. Because equilibrium is always found, this method is
more reliable than explicit modelling.
Within implicit modelling, a modelling space must be specified in which the part will reside. 3
types of modelling spaces are present in ABAQUS which are suitable for inserting the
mechanical scheme, which are a 2D planar, an axisymmetric 3D modelling space and a
normal 3D modelling space. The parts in a 2D planar –and axisymmetric modelling space can
only be embedded in the X-Y plane and can contain a combination of only planar-shell and
wire features[25]. This means that the element thickness in the cross-sectional plane is not
included in the stiffness matrix. Consequently, the post-processor cannot describe stresses
and strains over the cross-sectional heights and gives only displacements and reaction forces
as results. For evaluating the code, it is important to know how the stresses and strains are
developed in the geometry, because the stress distribution could have a lot influence on the
maximum moment capacity of the cross-section. This means a 3D modelling space is desired
for this research.
In every modelling space different element shapes are present. Every element shape has his
own disadvantages, which have influences on the results in the post-processor. For the
calculation of bending-shear interaction two different element shapes are suitable; a 3D
modelling space with solid (continuum) elements and a 3D modelling space with conventionalshell elements. Solid elements are three-dimensional finite elements that can model solid
bodies and structures without any geometric simplification. Finite element models of this type
have a form of directness. Forces and boundary conditions can be more realistically treated.
This directness does not come for free, because the rapid increase in computer time as the
mesh is refined is a disadvantage of these elements. [26] Conventional-shell elements form a
class between thin shell and (continuum) solid elements. They have the same node and
freedom configuration as solid elements but account for shell-like behaviour in the thickness
direction. They are useful for modelling thin structures with a shell-like behaviour. The most
common use of the shell elements are structures subjected to a combination of bending and
shear. [27]
The choice between these elements depends on the influence of the thin parts of the cross
section subjected to bending. In theory, the main disadvantage of solid elements in FEM with
linear approximations for bending type problems is locking – phenomenon during bending –
The solid elements will show the bending behaviour much stiffer in comparison with an
analytical solution. Locking is higher if the solid elements looks like shell elements. This
means that the elements have a thickness much lower than the other two sizes. In order to
prevent locking problems conventional-shell elements are used to simulate the geometry in
Figure 5-1. This means that the thickness of the wall of the CHS-profile is not physically
implemented in the stiffness matrix of the FE-Model and the reference surface is coincident
with the shells mid-surface. This means that the input diameter is smaller than the actual
diameter, see Equation
(5-14).

d mid = d − t
Where:

d mid

The mid surface diameter which is used as input in the numerical model
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5.2.1

Mesh models

The accuracy of the model is determined by the mesh density of the simulation. Normally, the
output of a simulation with a high mesh density shows much better results than a simulation
with a low density, but requires a lot more computational time. For this reason equilibrium
must be found between the computational time and the accuracy of the model. Later in this
research this is done with a mesh convergence study. The principle for the mesh refinement is
told in this paragraph.
As told in paragraph 5.1.4, There is an influence of the boundary conditions present on the
stresses when the span of the geometry is smaller than 5 times the greatest linear dimension
of the cross-section. For a beam in symmetry this corresponds to span of 2.5 times the
greatest
linear
dimension
of
the
cross-section,
see
Equation
(5-14). Thus, the Saint Venant’s Principle implies that local stresses in one region of a
structure do not affect the stresses elsewhere. From a physical standpoint, it is logical only
convergence of a model will be tested by refining the mesh only in the regions of interest and
retains the unrefined mesh elsewhere. Therefore, different mesh models must be made:
Model 1;

2.5d ≤

Model 2;

3d ≤

1
L < 3d
2

(5-15)

1
L
2

(5-16)

A maximum of 3 different mesh densities is present in the model, depending on the length of
the beam;
-

-

A part with the finest mesh density (PART 1). This part has the most valuable point of
interest. In here, the results will be extracted from the model.
A part with a something bigger mesh density (PART 2). In this part, no values will be
extracted from the model, but still it will be in contact with some boundary conditions
or forces.
The last part (PART 3) has the biggest density. This part will have no region of
interest.

The combination of the mesh models and the parts are illustrated in the figure below, see
Figure 5-5.

Figure 5-5: different mesh models
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Because CHS profiles are used in the simulation, the mesh size may not be too big because
otherwise the circle will not be approached fluently. This can give unrealistic results out of the
post-processor. For the first simulation the next mesh sizes are formulated:
Part 1:

5.2.2

4mm

Part 2:

6mm

Part 3:

8mm

Conventional shell elements

Besides the density of the mesh the choice of shell-elements can have influence on the
accuracy of the model. 3 different types of conventional-shell are available in ABAQUS which
are suitable for the simulations [27]:
•

•

S4R and S4 nodes: Doubly curved conventional linear shell elements with and
16
without reduced integration . These elements allow transverse shear deformation.
They use Mindlin thick shell theory as the shell thickness increases and become
discrete Kirchhoff thin shell elements as the thickness decreases.
S8R: Doubly curved conventional quadratic shell elements with reduced integration.
When transverse shear flexibility is important and second-order interpolation is
desired are thick shells needed. S8R elements use only the thick shell theory and
therefore, a restriction for the use of these elements is made. For homogeneous
shells the element cannot be used when the thickness of the element is less than
about 1/15 of a characteristic length on the surface of the element.

Each element named above allows finite membrane strains, which means that in the
deformations of the elements the rotations and strains are arbitrarily large. When this is not
the case, it is possible to use small membrane strains. Than only five degrees of freedom will
be used per node.
For the simulation S4R elements will be used. This element has the lowest computational time
in contrast to the accuracy of the results. Later in this research, a benchmark study will be
17
carried out to he different conventional shell elements .

5.3

Calculation method

In order to analyse the actual load-bearing behaviour of beams, simulations using plastic
zone theory have to be carried out. [28]. For these calculations the load-bearing behaviour is
shown realistically. Within the plastic zone theory, geometric and physical nonlinearities are
used to get realistic values out of the simulations. When the plastic zone theory is used,
certain input information about the system is required:
-

Geometrical imperfections
Material properties.
Stress distributions

16

Reduced integration: In finite element calculations the Gaussian Quadrature method is often used (compared with the Simpson
rule). Instead of the Simpsons rule, the Gaussian Quadrature method do not uses fixed intervals, which means less function
evaluations are required. To calculate the integral, a number of Gaussian co-ordinates are needed. These co-ordinates describe the
behavior by optimizing the positions of the individual points. Reduced integration uses a lesser number of Gaussian co-ordinates when
solving the integral. Clearly, the more Gaussian co-ordinates, the more accurate the answer will be, but it weights against the
computational time. In Displacement-based FE- formulations the stiffness matrix is always overestimated. So when using reduced
integration, the slight loss of accuracy is counteracted by the improvement in approximation of the real-life behavior. [27]
17
See paragraph 6.4.2.1 for the element study
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The influence of the stress distribution is already described in paragraph 5.1.4 and later in this
18
research, a benchmark study will be carried out . Therefore, stress distributions will not be
discussed in this paragraph. For the geometrical imperfections, see paragraph 5.3.1. The
material properties will be discussed in paragraph 5.3.3.

5.3.1

Geometrical imperfections

When the design rules of bending-shear interaction will be examined, it is not obviously that
geometric imperfections (GI) are needed. Previous numerical research to other stress
combinations did not use imperfections in the simulations. In theory, the plastic zone theory
must be used for every recalculation of experiments and parametric studies for checking
validation procedures. Introducing imperfections into the model results in two types of
numerical simulations:
-

-

5.3.1.1

LBA; Linear Buckling Analysis, which is used to determine the Eigen modes.
GMNIA; Geometrical and Material Non-linear Analysis, which is used to obtain
numerical data for bending-shear interaction.

Linear Buckling Analysis (LBA)

In the LBA, the calculation of the buckling load factors and the corresponding mode shapes is
done for a structure under given loading conditions. If the primary and secondary load paths
exceeded each other, a bifurcation point exists. Before this point is reached, all element
stresses change proportionally with the load factor. The slope of the secondary load path after
the bifurcation point determines the behaviour of the structure. When a positive slope is
founded, post buckling is occurring and the structure can handle higher forces till the limit
point is reached. When a negative slope is occurring, the structure experience direct post
buckling collapse, see Figure 5-6. [29]

Figure 5-6: Principle of the LBA. Reprinted from “linear buckling solver” by Strand7 software [29]

Bending-shear interaction experience local buckling after certain loading. A structure loaded
with bending and shear always encounter a post-buckling behaviour because the beam
deflects. This results in too much pressure in the material at the pressure zone and the
material deform locally. Because the local imperfection gradually deform in the structure, the
18

See chapter 7 for the benchmark study to the stress distributions.
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structure experience no post buckling collapse, but the resistance of the cross-section
becomes higher and more plasticity is being formed. This means the influence of the local
deformation on the resistance of the cross-section will not be that high. Therefore using
geometrical imperfections shows little difference with the simulations of a model without GI’s.
Another thing why GI’s can be used is that the GMNIA encounter much difficultly with
calculating the stiffness matrix when local buckling is occurring in the simulation. Much
difficulty means a lot of computational time. Therefore, a geometric imperfection is also
relevant. The geometrical imperfection will reduce the calculation time because the simulation
has less difficulty to calculate the deformation of the beam.
In the LBA, two different eigenvalue extraction methods are available. The Lanczos –and the
subspace iteration method. For both Eigen solvers the desired number of eigenvalues is
requested. The difference between the Lanczos and the subspace method is that the Lanczos
method is working with individual vectors and the subspace allows multiple iteration vectors.
When a lot of Eigen modes are requested, the subspace method can results in a large
computational benefit. In this research, we are only interested in the first Eigen mode,
because this one has the lowest bifurcation point. The structure that is simulated is a bending
problem. Hereby the first Eigen mode can be positive or negative, so 2 Eigen modes are
possible with the same bifurcation point. Because only the positive eigenvalue is interesting,
the Lanczos method will be used. Only this method has the ability to switch the negative
Eigen modes off.

5.3.1.2

Geometrical and Material Non-linear Analysis (GMNIA)

The GMNIA is performed to describe the behaviour of the beam under certain loading. To
verify the strength capacity of the structure, geometrical –and material nonlinearities will be
used.
The imperfections from the LBA are used in the GMNIA calculation. When the Eigen mode is
implemented in the GMNIA, assumptions for the size of the imperfections have to be made.
When the imperfection is assumed to high, the imperfection has a too big influence on the
results, such that the results does not met de required values. Experimental measurements
shows that within the production, w0 = l / 1000 is a common initial imperfection.
When using this imperfection, the influence of the geometrical imperfection is larger when little
shear is subjected to the cross-section, because the length of the profile is significantly larger
with the used geometry than a cross-section subjected to a lot of shear. To test the influence
19
of the geometrical imperfection, a benchmark study will be done later in this research .
Within the GMNIA, different calculation methods are available. The modified Riks method in
combination with large displacement theory is used for all the simulations, because the Riks
method is recommended for post buckling analysis. The Riks method uses the load –or
displacement magnitude as an additional unknown. Therefore, another quantity will be
needed to finding equilibrium. The Riks method using the ‘arc length’ method to finding this
equilibrium.

19

See paragraph 5.3.1 for the benchmark study to geometrical imperfections
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The ‘arc length’ method
The arc length method can be used for results of instable non-linear statically equilibrium
problems. This method used an approximation method to approach the complex path of a
force-displacement diagram. In here, the inclination is calculated by the stiffness matrix. When
the tangent crossing the line of reference, equilibrium can be found. It is possible no
equilibrium will be found at the first iteration, than a new inclination will be calculated with a
new stiffness matrix. This procedure will be followed until equilibrium will be founded. In the
arc length method, every variable is controlled with one parameter. This means that the
direction of the vector is provided, but not the value of the loading Because the method try to
find equilibrium between the nodal displacements and the force factor, the Newton-Raphson
method is the basis method of the arc length method. In the arc-length method, force- and
displacement controlled simulations can be used. [30]. For this research, both methods are
used.

Figure 5-7: Principle of the arc length method. Reprinted from “Arc-length technique for nonlinear finite element
analysis” by A. Bashir, SU Xiao,zu, retrieved from http://www.zju.edu.cn/jzus/2004/0405/040516.pdf [30]

5.3.2

Tolerances and parameters

Every simulation with Abaqus is based on convergence tolerances and parameters. The
control parameters are used to control the nonlinear equation solution accuracy and the time
increment adjustment. For most analyses, these solution control parameters are not changed.
This is only done in cases where the solution procedure may not converge with the default
controls or in cases which use an excessive number of increments and iterations. In this
research, the default convergence tolerances parameters are used for force and moment.
These parameters can be found in Table 5-1 (a).
Besides convergence tolerances, Time incrementation control parameters are used to gain
proper results with a minimum computing time. Table 5-1 (b) contains the standard control
parameters, pre-defined by Abaqus. Qualitatively, the changes that could be made to these
default values are intended to significantly increase the number of equilibrium iterations that
Abaqus will perform before the code evaluates the need for a reduction (or cut-back) in the
time increment size, but for this research it is not necessary.
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Convergence tolerance parameters for force and moment

Time incrementation control parameters
-

First equilibrium iteration for consecutive divergence check

4

-

Equilibrium iteration at which log. Convergence rate check begins

8

-

Equilibrium iteration after which alternate residual is used
Maximum equilibrium iterations allowed

9
16

-

Equilibrium iteration count for cut-back in next increment

10

-5

Maximim equilibrium iters in two increments for time increment increase

4

-5

Maximum iterations for severe discontinuities

50

-3

Maximum cut-backs allowed in an increment

5

-8

Maximum Discontunality Iters in two increments for time increment increase
Maximum contact augmentations for *surface behavior augmented langrange

50
50

-5

cut-back factor after divergence

0,250

-8

cut-back factor for too slow convergence

0,500

-5

cut-back factor after too many equilibrium iterations

0,750

-5

cut-back factor after too many severe discontinuity iterations

0,250

-5

cut-back facto after problems in element assembly

0,250

-3

Criterion for residual force/moment For a non-linear problem

5.000 *10 ³

Criterion for displacement/rotation correction in a non-linear problem

1.000 *10 ²

Inital value of time avarage force/moment
Average force is time average force/moment

1.000 *10 ²

Alternate criterion for residual force/moment for a nonlinear problem

2.000 *10 ²

Criterion for zero force/momentrelative to time avarage force

1.000 *10

Criterion for residual force/moment when there is zero flux

1.000 *10

Criterion for displacement/rotation correction when there is zero flux

1.000 *10

Criterion for residual force/moment for a linear increment
Field conversion ratio

1.000 *10
1,00

Criterion for zero force relative to time avarage maximum force

1.000 *10

Criterion for zero displacement relative to characteristic length

1.000 *10

Volumetric strain compatibility tolerance for hybrid solids

1.000 *10

Axial strain compatibility tolerance for hybrid beams

1.000 *10

Trans. Shear strain compatibility tolerance for hybrid beams

1.000 *10

Soft contact constraint compatibility tolerance for P>P0
Soft contact constraint compatibility tolerance for P = 0.0
Contact force error tolerance for convert SDI = yes

5.000 *10
0,100
1,00

Increase factor after two increments that converge quickly
max. Time increment increase factor allowed
Max. Ttime increment increase factor allowd (dyamics)

1,500
1,500
1,250

Displacement compatibility toerlance for Dcoup elements

1.000 *10-5

max. time increment increase factor allowd (diffusion)

2,000

Rotation compatibility tolerance for Dcoup elements

1.000 *10-5

Minimum time increment ratio for extrapolation to occur
max. ratio of time increment to stability limit
fraction of stability limit for new time increment
global stabilization control is not used

0,100
1,000
0,950
1,000

Table 5-1: Convergence tolerances and time incrementation control parameters

5.3.3

Material behaviour

A further essential assumption relates to the material behaviour of steel. Normally, evaluating
the code with numerical simulations is done with a bi-linear σ-ε diagram, which is formulated
in NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 5.4.3. This clause treats material nonlinearity through a simplified
elastic-plastic material model, see curve I in Figure 5-8. In practice, the actual response of
structural steel is more complex than this. In the actual behaviour of steel, strain hardening is
occurring. This effect can have a huge influence on the results.
A simplified stress-strain relationship with strain-hardening is included in NEN-EN 1993-1-5
clause C6, see curve II of Figure 5-8. In this relationship, strain hardening is occurring, but the
yielding plateau is omitted and no realistic relationship is will be described with this curve.
Because EN-1993 does not show realistic stress-strain relationships, curve I and II can be
composed to gain material properties which describe the actual material behaviour better, see
curve III in Figure 5-8. In here, the stress-strain relation is multi-linear and the hardening part
starts after the yielding plateau at a strain of 0.2% (0,02) and stops at 8% (0,08).
Besides the Eurocode the NEN 6770 and the Swedish code BSK 99 formulates an equation
for multi-linear stress-strain relations with a yielding plateau. [31] [32]. The differences with the
Eurocode are:
-

With both the NEN 6770 and the NEN-EN 1993-1-1 a yielding plateau is present and
both hardening parts stops at 8%. The only difference is at which strain the
hardening starts. In the NEN, the hardening part starting earlier at 7*ε1 (0.008), see
curve IV in Figure 5-8.

-

The BSK 99 and the NEN-EN 1993-1-1 have both a yielding plateau. Both relations
start with hardening at a strain of 2% (0,02). The maximum strain in BSK99 is
calculated with another equation and is much lower than relation III, namely 5,0%
(0,050), see curve V in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Stress strain relationships according to NEN-EN 1993 (first diagram) ; Multi-linear relations by
different codes (second diagram)

The engineering stresses -and strains in Figure 5-8 do not meet the requirements of a
geometric non-linear analysis, because the strains and stresses are calculated with a nominal
20
cross-section and nominal gauge length . For the input in Abaqus, the engineering stresses
and strains must be converted to true stresses and strains. This is done with Equation (5-17)
to (5-20). The stress-strain curves measured for tension define the material response for both
tension and compression in the FE-model. Strain-hardening result always in the same or more
resistance of the cross-section. Therefore the reference model for the benchmark studies is
calculated with bi-linear material properties, corresponding with ‘I-true’ in Figure 5-9.

σ true = σ nom (1 + ε nom )
ε true = ln(1 + ε nom )
E=

σ true
ε true

ε pl = ε true −

(5-17)
(5-18)
(5-19)

σ true

(5-20)

E

20

Gauge length: according to www.engineering-dictionary.org: “the distance between two points where the measurement of strain
occurs”.
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Where:

σ true

true stress

σ nom

engineering stress

ε true

true strain

ε nom

engineering strain

ε pl
E

true Plastic strain
modulus of elasticity

Figure 5-9: Stress strain relationships according to NEN-EN 1993 (left) ; Multi-linear relations by different codes (right)
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5.4

Abaqus script and procedure

The FE-model is fully controlled by a Python script so it is easy to change the cross-section,
the length of the specimen and the type –and density of the meshes, see annex C1 for the
python script. For clarification, in annex C2 screenshots are made which explains how the
model is made.

5.5

First reference simulation

The reference simulation is performed with a cross-section of 114.3/6.3 and all findings
described in previous paragraphs. This simulation is compared to method 2 and 3 of chapter
4, see Figure 5-10. According to the Saint Venants principle, only shear utilization ratios till
0.35 can be simulated. If the assumptions are purely based on theoretical information, two
different inaccuracies stand out.

Figure 5-10: Results based on theoretical information

The shear ratios from nv= 0.02 till nv = 0.1 shows a big difference with the resistance function
21
of the code and the resistance equation with the reduced yield strength equation of
22
Drucker . This is already predicted in paragraph 5.3.1. The geometrical imperfection is too
high when low shear forces are used. This results in a lower stiffness and the results do not
meet the analytical value. After nv = 0.1 The results exceeds the plastic bending resistance of
the cross-section. Theoretically, this is not possible. This can be the result of different factors
in the FE-Model. In Chapter 6, benchmark studies are carried out to improve the reference
simulation.

21
22

See paragraph 4.3.2 for the modified resistance function of the NEN-EN
See paragraph 4.3.3 for the resistance function with the reduced yield strength equation of Drucker
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6

Review of the model with numerical
simulations

In Chapter 5, the basic parameters for the numerical calculations are determined. All the
assumptions that are made are based on theoretical information. The reference simulation
shows other results than expected. To test the validity of the inserted variables, different
numerical benchmark studies are performed. When it turns out that the specific variable in the
reference calculation is less precise than the results from the benchmark study itself, the data
will be adapted and the new variable is the new basis variable for the next benchmark study.
In this chapter all simulations are performed with cross-section CHS114.3/6.3, the geometry
described in chapter 5 and the bi-lineair material properties (curve I in figure 5-8).

6.1

Benchmark 1: The use of symmetry

In Abaqus it is possible to use a pre-described condition for symmetry. Because a circular
cross-section is used, not all elements are parallel or perpendicular to the global axes so the
possibility occurs the model is over constraint with the pre-described symmetry condition.
The whole model is based on all the variables determined in Chapter 5. Only the symmetry
condition is changed. Thence, a comparison can be made between the different models for
symmetry and the reference calculation in paragraph 5.5. The simulations are performed with
a shear utilization ratio ‘n’=0.3, because with this shear utilization ratio the differences
between the analytical calculations and the reference simulation are the highest. The used
geometry is a three-point-bending-test. This means that the load factor ‘α’ = 0. According to
Equation (5-8) this corresponds to a span of 312.12mm, see Table 6-1.
Table 6-1: span length
d
t
A

[mm]
114.30

Av
[mm]
[mm²]
[mm²]
6.30 2137.54 1360.80

Vpl;Rd
[kN]
184.63

Wy;pl
[mm³]
73566.55

n
[-]
0.30

Vpl;Rd,n
[kN]
55.39

ρ
[-]
-

Mvrd
[kNm]
17.29

α
[-]
0.00

The pre-described symmetry condition in Abaqus is visualized in the left figure of Figure 6-1.
This condition is used in the reference simulation of chapter 5. Hereby, the displacement in
the z-direction and the rotational DOF’s in the x-and y-direction are fixed (U3 = 0, UR1/UR2 =
0). To test the validity, 3 different simulations are performed which are compared with the predefined condition of Abaqus (Simulation S1).
-

Simulation 2, S2 The same Degrees of freedom (DOF’s) as simulation one are
entered manually to check the validity of the pre-defined symmetry condition.

-

Simulation 3, S3: The possibility occurs the model is over constraint through the
rotational degrees of freedom. In this simulation only the displacement in the
longitudinal plane is fixed.

-

Simulation 4, S4: For comparison the entire span is entered in this simulation. The
geometry is mirrored in the original symmetry axis. Because the symmetry condition is
absent, extra boundary conditions are added to the model because otherwise the
whole model is moving in z-direction during the simulation. These boundary
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conditions fixed the movement in the z-direction, see the BC’s in the right figure of
Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1: different symmetry conditions to test the validity of the model

The results of the 4 simulations are visualized in Figure 6-2. The left figure shows the forcearc length diagram of all 4 models and the right figure contains the results in a moment-shear
interaction diagram. The left figure shows that the results of the pre-defined –and the
manually entered symmetry condition (S1 and S2) are exactly the same. As expected,
Abaqus describes the symmetry condition correct.
The capacity of the cross-sections to bending moments is equal to each other by simulation
S1, S2 and S4. Only when the rotational DOF’s are not fixed in the symmetry axis, the
resisting moment is differently and matches closely with the analytical calculations. The
reduction of the resisting moment is explainable by the lower stiffness at the elements in the
symmetry axis. Because the rotational degrees of freedom are not fixed the elements can
rotate over the longitudinal axis. This is in contrast to the whole model. Because the
simulation with the whole model (S4) corresponds to the symmetry conditions with the fixed
rotational DOF’s.
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Figure 6-2: Reaction force - arc length diagram of different simulations (left) ; Results compared with the
Eurocode and the analytical calculation (right)

6.1.1

Conclusion

The results of a whole model without symmetry and a half model with symmetry shows no
differences when the right constraints are chosen. The expectation was the model was over
constraint with the pre-described symmetry condition, because the results of the reference
calculation in chapter 5 were higher than the maximum resistance of the cross-section to
bending. Unfortunately, the symmetry condition is described correctly by Abacus because the
model with the pre-described symmetry condition matches the results of the simulation where
the whole geometry is implemented. This means in paragraph 5.1.1, the assumed symmetry
condition is the right one. No additions to the symmetry axis are made so no consequences
are encountered to other paragraphs in Chapter 5.
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6.2

Benchmark 2: Increasing calculable domain
by reducing the SVP- influence zone

In paragraph 5.1.4 the influence of the Saint-Venant Principle on the length of the span is
examined. In this chapter it became clear that the span between the support and the
symmetry axis should not be smaller than 2.5d. For a three-point-bending-test, it means that
23
only cross-sections with a maximum of 32% shear capacity can be calculated (n=0.32) . To
check if there is a possibility to increase this value by reducing the influence zone on the
stress distribution, this benchmark study is performed
A Circular Hollow Section with a length of 1200 mm is subjected to two different load
applications, see Figure 6-3. The used cross-section is CHS114.3/6.3 and the mesh density is
set on 2 mm shell elements (S4R). Because the SVP is examined, the results are extracted
from the simulation on the time increment which corresponds to the transition between the
elastic and plastic deformation of the profile. This means the material model is fully elastic in
this study.
At thirteen sections ( (a) – (m) ) the bending –and shear stresses are plotted against the
diameter. In a perfect model, the bending stresses are linear over the height because no
eccentricities of the local longitudinal distributions are occurring in the model. Also the shear
stresses are equal in every section.

Figure 6-3: Model parameters

Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 shows the results of the stresses in every cross-section listed
above. In contrast to a ‘perfect’ model, the two simulations show both local eccentricities in
bending –and shear stresses over the height of the profile. Looking at the bending –and shear
stresses of simulation 1, these eccentricities are occurring in section (a), (b) and (m). As
expected, the biggest local eccentricity is present at the load application, not at the support.
When this load application is used, the local eccentricities are not present when the beam in
symmetry is longer than 1.75d . This is already lower than the domain determined with the
SVP.
Simulation 2 shows better stress distributions than simulation 1. The bending stresses are
perfectly distributed along the length of the profile and no extreme peaks are occurring in the
distribution of the shear stresses. Because only section (a) and (b) are encountering local
eccentricities in the stress distribution, the beam cannot be shorter than 1.25 d, otherwise
these local eccentricities affect the results of the simulation.

23

For clarification, see Figure 5-4 in paragraph 5.1.4.
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Figure 6-4: bending stresses (top) and shear stresses (bottom) of Simulation 1
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Figure 6-5: bending stresses (top) and shear stresses (bottom) of Simulation 2
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6.2.1

Conclusion

The domain in Equation (5-13) of paragraph 5.1.4 is determined with the constraint formulated
in the Saint-Venant principle. It asserts that the eccentricities of the local distribution will have
no appreciable effect on the state of stress far enough from the point of application, which is
2.5 times the diameter for models in symmetry. The results of the numerical simulations show
that the magnitude of the local eccentricities is depending on the way of loading. Every
dispersion of the force over the cross-section gives other results.
The local eccentricities that are occurring in simulation 1 are way bigger than the one in
simulation 2. This is caused by locally deformation of the cross-section, which results in higher
stresses. Because the force is better dispersed in simulation 2, the local eccentricities are a
lot smaller, which results in a bigger domain of calculable n-ratio’s namely 1/2L > 1.25d, see
Equation (6-1).

1
L=
2

M
≥ 1.25d
1

n v * V pl , Rd  α − 1
2


(6-1)

The domain of calculable nv-ratios of the reference simulation in chapter 5 is visualized in
Figure 5-4 and it showed that when a 3-point bending test is used, only n-ratios till nv=0.32
can be simulated. The new domain allowed more n-ratios than the results of chapter 5,
namely nv=0.62, see Figure 6-6. This is still when a 3 point bending test is used. For a 5-point
bending test even more nv-ratios can be simulated. Next paragraph defines the maximum load
factor for a 5-point bending test.

Figure 6-6: α/n relation (left) ; domain of calculable n-ratios according to numerical simulations (right)
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6.3

Benchmark 3: increasing calculable domain
by applying different load factor

In paragraph 5.1.4 the SVP is examined. The constraint in the SVP shows that when a 3point-bendign test is used, only simulations can be executed if the force ratio is smaller than
n=0.32. in paragraph 6.2 this theory is examined with numerical simulations and shows that
shear utilization ratios till nv= 0.62 can be calculated with a three point bending test.
As told in paragraph 5.1, a 5-point bending test can also be used. With this geometry the
length of the span is larger when the same utilization ratio of shear is used, see Figure 6-6 in
paragraph 0. As told in paragraph 5.1.3 the length of the overhang is set on 1/4 L, this means
that the length of the span is only depending on the load factor α. Theoretically, the load factor
can as high as α=0.98, because with this value, the critical section is still at the symmetry
axis.
In this paragraph a benchmark study is performed which determines the maximum calculated
utilization ratio of shear s per load factor. The used input for this benchmark study is in
24
accordance to the set-up in chapter 5 , only the way of loading is different because previous
benchmark study shows that a uniform distributed force over the cross-sectional area gives
better results than the load application used in chapter 5. For every load factor from 0 to 0.98,
simulations are performed to investigate of the analytically determined domain per load factor
is simulatable.
Figure 6-7 contains all different simulations which are performed per load factor. The bars
25
cover the total, analytical determined range of nv-ratios per load factor . At some load factors,
numerical restrictions occur. This means that not all the ratios can be simulated.

Figure 6-7: restrictions in the range of numerical simulations at n=0.3

These restrictions are present in 3 different forms:
RESTRICTIONS IN THE GMNIA CAUSED BY THE LBA; All simulations are performed with
the critical section at the symmetry axis. In certain combinations, the first Eigen mode in the
24
25

The used input from chapter 5: Geometry, Model design, Calculation method and Material properties.
See paragraph 0
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LBA is at the support, while the analytically determined critical section is at the symmetry axis.
When this is happen, the GMNIA is unstable and will not execute.
RESTRICTIONS IN THE GMNIA CAUSED BY THE GMNIA; Bending-shear interaction is
examined by a 3 –and 5 point bending test, so shear is always present, independent of the
length of the beam. At very low shear utilization ratios, the length becomes very long. How
longer the beam, how more elements are used which results in a very high computational
time. For all the different load factors, n= 0.00 and n=0.01 cannot be simulated.
RESTRICTIONS IN THE GMNIA CAUSED BY THE GEOMETRY; When a 5-point bending
test is used, the critical section must be at the symmetry axis, but when short span lengths are
used in combination with high load factors, not all the simulations can be performed and
errors occurs in the GMNIA.

6.3.1

Conclusion

Using higher load factors has consequence on the length of the beam. The higher the load
factor the more numerical problems occurring. This is due to the fact that the moment at the
support and the moment in the symmetry axis are too close to each other. The results in
Figure 6-7 shows that an unambiguous choice can be drawn. After load factor α=0.45 the
first restrictions are occurring in the simulations and the model becomes unstable, so the best
load factor which can be used is α=0.45.
The corresponding lengths of the two load factors are visualized in Figure 6-8 (left). It makes
clear that with this improved domain shear utilization ratios until n=0.74 can be simulated, see
Equation
(6-2).

L n = 0.02 <

1
L < L n = 0.74
2
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Figure 6-8: span-lengths of the different shear utilization ratios

The enlarging of the domain has influence on the different mesh models, which were
determined with the constraint in the SVP in paragraph 5.2.1. These two different mesh
models do not cover the improved domain. because this mesh model replaces the lower limit,
the previous lower limit is adapted, which leads to the mesh models described in Equation
(6-3) to (6-5). For visualisation of the mesh models, see Figure 6-9 The mesh sizes of the
different parts are described in paragraph 5.2.1
(6-3)
1
Model 1; 1,25d ≤ L < 2d

2
1
Model 2; 2d ≤ L < 3d
2
1
Model 3; 3d ≤ L
2
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Figure 6-9: new mesh models

Figure 6-8 shows also a possible problem which can be occurring during further research to
bending-shear interaction. With low shear utilization ratios the length of the beam becomes
exponentially larger. If this long profile is loaded, less force is necessary to deflect de beam to
a position where the first yield occur a slightly higher load results in the fully plastic moment
resistance of the cross-section under shear. This means that the simulations with high lengths
are sensitive for every imperfection, such as geometrical imperfections, the material
properties ( only when strain hardening is used ) and the mesh density. This explains the
difference between the analytical solution and the reference calculation at low shear utilization
26
ratios .

26

See the right graph of Figure 6-8
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6.4

Benchmark 4: Validation of the mesh,
determined in Chapter 5

Mesh refinements are performed to gain a proper mesh density. The mesh study is done with
the entire input described chapter 5, but the load application, the improved domain and the
number of mesh models are implemented according to previous benchmark studies.
Figure 6-10 visualises the shear utilization ratios against the associated length of the beam.
The three mesh models of Figure 6-10 are also implemented in this figure and shows that
model 3 is the most used model in the range of simulations. All three mesh models must have
a proper mesh density, so per mesh model a shear utilization ratio is chosen which covers the
choice for the mesh density for the whole range of simulations belonging to one particular
mesh model.
Model 3 is validated at a shear utilization ratio of nv=0.1. Only 10% of the total resistance
against shear is present on the cross-section. This corresponds to an L/d ratio of 14. This
means the length is respectively long in contrast to the diameter of the cross-section. With
nv=0.4, model 2 is validated. This corresponds to 40 % of the total cross-sectional resistance
to shear. In this profile, the L/d ratio is 4. This L/d ratio is lower than the minimal span length
determined by Von Mises, but higher than the minimal length determined in paragraph 6.3.
The last model is covered with 70% of the total cross-sectional resistance to shear.

Figure 6-10: the three mesh models according to the span length

Per

mesh

study,

five

different
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Table 6-2. The first 3 refinements have the same mesh proportions ( tangential and
longitudinal) and the second 2 refinements have the same proportions as refinement b in
tangential length but the longitudinal length varies. All five models contain the same material
properties, boundary conditions and system imperfection. The different mesh sizes are
visualized in
Figure 6-11.
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Table 6-2: different mesh studies

Mesh density
[-]
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(a)

Description

Tangential

Default
Default/2 : tangential and parallel
Default*2: tangential and parallel
tangential: (b) ; parallel (b)/2
tangential: (b) ; parallel (b)*2

[mm]
4
2
8
2
2

(b) tangential: 0.5*(a)
longitudinal: 0.5* (a)

(d) tangential : (b)
longitudinal: 0.5*(b )

Part 1
[mm]
4
2
8
2
2

Parallel to span
Part 2
[mm]
6
3
12
1,5
6

Part 3
[mm]
8
4
16
2
8

(c) tangential: 2* (a)
longitudinal: 2* (a)

(e) tangential: (b)
longitudinal: 2* (b)

Figure 6-11: first 3 mesh refinements

6.4.1

Results mesh study

Figure 6-12 shows the load-displacement diagram of a beam subjected to low shear and
shows no significant differences between the 5 mesh refinements. This means that Fmax is
almost the same. Only the displacement belonging to Fmax differs, but this displacement has
no influences on the maximum moment resistance of the cross-section, see
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Table 6-3.
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Table 6-3: Mesh study results of shear utilization ratio n=0.1
n=0.1
Results from Abaqus
Mesh density
Fmax,fem
UFmax,fem
Mv,rdFEM
nfem

[-]
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

[kN]
19.06
19.06
19.03
19.06
19.06

[mm]
17.61
17.00
19.15
16.95
17.13

[kNm]
17.84
17.85
17.82
17.84
17.85

[-]
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

Fmax,fem
[%]
0.02
-0.14
0.00
0.03

Difference with simulation (a)
Ufem
Mv,rdFEM
[%]
[%]
-3.45
0.02
8.75
-0.14
-3.77
0.00
-2.76
0.03

nfem
[%]
0.02
-0.14
0.00
0.03

Figure 6-12: Load-displacement diagram of shear utilization ratio n=0.1 with the 5 mesh densities

Also with shear utilization ratio n=0.4 mesh refinements are performed. With this ratio, 40% of
the total resistance against shear is present on the cross-section. The load-displacement
diagram of the different mesh refinements for n=0.4 shows that the differences between the
refinements are larger than the load-displacement diagram of n=0.1, see Figure 6-13.
Table 6-4 shows the differences between the refinements, compared with refinement (a). With
this shear utilization ratio the maximum force acting on the profile differs max 1.53% with
refinement (a). This means that the difference is significantly higher than de differences in
Fmax at the simulations belonging to n=0.1. The shear forces has a large impact in the results
of the finite element simulations.
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Table 6-4; Mesh study results of n=0.4

n=0.40
Mesh density
[-]
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Fmax,fem
[kN]
79.12
78.60
79.95
77.91
78.80

Results from Abaqus
UFmax,fem
Mv,rdFEM
[mm]
[kNm]
2.04
18.52
2.04
18.40
2.43
18.72
1.67
18.24
2.05
18.45

nfem
[-]
0.43
0.43
0.43
0.42
0.43

Fmax,fem
[%]
-0.66
1.05
-1.53
-0.40

Difference with simulation (a)
Ufem
Mv,rdFEM
[%]
[%]
-0.06
-0.66
19.09
1.05
-17.95
-1.53
0.32
-0.40

nfem
[%]
-0.66
1.05
-1.53
-0.40

Figure 6-13: Load-displacement diagram of shear utilization ratio n=0.4 with the 5 different mesh densities

Figure 6-14 shows the force-displacement diagram of this shear utilization ratio. In
comparison with n=0.4, even more difference in Fmax is present. The maximum difference in
Fmax,fem is 3.09%. This is even higher than the difference at shear utilization ratio n=0.4.
Table 6-5: Mesh study results of n=0.7

Mesh density
[-]
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

n=0.70
Results from Abaqus

Difference with simulation (a)

Fmax,fem

UFmax,fem

Mv,rdFEM

nfem

Fmax,fem

Ufem

Mv,rdFEM

nfem

[kN]
186.73
183.81
192.50
182.26
184.76

[mm]
1.19
1.15
1.71
1.14
1.15

[kNm]
15.96
15.71
16.45
15.58
15.79

[-]
0.70
0.69
0.72
0.68
0.69

[%]
-1.56
3.09
-2.39
-1.06

[%]
-3.73
43.63
-4.21
-3.27

[%]
-1.56
3.09
-2.39
-1.06

[%]
-1.56
3.09
-2.39
-1.06
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Figure 6-14: Load-displacement diagram of shear utilization ratio n=0.7 with the 5 different mesh densities

6.4.2

Conclusion mesh study

By comparing the mesh studies of the different shear utilization ratios, it is clear that the shear
utilization ratio has a big influence at the accuracy of the simulations. When low shear is
present in the model, little to no differences exist between the maximum forces of the different
refinements. The higher the shear forces, the higher the differences.
The most obvious choice of the mesh density study is to use refinement (d), because this one
has the finest mesh. However, as the mesh is made finer, the computation time increases. So
there must be a balance between the accuracy and computing resources. Figure 6-15
includes the convergence curves of the three different shear utilization ratios. All the curves
are almost horizontally which means that the lowest refinement (refinement (c) ) already
meets the requirement, but when the figure is zoomed only n=0.1 finds complete convergence
for all the 5 refinements. Also it becomes clear that when the shear utilization ratio is
increased, the simulation has more trouble to find convergence.
The choice of mesh density for shear utilization ratio n=0.1 is evident. With this shear
utilization ratio the accuracy of the mesh density does not matter. When a lower mesh density
is used instead of a high mesh density, the results are exactly the same. This means that
mesh refinement (c) satisfies for the numerical simulations. The only problem with this mesh
refinement is that the cross-section of part 3 is a little bit distorted because the tangential
element length is 8 mm. Therefore, refinement (a) is chosen for model 1.
The other two shear utilization ratios are higher and the simulations has more trouble to find
convergence. This means that how more shear is added to the model, how more sensitive the
simulations are. For these two shear utilization ratios mesh refinement (d) is the best option,
but the computational time is way too high. Because the differences in results between
refinement (d) and (b) are less than 1%, mesh refinement (b) is chosen for model 2 and model
3.
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Figure 6-15: convergence curves of the 3 different shear utilization ratios (right figure is the 'zoomed in' version of
the left one)

The shear utilization ratios which are correct for this research have a domain between n=0.02
and nv=0.74. This means that the location of the transition between mesh refinement (a) and
(b) must be specified. Therefore, simulations are performed between nv=0.1 and nv=0.3 with
increments of ∆nv=0.02. The results show that the location of the transition is the best on
nv=0.2. This leads to the combinations described in Equation (6-6) and (6-7).
Mesh refinement (a):
Mesh refinement (b):

6.4.2.1

L n=0.02 <
L n=0.2 <

1
L ≤ L n=0.2
2

1
L ≤ L n=0.74
2

(6-6)
(6-7)

Strain hardening

The effect of the mesh model on strain hardening is tested with the profile CHS 114.3/5.0, see
Figure 6-16. The same 5 refinements are used as the refinements in Table 6-2. It seems
from refinement (c) till refinement (b) convergence takes place, but when the longitudinal
mesh lengths are smaller than the tangential length (mesh refinement (d)) , a stiffness
decrease is discernible and the convergence is nullified. So when strain hardening is used in
the model, the mesh sizes becomes more critical than the mesh sizes when bi-linear
properties are used. Till know, the irregularities in the reference simulation are not solved.
When this will not be solved in next paragraphs and chapters, strain-hardening is out of
scope.
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Figure 6-16: Mesh refinement when strain-hardening properties are used (profile: CHS114.3/5.0)

6.4.3

Benchmark 5: Validation of the used elements

In paragraph 5.2.2 all possible elements are formulated. The provided information shows that
S4R elements are the best option for numerical simulations to bending-shear interaction.
27
Because these elements are used for the reference simulation , a benchmark study is
performed to test the validity of these elements.
The benchmark study is performed on shear utilization ratio nv=0.4 and profile CHS114.3/6.3.
For this shear utilization ratio all the three different elements are simulated. The used input for
28
29
this benchmark study is in accordance to the set-up in chapter 5 , but the load application ,
30
31
the improved domain and the mesh models and- density are according to previous
benchmark studies.
The results of the element study are visualized in the Figure 6-17. The left figure shows the
results of the element study of n=0.4 with different mesh refinements. In this figure the dots
corresponds to the mesh refinements. The dot which corresponds to the chosen mesh
refinement is filled. This figure makes clear that the Kirchhoff thin shell theory is used in this
simulation, because the S8R elements –which uses only Mindlin thick shell theory – are lower
than the S4 and S4R elements which can utilize both theories.
In theory, it is not possible that a combination of forces exceeds the total plastic capacity of a
cross-section. In this case, the S8R elements are closer to the theoretical solution than the
other elements, which seems better than the solution with the other elements. Nevertheless,
Abaqus uses the Kirchhoff thin shell theory so even though these elements are closer to the
theoretical solution, they cannot be used. Thus, the chosen elements in 5.2.2 (S4R elements)
are the correct elements for the research to bending-shear interaction.

27

See figure 6.8 (right)
The used input from chapter 5: Geometry, Model design, Calculation method and Material properties.
29
The used load application: simulation 2 in paragraph 6.2
30
The improved domain: determined in paragraph 6.3
31
For used mesh models and mesh density, see paragraph 6.4
28
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Figure 6-17: Element study of n=0.4 with different mesh refinements (left); Results in comparison with analytical
calculation and NEN-EN-1993-1-1

6.5

Benchmark 6: Influence of the geometrical
imperfection

As mentioned earlier, the plastic zone theory is used for the simulations referring to bending32
shear interaction . Within this theory geometrical imperfections are necessary. Numerical
simulations showed that Abaqus has trouble with the transition if Abaqus make the
imperfections themselves. Thereby, Abaqus cannot calculate the full behaviour of the beam
when certain when some lengths are inserted. To facilitate the calculation of the model
geometrical imperfections are inserted.
33

The used input for this benchmark study is in accordance to the set-up in chapter 5 , but the
34
35
36
load application , the improved domain and the mesh models and- density are in
accordance with benchmark studies in this chapter.
32

See paragraph 5.3
The used input from chapter 5: Geometry, Model design, Calculation method and Material properties.
34
The used load application: simulation 2 in paragraph 6.2
35
The improved domain: determined in paragraph 6.3
36
For used mesh models and mesh density, see paragraph 6.4
33
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Experimental measurements shows that within the production, w0 = l / 1000 is a common
initial imperfection. This initial imperfection is used in the reference simulation of paragraph
5.5. It shows that with low utilization ratios of shear the difference between the Eurocode and
the analytical solution is to high.
Figure 6-18 shows the difference between the simulations with –and the simulations without a
geometrical imperfection. The figure makes clear that the influence of the imperfection is very
high at low utilization ratios of shear. When the imperfection is too high, the cross-section is
highly deformed whereby the stiffness of the beam decreases. This area where the stiffness
decreases is reviewed. The domain of this area is determined with Table 6-6. When the
influence of the geometrical imperfection is lower than 1% the calculations with the
imperfection are acceptable. This means that every shear utilization ratio beneath n=0.12 is
reviewed.

Figure 6-18: Simulations with –and without imperfection

n
0.02
0.1
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

imperfection
without
with
[kNm]
[kNm]
17.43
14.01
17.95
17.76
18.06
18.03
18.17
18.24
18.26
18.40
18.34
18.50
18.41
18.58
18.51
18.67
18.25
18.40
17.70
17.82
16.85
16.98
15.61
15.71

difference
[%]
-19.59
-1.09
-0.20
0.43
0.79
0.90
0.93
0.88
0.82
0.68
0.80
0.66

Table 6-6 Difference between simulation with and without a geometrical imperfection

Earlier was told that when the shear utilization ratio becomes small the length increases
exponentially. This means that the initial imperfection also increases exponentially, see Figure
6-19. At low lengths the height of the imperfection is almost every time the same, but when
the lengths become longer (from nv=0.02 till nv=0.16), abruptly increase is noticeable.
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Figure 6-19: corresponding height of the cross-section at the different utilization ratios of shear

The influence of the geometrical imperfection is the biggest at nv=0.02. For simulations with
this shear utilization ratio the imperfection is gradually increased until the force-displacement
curve stops before the entered stopping criteria. In every simulation that is performed the
initial imperfection is halved. The results are visualized in Figure 6-20. In all simulations, the
stopping criteria is set on 485 mm but when the initial bow imperfection is lower than
1/160000 times the length of the profile the simulation stops before the stopping criteria, this
means that w0 = L / 8000 is a good imperfection for nv=0.02.

Figure 6-20: Load-displacement curves of simulations with different imperfections at shear utilization ratio n=0.2;
Results of the left diagram converted to the normalized plastic moment resistance for shear utilization ratio n=0.2
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For nv=0.12, the same procedure is executed. With this shear utilization ratio the simulation
stops when the imperfection is lower than 0.009L. This corresponds to a imperfection of
w0 = 1.5mm . With the results of the two extremes of the domain, an initial imperfection
height is chosen, see Equation (6-8) and Equation (6-9).

n v ≤ 0.12 → w0 = 1.5mm
For n v > 0.12 → w0 = l / 1000
For

(6-8)
(6-9)

Where:

w0

initial bow imperfection

6.5.1

Conclusion

It is well known when little to no shear is present in the model, the resisting moment must
satisfy Mpl;Rd. Unfortunately, for low nv-ratios the calculations with the initial imperfection does
not meet this requirement. Therefore the initial imperfection must be revised. With the new
imperfection height of 1.5 mm for nv ≤ 0.12, the difference between Mfem and Mpl;Rd at nv=0.02
is lower than 1% and acceptable for the research to moment-shear interaction. For
visualization, see Figure 6-21.

Figure 6-21: new height of the imperfection at different shear utilization ratios (left) ; different between the initial
bow -and new imperfection corresponding to the resistance of the cross-section
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6.6

New reference simulation

The modification which are determined in this chapter are added to the reference simulation of
model 6 and a new simulation is performed which is the new reference simulation for further
research.
This reference simulation is performed at 8 different shear utilization ratios. When the
comparison is only done with 1 utilization ratio of shear, it can be a coincidence that the
values match each other which means that the model is validated with a wrong result. Figure
6-22 contains the results of the reference simulations at the 3 different n-values, compared
37
with the modified equation of NEN-EN-1991 art 6.2.8 . After all the refinements of the
variables Mv,Rd is higher than the plastic bending-resistance of the cross-section. The
exceeding of MRd becomes higher when more shear forces are inserted in the cross-section.
The biggest difference between the modified equation of the NEN-EN and the numerical
simulations is 8 percent.

Figure 6-22: Reference calculation with the data from chapter 5. Right figure is the zoomed version of the left figure.

Because the exceeding is not proportional to any analytically determined resistance curve,
geometric input variables can be excluded from the search to the answer why this exceeding
of the resistance occurs. geometric input variables are present at every shear utilization ratio
the same so the results of simulations with the same geometrical input variables must always
be in proportion with the analytical determined values. The question which now is present is
why these results exceeds still Mv,Rd when – to the knowledge of the author – every validation
of the model is performed.

37

See paragraph 4.3.3 for the modified equation for CHS-profiles according to the theory used in the Eurocode
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7

Validation of the model based on stress
distributions.

The benchmark studies in chapter 6 were executed to validate the model which was based on
38
only theoretical information . The results of these simulations show a big difference with the
analytical calculation and at some shear utilization ratios the resistance of the cross-section to
bending moments when shear forces are present exceeds the theoretical plastic bending
39
resistance of the cross-section . This is theoretically not possible, because the cross-section
has a maximum plastic capacity. In this chapter the investigation starts why MvRd exceeds MRd.
It is possible something different is happening in the 3D model which is not present in the
analytical calculations. In the rules in the Eurocode, the plastic capacity of the cross-section to
bending moments is determined in accordance to the 2D beam theory. In this theory,
assumptions are made which simplifying the calculation procedure of a difficult 3D problem
40
and the stress distribution in the longitudinal length are not taken into account .

7.1

Stress distribution of the reference simulation

Figure 7-1 shows the stress distribution of the reference simulation at shear utilization ratio
nv=0.3. They are taken at the top of the load-displacement curve. In the figure, the right side of
every individual picture is corresponding to the symmetry axis and as expected, almost the
whole cross-section at the symmetry axis reaches the Von Mises stress limit and yields.
Nevertheless, looking at the individual stresses in the symmetry axis it is not convenient why
the bending stresses are the highest at the elements which are the closest to the neutral axis.
Even the place of the maximum shear stresses is not as expected because these are not at
the neutral axis in the symmetry axis.
At a close distance from the symmetry axis (20 elements away from the symmetry axis; 80
mm), the bending stresses are lower than the bending stresses at a greater distance from this
axis. In theory this is also not possible, because with a 3-point bending test the longitudinal
stresses decreases from the symmetry axis to the support. . At the same distance from the
symmetry axis as the peak in longitudinal stresses, the shear stresses behave normally and
41
corresponds to the analytically determined shear area of the cross-section . The distortion
indicates something is not right with the load application.

38

See Chapter 5 for the reference simulation, based on only theoretical information
See paragraph 6.6 for the validated reference simulation
40
For the assumptions in the 2D beam theory, see paragraph 2.1.2
41
For the calculation of the shear area, see paragraph 4.2
39
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Von mises stresses

Longitudinal stresses (max at 265 N/mm²)

Elements which yield

Tangential stresses (max at 265 N/mm²)

Shear stresses (max at 135 N/mm²)

Figure 7-1: stress distribution at the symmetry axis of the reference simulation

7.2

Load applications

The load application which is used in previous simulations is not the only option to simulate a
three-point-bending test because different load applications are applicable which all refer to
an individual point load on the symmetry axis in the longitudinal plane of the geometry. In this
paragraph, Three different load applications are simulated and compared with the load
application of the reference simulation, listed as simulation 1.
Figure 7-2 visualises the four different load applications. The first figure corresponds to the
reference simulation. At the centre of the cross-section a reference point is simulated. With a
structural distribution connection, the centreline is coupled to the inner circle of the crosssection. The connection uses the first modulus of each individual element to divide the load on
the elements on the cross-section. This means that the nodal forces are not equal in every
node on the cross-section. In the Arc-length method it is possible to use force –or
displacement control simulations. In this method, displacement control is used. At some shear
utilization ratios ,a five-point-bending-test is required. When displacement control is used, it is
not possible to simulate a five-point-bending-test because the displacements changes not
simultaneously to each other.
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Simulation 2 does not use a reference point for the application of the load. The load is directly
placed and uniformly distributed on the geometry When the load is placed on the material, it
is not possible to use displacement control simulations because the deformation of the
particles are not constant in the whole cross-section. This means force control simulations are
executed.
When a force is placed on a Circular Hollow Section, not every element is loaded the same.
The elements closest to the neutral axis are loaded parallel to the element surface and the
elements on the top/bottom of the profile are loaded perpendicular. This means some
elements causes membrane stresses in the elements. When the used elements cannot
suffice these stresses, shear locking can arise in the elements. In simulation 3, the shear area
is used as input area of the load. These elements are the closest to the neutral axis and the
most membrane locking will be prevented.
The last load application (simulation 4) uses the elastic transverse shear stress distribution,
see the equation in paragraph 3.2 When the load is uniformly distributed according to the
elastic shear stresses, the transition from load to stresses takes the least effort in the
simulation.

Figure 7-2: different load applications

7.3

Evaluation of the proper load application with
Eigen modes.

Figure 7-3 shows the first Eigen mode of all the four simulations. The pictures uses relative
deformations to show the first local buckle which will be arisen in the profile. Looking at all
simulations, two distortions are arisen. A positive buckle at the top of the profile and a
negative buckle just above the neutral axis. This negative buckle has the same direction as
the load itself. This indicates that bending is present in these elements which is related to
membrane stresses.
These relative distortions give a first indication of the propriety of the different load
applications. The most natural way of deformations gives probably the most logical stress
distributions in the longitudinal plane. This means the reference simulation and simulation 3
(where the load is spread over the shear area) has the most probability to unnatural stress
distributions. Also simulation 2 indicates a unnatural stress distribution because around the
local buckle also illogical distortions are arisen, see the light blue colour at the Eigen mode of
simulation 2. According to the first impression with the individual
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Eigen modes, the load application of simulation 4 is the most logical load application to use.
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Reference simulation

Simulation 2: Force control, uniform on
section

Simulation 3: Force control, coupled to shear
area

Simulation 4: Force control, non-uniformly
distributed

Figure 7-3: Eigenvalues for the 4 simulations, using a profile with a shear utilization ratio of n=0.3

7.4

Evaluation of the proper load application with
stress distributions

The stress distributions of the four simulations give a better indication for the proper load
application. In a perfect mechanical model, the stress distributions meet the following
requirements:
-

All the elements yields which are the closest to the symmetry axis. This means the
Von Mises stresses are reached in these elements. When this is not happening,
something withhold the cross-section at the symmetry axis.

-

The normal stresses are the highest at the top and bottom of the cross-section and
the normal stresses decrease gradually to the support.

-

In the cross-sectional plane, the shear stresses are the highest at the elements which
are the closest to the neutral axis. In the longitudinal plane the shear area is equal
from support to symmetry axis.
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-

Only tangential forces are present in the cross-section when the plastic state is
reached. These tangential forces results from the local deformation of the crosssection.

When the stress distribution of a model with a certain load application meet these
requirements, we can assume the load application is ‘purely’. Then, the load application
shows probably no irregularities in the stress distribution.
Figure 7-4 shows the stress distributions of the 3 simulations. In contrast to the reference
42
simulation every load application gives other stress distributions. First, simulation 2 is
compared. This simulation more or less corresponds to the stress distributions of Figure 7-1.
The amount of material which yields is almost the same and the same irregularities are arisen
in the longitudinal, tangential –and shear stresses. This means that the load application in the
reference simulation corresponds to the load application of simulation 2. The used coupling
constraint in the reference simulation ensures a uniformly distributed load on the elements in
the cross-section.
The stress distribution of simulation 3 is completely different than the stress distribution of the
reference simulation. The material yields at the whole cross-section in the symmetry axis. This
is more applicable than the yielding stresses of the reference simulation. Because the force is
concentrated on the shear area of the material, the longitudinal stresses shows more
irregularities than the reference simulation. The highest bending stresses are not at the
symmetry axis. Also the shear stresses has a better distribution than the shear stresses of the
reference simulation but still, there is a amassment of stresses at the same cross-sectional
plane as the highest longitudinal stresses. Like the reference simulation, there are tangential
stresses present in the simulation but present in a lesser extent.
The best stress distribution is present when the load is inserted in the form of transverse
shear stresses. The material yields at every element in the symmetry axis, which is in
accordance with the theory for a ‘pure’ model. the longitudinal stresses has an accumulation
of stresses at a close distance from the symmetry axis but the stresses decrease better to the
support than the other simulations. As well as simulation 3, the shear stresses are
concentrated at a close distance from the symmetry axis, but the highest peak is lower than
the peak of simulation 3. Also the tangential stresses are lower than the tangential stresses of
the other simulations.

42

See Figure 7-1 for the stress distribution of the reference simulation.
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Simulation 2
Yielding of the material

Simulation 3
Yielding of the material

Simulation 4
Yielding of the material

Normal stresses

Normal stresses

Normal stresses

Shear stresses

Shear stresses

Shear stresses

Tangential stresses

Tangential stresses

Tangential stresses

Figure 7-4: Stress distributions of the 3 different load applications, simulated with cross-section CHS114.3/6.3
and a shear utilization ratio of n=0.3

If the choice of the proper load application is only depending on the stress distribution,
simulation 4 is the best one to use. When the load is inserted as the transverse shear stress
distribution, the least irregularities are arisen.

7.5

M-V interaction of the different load
applications

Figure 7-5 shows the M-V interaction at three shear utilization ratios per load application
(nv=0.1 ; nv=0.3 and nv=0.5). It becomes clear that the gradient of the M-V interaction curve is
depending on the irregularities in the stress distribution.
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In the figure the simulation with load application 3 shows the lowest deviation from the plastic
bending resistance of the cross-section. This is also noticeable in the stress distributions of
figure 7-4. The concentration in the longitudinal stresses is the lowest in this simulation, which
results automatically in a lower bending resistance. Still, the highest deviation with the code is
8 percent. This does not mean that simulation 3 is the best option to use because the stress
distribution and the Eigen mode of simulation 4 are more logical than the Eigen mode and
stress distribution of other simulations.

Figure 7-5: M-V interaction of the different load applications at n=0,1 ; n=0.3 and n=0.5 (2nd diagram: zoomed
visualization)
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7.6

Conclusion

The accuracy of the simulation depends strongly on the load application. Only looking at the
M-V interaction curves it is not possible to make an unambiguous decision, because validation
is not possible. That is why a closer look at the stress distributions must be made.
Unfortunately, the longitudinal and tangential stresses shows the same kind of irregularities by
every different load application. From these stresses no load application is standing out.
Nevertheless, the shear stress distributions give a more unambiguous result. It appears that
the shear stress distribution of simulation 4 is the most logical distribution in contrast to the
other simulations. From this, it can be concluded that simulation 4 has the best load
application and will be used in further simulations.
It seems like the exceeding of the plastic bending resistance of the cross-section depends on
the distance of the cross-section with the most stresses and the symmetry axis. This distance
is constant at every simulation with different shear utilization ratios, namely 10 millimetres. For
low shear forces the influence of this dissimilarity is low because these 10 millimetres are
43
small in contrast to the total length of the span . If those 10 millimetres are extracted from the
total length almost the same length is inserted in equation (5-13) which results in almost the
same bending resistance. When the shear forces are increased in the cross-section, this
influence of these 10 millimetres becomes higher and higher, so the shear forces will become
higher and higher. Unfortunately after a certain shear utilization ratio the difference between
Mv,Rd and MRd becomes smaller. This means the exceeding of the plastic bending resistance
is not depending on the distance between the cross-section with the most stresses and the
symmetry axis.

Figure 7-6: distance of the cross-section with the most stresses and the symmetry axis

Annex D-1 satisfies this conclusion. In this annex, the plastic bending resistance at a certain
shear utilization ratio is calculated with two methods. The first method takes the reaction force
in the support and multiplied it with the length of the span. And the second method calculates
the bending moment from the stresses in the symmetry axis. The results of both methods are
approximately the same (a difference of 0.03%). This difference is depending on the
elongation of the geometry and not on the distance which is visualized in Figure 7-6.

43

See Figure 6-8 for the span lengths at different shear utilization ratios.
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The load application is now optimized but still no result is found for the exceeding of Mpl,Rd. In
chapter 8 other simulations are executed to reduce this exceeding to realistic values.
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8

Adjustments for a possible improvement
of the stress distribution at the symmetry
axis.

The stress distributions in chapter 7 show that the load application has a lot of influence on
the residual bending moment when shear forces are present in Circular Hollow Section. When
CHS-profiles are used, it is almost impossible to introduce the load without locally
deformations caused by bending. These deformations result in irregularities in the stress
distribution at the place of loading. In this chapter, some other adjustments to the model are
simulated to equalize the stress distribution at the symmetry axis.

8.1

Option 1: adding a tube with a thicker wall at
the side where the load is applied.

In previous simulation the load application is always in the same plane as the symmetry axis.
Also the results are drawn from this plane. Spreading these facets can lead to better stress
distributions. Therefore, extra material is inserted at the symmetry axis, see Figure 8-1. When
the cross-section has a higher stiffness than the test-material itself, the force can spread
naturally in the material. When this material is added without adjustment to the geometry,
another force distribution is present in the simulation, Therefore, an extra boundary condition
is inserted. This boundary condition is placed on the transition between the thin-walled and
tick-walled profiles and hold the rotations in the x-and y plane. See Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-1: wrong geometry of option 1 (left) and used geometry of option 1 (right)
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Figure 8-2 visualizes the first Eigen mode of the simulation. Normally, the top of the Local
buckle must be present at the plane where the transition between the thick and thin wall is
present. In this configuration this is not the case. The Eigen mode shows that the part with a
thicker wall ‘pinces’ the remaining geometry. The elements at the transition between the thin –
and thick walled structure cannot deform by the increased stiffness of the thick walled .This
means the cross-section cannot deform in this plane.

Figure 8-2: First Eigen mode of the simulation with the geometry of option 1

Because extra constraints are added which leads to unrealistic deformations it is not useful to
perform a GMNIA. The results of this GMNIA leads not to better stress distributions, so this
scheme is not applicable to use for the evaluation of equation 6.2.8 in the NEN-EN 1993-1-1.

8.1.1

Option 2: adding a tube with only elastic material properties

When a tube is applied with only elastic material properties, the critical plastic section shifts
away from the inserted load application. Theoretically, when this distance is bigger than the
zone of influence according to the saint-venants principle, the force has no influence on the
force distribution at the critical cross-section, see Figure 8-3 for the geometry.

Figure 8-3: Geometry used in option 2
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According to the saint-venant principle the distance must be bigger than 2.5 times the greatest
linear dimension of the section over which the forces are distributed. For profile
CHS114.3/6.3, this means the elastic part must have a length of 2.5 * 114.3 = 286 mm.
Figure 8-4 contains the stress distributions of the simulation at nv=0.3. The Von Mises
stresses shows that in the elastic part the material exceeds the yielding point of 235 N/mm² ,
which is logical because no limit is formulated at which strains the elastic part stops.
The normal –and shear stresses of the part with plastic properties behave like the normal –
and shear stresses in simulation 2 in paragraph 7.2. There are still irregularities present in the
part with plastic section properties. This means that the presence of an elastic part does not
improve the stress-distributions, so this scheme is not applicable to use for the evaluation of
equation 6.2.8 in the NEN-EN 1993-1-1.
Von Mises stresses

Longitudinal stresses

Shear stresses

Figure 8-4: stress distributions of the simulations with the geometry of option 2
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8.2

Option 3: Use of another geometry

Moment shear interaction is also simulatable with other geometries than the used three –and
five-point-bending test. Figure 8-5 visualises a geometry where also only shear forces and
bending moments are present in the simulation. In contrast to the other schemes used in this
research, this geometry is simulated without symmetry axis because otherwise the bending
moment is entirely ‘adsorbed’ by the symmetry condition which results in a zero displacement
error in the simulation.

Figure 8-5: Other scheme to test moment-shear interaction

The same model design is used as the other simulations in this research. Conventional shell
44
elements (S4R) are used in combination with the static riks method . To achieve the
mechanism of Figure 8-5 within the used model design, several boundary conditions are
necessary. Every boundary condition is simulated on the centre line of the geometry. RP1
contains the bending moment. This moment is coupled to the geometry with a coupling
constraint. The roller support in RP2 and the hinge support in RP3 are also placed on the
45
centre line. These are coupled with a rigid body constraint to the geometry . The roller
support restrains only the displacement in y-direction and The hinge support restrains the y –
and z-direction.
Also in this mechanism a consistency is present between the length of the span and the shear
utilization ratio, so the shear utilization ratio is determined with the same principle used in
paragraph 5.1.2.

8.2.1

Results and conclusion

The results are visualised in the graphs below. In contrast to the M-V interaction curve of the
geometry used in previous chapters, the M-V interaction curve is nearly constant over the
44
45

See paragraph 5.2 for the model design.
See paragraph 5.1.1 for the description of the used constraints
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range of shear utilization ratios. This means the shear stresses has no influence on the
capacity of the cross-section. The M-V interaction diagram shows that the results are 13%
lower than the total plastic bending resistance of the cross-section.
The right graph of Figure 8-6 shows the bending moment Mrd,fem (Extracted from the FEModel) in combination with the arc-length. It shows that long beams have a more abrupt
transition than a shorter beam after the maximum moment resistance of the cross-section.
This is due the fact that long beams experience more local deformations than shorter beams.
This figure also shows that longer beams yields earlier than shorter beams. Unfortunately, no
link is findable between the point of yielding and the length of the beam.
The M-V interaction curve of the model used in Figure 8-5 is lower than the M-V interaction
diagram of the NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 because the stiffness of the cross-section is
interrupted by the transition of the positive and negative longitudinal stresses. This is
visualized in Figure 8-7 and means that the elements between this transitions encounter an
abrupt moment difference 2 times as high as a normal situation. This is not absorbable by
these elements which results in an affected element stiffness and a lower interaction diagram.

Figure 8-6: M-V interaction diagram (left) ; M- arc length diagram (right)

Figure 8-7 also shows the Saint-Venant Principle is noticeable in the simulation. The load
application has an influence on the stress distribution at the place where the load inserted.
With this geometry it is not possible to make a perfect model according to the theory of
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plasticity. All these findings shows that this geometry is not applicable to use for the
evaluation of the equations in NEN-EN 1993 1-1 art 6.2.8.
Before / On the top

Just after the top

Von mises stresses (max 235 N/mm²)

Von mises stresses (max 235 N/mm²)

Longitudinal stresses (max 265 N/mm²)
Longitudinal stresses (max 265 N/mm²)

Shear stresses (max 85 N/mm²)

Shear stresses (max 85 N/mm²)

Figure 8-7: Stress distributions just before -and just after the top of the load-displacement curve, simulated with
profile CHS114.3/6.3 and shear utilization ratio n=0.5

8.3

Conclusion numerical part in this research

In this chapter, other adjustments are added to the model to try to get perfect stress
distributions over the whole geometry. Unfortunately, with the used adjustments this is not
possible. Adding extra material shifts away the load application and the symmetry axis, but
other problems are occurring.
When a thicker shell is used over the extra elements, the elements cannot deform separately
where the load application takes place. The cross-section in this plane has extra stiffness,
which results in even higher residual moments when shear forces are present. The same
conclusion can be drawn when elastic elements are added to separate the load application
and the symmetry axis.
Unfortunately, every benchmark study shows no improvement of the bending-shear
interaction diagram. The way of loading has so much influence on the results that it is not
possible to make a mechanism in 3D which corresponds to an 2D model.
For completion, it is likely to know how a CHS-profile behaves when other forces in the crosssection are dominated, this study is performed in next chapter.
The whole numerical part in this research (chapter 5, 6, 7,8 and 9) shows that every
modification of the model results in a slightly better simulation, but the main problem is not
solved. Still, the moment-shear interaction diagrams exceeds the maximum plastic bending
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resistance of the cross-section. The main causer for the exceeding is the way of applying the
load into the model. It is not possible to insert the load without interfere the stressdistributions.
Because every numerical simulation in the different benchmark studies shows approximately
the same bending-shear interaction diagram. It seems likely to believe that it is possible Mpl,Rd
can be exceeded when shear forces are present in the simulation. Unfortunately, no validation
is possible because no experimental research can be performed with the set up used in this
research. It is not possible to do experimental tests on a specimen with a load application and
boundary conditions at the centreline of the profile.
In contrast to other profiles, it becomes clear that the reasoning must be differently for
moment-shear interaction on Circular Hollow Sections. It is better to approach a realistic
situation than uses a model with almost a perfect mechanism. When a realistic situation is
simulated, the validation of the model becomes easier because experimental research can be
provided.
In the script of annex D, a possible numerical set up is inserted which can be validated. With
this set up it is possible to perform experimental research. In Figure 8-8, this scheme is
visualized. In this experimental set-up, the cross-section at the load application is constrained
by two welded plates. The cross-section cannot deform at this section, which is also possible
to generate with a numerical simulation.

Figure 8-8: Experimental and numerical set-up for a model which can be validated

For the validation of the NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8, the use of realistic load applications is
more applicable. To the knowledge of the author it is better to contrive different equations for
different load applications than one equation which includes all the different load applications
for bending shear interaction on Circular Hollow Sections.
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9

Different stress-combinations

In this benchmark study different combination of forces are simulated to check if the
theoretically cross-sectional resistance will be exceeded when other combination of forces are
introduced in the numerical simulation. Every simulation experience forces related to a M-N
interaction. 8 different simulations are performed in this chapter:
1. Only a normal force
2. Only a bending moment
3. 20% of the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment in combination with a normal
force
4. 70% of the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment in combination with a Normal
force
5. 20% of the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment in combination with 20% of the
shear resistance of the cross-section and a Normal force
6. 20% of the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment in combination with 40% of the
shear resistance of the cross-section and a Normal force.
7. 70% of the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment in combination with 20% of the
cross-sectional resistance to shear and a Normal force
8. 70% of the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment in combination with 40 % of the
shear resistance of the cross-section and a Normal force

9.1

Analytical M-N interaction diagram

There are several methods to calculate a M-N interaction diagram. For this benchmark study,
the moment-curvature method is used. This method calculates the capacity of a section by
means of eccentricities and forces in de cross section and it is derived from an article who
proposed to calculate moment-curvature relations by biaxial bending in concrete columns.
[33].
At first the cross-section is divided in several elements with area Ai,j.. For all these elements an
integration point is determined. In this research the integration point is the mid-point of the
element. The coordinates xi,j and yi,j defines the distance of these integration points to the
neutral axis.
In the second step, the strains of each element in the cross section are calculated. This is
done with Equation (9.1)

ε i , j = ε 0 + ϕ y * x ij − ϕ x * y ij

(9.1)

Where:

ε i, j

strain per element

ε0

strain in the centre of the cross section (x = 0 ; y = 0)

ϕ y ;ϕ x

components of the curvature at the y-axis and the x-axis

ϕ

the curvature (calculated with the formula:

yi , j

distance of the integration point to the x-axis
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ϕ * cos(θ )
ϕ * sin(θ )

ϕy
ϕx

After the calculation of the strains, it is possible to translate the strains into stresses with a
stress-strain diagram. This will be done for each element. In this step, the used theory will be
defined. Using an elastic stress-strain curve, the section modulus of the cross-section will also
be elastic. For the calculation of the capacity of the section with respect to moment-shear
46
interaction a plastic section modulus is needed. A bi – linear stress-strain diagram is used to
determine the stresses in each element.
From the stresses in each element, the total resistance due to bending moment and the
normal forced are calculated, see Equation (9.2) and (9.3).
ny

nx

j

i

ny

nx

j

i

M x = ∑∑ σ i , j Ai , j y i , j
N x = ∑∑ σ i , j Ai , j

ny

nx

j

i

ny

nx

j

i

M y = ∑∑ σ i , j Ai , j x i , j
N y = ∑∑ σ i , j Ai , j

(9.2)

(9.3)

Where:

Mx

bending resistance of the cross section over the x-axis

My

bending resistance of the cross section over the y-axis

σ i, j

the stresses in one element of the cross section

Ai , j

the area of one element in the cross section

yi , j

distance of the integration point to the x-axis

xi , j

distance of the integration point to the y-axis

The place of the neutral axis is depending on the normal force, because the normal force
results in uniform distributed stresses along the height of the profile. In combination with the
stresses from the bending moment, the total normal stresses are determined. This means that
the place of the neutral axis is depending on the normal force. To generate the complete M-N
interaction diagram, the neutral axis is varied from 0 to 5000 mm for cross-section
CHS114.3/6.3. Every neutral axis requires the same calculation procedure. Therefore a
parametric model is required. The parametric model is executed in Grasshopper, a plugin for
Rhino Ceros.
Figure 9-1 visualizes the M-N interaction diagram for cross-section CHS114.3/6.3. All the
simulations in this benchmark study are compared with the numerical determined results for
the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment and normal force.

46

See Figure 5-8, curve I in paragraph 5.3.3
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Figure 9-1: M-N interaction diagram for the cross-section CHS114.3/6.3

9.1.1

The simulations

To test the influence of the variety of forces in a simulation, different models are required to
see if the moment capacity of the cross-section will be exceeded: Every simulation tests other
force combinations.
Table 9-1: Simulations and expectation

Simulation

Force

Result

1

Only NEd:

2

Only MEd

3

20% MRd + NEd

4

70% MRd + NEd

5

20%
+20%
NEd
20%
+40%
NEd
70%
+20%
NEd
70%
+40%
NEd

Check if the results of the simulation are equivalent with the
analytically results.
Check if the results of the simulation are equivalent with the
analytically results.
Test of the addition of the normal force exceeds the total
plastic resistance of the cross-section when low bending
forces are introduced into the model
Test of the addition of the normal force exceeds the total
plastic resistance of the cross-section when high bending
forces are introduced into the model
Test of the addition of the normal force exceeds the total
plastic resistance of the cross-section when low bending
forces and low shear forces are introduced into the model
Test of the addition of the normal force exceeds the total
plastic resistance of the cross-section when low bending
forces and a higher shear force is introduced into the model.
Test of the addition of the normal force exceeds the total
plastic resistance of the cross-section when high bending
forces and low shear forces are introduced into the model
Test of the addition of the normal force exceeds the total
plastic resistance of the cross-section when high bending
forces and a higher shear force is introduced into the model.

6

7

8

Mpl,Rd
Vpl,Rd +
Mpl,Rd
Vpl,Rd +
Mpl,Rd
Vpl,Rd

+

Mpl,Rd
Vpl,Rd +
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9.1.2

Geometry and load application per simulation
47

The geometry that is used is in accordance to the set-up in chapter 5 , but the improved
48
49
domain and the mesh models and- density are in accordance with benchmark studies of
chapter 6. Every simulation is performed with cross-section CHS114.3/6.3.

9.1.2.1

Only Normal force

Figure 9-2 Visualizes the model used for this simulation. Only a normal force is introduced in
50
the model. With the arc-length method , the maximum resistance of the cross-section to
normal forces is determined. The length of the profile has no influence on the results when
only a normal force is introduced into the model. Therefore it does not matter which length is
used for the plastic resistance of the cross-section. For this simulation a span-length of 300
mm is chosen.

Figure 9-2: Load application for simulation 1

9.1.2.2

Only bending moment

Figure 9-3 visualizes the geometry and load application used for this simulation. Only a
bending moment is introduced in the model. With the arc-length method, the maximum
resistance of the cross-section to the bending moment is determined. Because the maximum
resistance to bending moment is not depending on the length, it does not matter what length
is used, as the length is smaller than the buckling length belonging to the cross-section. For
cross-section The length is chosen the same in simulation 1, namely 300 mm . This is
significantly lower than the buckling length of the cross-section.

47

The used input from chapter 5: Geometry, Model design, Calculation method and Material properties.
The improved domain: determined in paragraph 6.3
49
For used mesh models and mesh density, see paragraph 6.4
50
Described in paragraph 5.3.1
48
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Figure 9-3: Load application for simulation 2

9.1.2.3

20% / 70 % of the cross-sectional resistance to bending moment in
combination with Normal force/

The used geometry and load application is visualized in Figure 9-4. This combination contains
a bending moment and a normal force. Because the bending moment is set on a single value,
the arc-length method cannot be used for the introduction of the bending moment. This means
two different calculation steps are required.
First the bending moment is introduced into the model. The static general calculation method
is used for the simulation of this bending moment. When the fully 20%/70% of the plastic
bending resistance of the cross-section is simulated a second step is added into the model
which calculates the remaining cross-sectional resistance. In this step. The normal force is
introduced.
The normal force and the bending moment are both not dependent on the length of the beam.
Therefore, the same length is used as the previous simulations in this benchmark study (300
mm).

Figure 9-4: Load application for simulation 3 and 4
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9.1.2.4

combination of all forces.

Simulation 5/6/7 and 8 are present to see if the shear force has influence on the plastic
bending resistance of the cross-section when a normal force and a bending moment is
applied. The geometry and load application are visualized in Figure 8-12. First, the shear
force and bending moment are introduced into the model. The static riks method calculated
the remaining resistance which can be used by the normal force.

Figure 9-5:geometry and load application for simulation 5, 6, 7 and 8

9.1.3

Length of the span

The amount of shear force in a cross-section is depending on the length of the beam.
Therefore the length of the beam is different for every simulation. For the procedure of the
calculation of the length, see paragraph 5.1.2 .
Table 9-2: span length (1/2L) per simulation

Simulation
[-]

Vpl;Rd
[kN]

Mpl;Rd
[kNm]

VEd/F1
[kN]

MEd
[kNm

F1
[kN]

Length
of
the
span
(1/2L)
[mm]

5
6
7
8

184.63

17.29

36.92
73.85
36.92
73.85

3.46
3.46
12.1
12.1

36.93
73.85
36.93
73.85

93.76
46.85
327.72
163.85
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9.1.4

Results

The results are visualized in Figure 9-6. When only normal forces are introduced into the
model the results are exactly the same as the analytical resistance function. Also when only a
bending moment is introduced into the model the results matches exactly.
When a combination of forces are acting on the cross-section, little to no exceeding of the
analytical resistance function is noticeable when the normal force is dominated. This is due to
the fact that first the bending moment and shear force are prescribed on the geometry. When
a certain combination is reached, a certain displacement is visible in the symmetry axis.
Because the plasticity is still not reached, The normal force pulls the geometry straight and
nullify the exceedance.

Figure 9-6: M-N interaction with the results of the different simulations (left) and a zoomed version (right)

9.1.5

Conclusion

The results of this benchmark study show that other combinations of forces describe the
behaviour better than only bending and shear on the Circular Hollow Section. There are some
differences in the calculations with and without shear, but this is due the fact that numerical
simulations are an approximation method. The differences are lower than 2% which is
acceptable in numerical calculations.
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10

Statistical evaluation

The results of the numerical simulations are so unpredictable an unrealistic that the numerical
part cannot be used for the evaluation of NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8. Much more research
must be carried out before the model is stable and usable. Still an investigation can be
undertaken which is only based on the analytical calculations performed in chapter 4.3.
The conclusion in paragraph 4.3.5 shows that method 3 is the most suitable method to insert
51
in the code. This method uses the reduced yield strength equation of Drucker . Statistical
evaluation indicates if the equations in the Eurocode can be reduced with a safety factor or a
replacement of the equations in the code is necessary.

10.1

Range of profiles for the statistical evaluation

A wide range of profiles needs to be chosen to obtain a valid statistical evaluation. As
described in paragraph 1.3, only Circular Hollow Sections (CHS) of class 1 and 2 are taken
into account, so profiles within class 3 and 4 are out of scope. Figure 10-1 visualizes the
profiles which will be used for the statistical evaluation. 5 profiles were chosen which all
belong to class 1 or 2 when steel grade S235 is used. For S355 only 4 of the 5 profiles are
applicable and for S460 only 3 profiles. Still S460 has enough profiles for a proper statistical
evaluation.

Figure 10-1: profiles used for the statistical evaluation of NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8, visualized per d/t - class
52

The properties of the 5 profiles (which are used in the resistance function of the code ) are
shown in Table 10-1. Each section has a parameter that is similar to the parameter of the
standard section CHS114.3/6.3.

51
52

See paragraph 4.3.4
See Equation (4-31) for the resistance function of NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8
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Table 10-1: Cross-sectional properties of the used profiles

d
t
A
d/t
I
Wel
Wpl

[mm]
[mm]
[cm²]
[-]
[cm4]
[cm³]
[cm³]

CHS 48.3 / 5.0

CHS 114.3 / 6.3

CHS 139.7 / 5.0

CHS 273.0 / 6.3

CHS 406.4 / 6.3

48.3
5
6.8
9.66
16.2
6.69
9.42

114.3
6.3
21.4
18.1
313
54.7
73.6

139.7
5
21.2
27.9
481
68.8
90.8

273
6.3
52.8
43.3
4700
344
488

406.4
6.3
79.2
64.5
15800
780
1010

The bending resistance of the cross-section is not only depending on the geometrical
variables. Also the shear utilization ratio ‘nv’ is important. Because the numerical simulations
are not used in the statistical evaluation, no inaccuracies arise which results in the fact that
the whole range of shear utilization ratios can be used for the statistical evaluation. This
means that the shear utilization ratio varies between 0.005 and 1.
The used ‘simulations’ of every profile in the statistical evaluation has a step size of
∆nv=0.005. This means that 201 different lengths are used per profile. For each cross-section,
three steel grades are considered, namely S235, S355 and S460.

10.2

Methodology of the statistical evaluation

The procedure of the statistical analysis for γm0 is described in four steps in SAFEBRICTILE:
Standardization of Safety Assessment Procedures across Brittle to Ductile Failure Modes. [34]

10.2.1

Step 1

In the first step, the resistance function, the experimental resistance and the basic variables
are determined.
The mean resistance function (rt,i) is a function of the relevant basic variables. For the
evaluation of the code to bending-shear interaction, the modified design rule for Circular
Hollow Sections of art. 6.2.8 is the resistance function. The ‘experimental’ resistance function
(re,i). is obtained from the best equation of the analytical research in chapter 4.
The resistance function is equated in equation (10-2). The plastic section modulus and the
shear utilization ratio includes the geometrical and material based variables. This function is
only valid if the shear utilization ratio is bigger than nv=0.5. When the ratio is lower, equation
(10-2) is valid.,
2
(10-1)
r
.= M
= (1 − (1 − cos(1)) * (2n − 1) )W
f
t , i ; n > 0.5

v , Rd

rt ,i;n≤0.5 = M pl , Rd = W pl , Rd f y
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Where:

rt ,i

resistance function for specimen i

The ‘experimental’ resistance function is formulated in equation
(10-3).
2
re ,i = M v ; Rd =  cos(1) + (1 − cos(1)) 1 − n v  W pl ; Rd f y



(10-3)

Where:

re ,i

‘experimental’ resistance function for specimen i

10.2.2

Step 2

In step 2, the correction factor b is estimated for the estimation of the coefficient of variation
(CoV) of the error, see equation (10-4). The range of this factor is 0.85 < b < 1.15 and
indicates the accuracy of the obtained results of the analytical calculations. The coefficient of
variation (Cov) of the error is indicated by equation (10-5).
n

∑r

* rt ,i

e ,i

b=

(10-4)

i =1
n

∑r

2

t ,i

i =1

Vδ = exp(s ∆2 ) − 1
(10-5)
Where:

b
n
Vδ

coefficient of variation of the error term

s∆2

standard deviation of ∆

correction factor
number of simulations

The standard deviation of ∆ is the standard deviation of the mean value of the logarithm error
term and the error itself, see equation (10-6). Equation (10-7) and (10-8) describes these
terms.
2

n
1
s =
* ∑ (∆ i − ∆ )
n − 1 i=1

2
∆

 r 
∆ i = ln e,i  = ln (δ i )
 b * rt ,i 
∆=

1 n
* ∑ ∆i
n i =1

Where:

∆i

logarithm error term of simulation i
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∆

mean value of the logarithm error term
error term of simulation i

δi

The CoV of the error is an good indication of the quality of the resistance function. When the
values of Vδ is larger than 10%, the resistance function should be improved.

10.2.3

Step 3

In the third step the coefficient of variation (Vrt) is determined for each specimen i, see
Equation (10-9).

1
Vrti2 =
rt ,i ( xm ) 2

 ∂rt ,i (x j )



*
σ
∑
j

∂
x
j =1 
j

k

2

(10-9)

Where:

rt ,i ( xm )

resistance function with mean values for the basic variables (xm)

xj

standard deviation of the mean function

∂rt ,i (x j )

partial derivative for each basic variable Xj

∂x j

The partial derivatives are calculated for the three variables in the resistance function of the
Eurocode. These variables are the diameter, the wall-thickness and the steel grade. For the
derivatives, see equation (10-10) to (10-12).

∂rt ,i ( f y )
∂f y
∂rt ,i (d )
∂d
∂rt ,i (t )
∂t

10.2.4

≈

0.001 f y

(10-10)

rt , i (1.001d ) − rt , i (d )

≈

≈

rt ,i (1.001 f y ) − rt ,i ( f y )

0.001d

(10-11)

rt ,i (1.001t ) − rt ,i (t )
0.001t y

(10-12)

Step 4

The last step in the procedure of SAFEBRICTILE the design value of the resistance function
(rd,i) is determined. First the factor Q is determined, see equation (10-13) till (10-15). With all
the variables in the 4 steps, the design resistance can be determined, see equation (10-16).
(10-13)
2

(

)

Qrt ,i = ln Vrt ,i + 1

(

2

)

(10-14)

Qδ ,i = ln Vδ + 1

(

2

2

)

Qi = ln Vrt ,i + Vδ + 1
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(10-16)

2
2


Qrt ,i
Qδ ,i
2

rd ,i = b * rt ,i ( xm ) * exp − kd , ∞
− kd , n
− 0.5 * Qi 


Qi
Qi



Where

Qrt ,i

log-normal

Qδ ,i

of the basic input variables
log-normal variation coefficient with the coefficient of variation of the

rd ,i

error term
design value of the resistance function

k d ,∞

is 3.04 according to EN1990-Annex D

k d ,n

for n>100,

variation

k d , n = 3 .2

coefficient

with

the

coefficient

of

variation

(according to EN1990-Annex D

With the design resistance, the partial safety factor for each specific case can be determined,
see equation (10-17). and (10-18).

γ m,i =
γ m0 =

rt , nom ,i

(10-17)

rd , i

1
∑ γ m ,i
n

(10-18)

Where

γ m,i

partial safety factor for specimen i

rt , nom,i

design resistance function obtained from the nominal values

10.3

Statistical values

In the procedure for the calculation of the partial safety factor, the mean value and the
standard deviation must be known for every basic variable Xj. As told earlier, the basic
variables are the diameter ‘d’, the wall-thickness ‘t’ and the yield stress fy.

10.3.1

Geometrical variables

The geometrical variables are depending on the production process of Circular Hollow
Sections. In the paper: ‘Structural Behaviour of Prestressed Stayed Columns with Single and
Double Cross-Arms using Normal and High Strength Steel’ [35] different profiles were
examined, see Annex E-1 for the used dimensions. With these values, the distributions of the
geometrical variables are determined.
The mean value (Xjm) and the standard deviation (σj) are calculated with equation (10-19) and
(10-20).
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X jm =

1 n
∑ x j ,i
n i=0

(10-19)

(10-20)

σj =

1 n
∑ ( x j ,i − x j ,nom )2
n i =0

Where

X jm

mean value for the basic variable j

σj

standard deviation for basic variable j
number of measurements

n
x j ,i

value for basic variable j and measurement i

x j ,nom

nominal value for basic variable j

The CoV can now be determined by the ratio of the mean value and the standard deviation,
see Equation (10-21).

CoV =

σj
X jm

(10-21)

*100%

Table 10-2 shows the geometrical values of the measurements in the used paper [35]. The
results show almost no deviation in the diameter of the profile. This is due to the extrusion
process of the CHS-profile. In contrast to the diameter, the deviation of the wall-thickness is
larger. The CoV shows that a deviation of approximately 5 percent is present.
Table 10-2: geometrical values of the measurements
Number of
Diameter
measurements
mean/nom
CoV
[mm]
[-]
[-]
[%]
101.60
5
0.991
0.08
101.80
65
0.998
0.08
139.70
25
1.000
0.06
177.80
15
1.000
0.04

Thickness
[mm]
6.7
8
6.3

Number of
measurements
[-]
10
66
30

Mean/Nom
[-]
1.214
1.072
1.217

CoV

For Circular Hollow Sections, the deviation of the diameter may not be bigger than +- 1
percent. This means all the measurements can be used. For the thickness, this range is a lot
bigger. The deviation may not be smaller/bigger than +- 10 percent. Also these values are
within the range of dimensional tolerances for Circular Hollow Sections.
Also the steel grade has deviations caused by the production process. Unfortunately, no
information is found by the author on the steel grade related to the production process for
CHS-profiles. The used data is based on the production process for I-shaped section,
formulated in SAFEBRICTILE. The standard deviation and mean values are described in
Table 10-3, together with the used geometrical values.
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Table 10-3: Mean values and standard deviations for the variables in the statistical evaluation

d

dmean/dnom =

Xjm
[mm]
297.3
419.38
520.88
Xjm
[-]
1

t

tmean/tnom =

1.12

Variable
S235
S355
S460

fy
Variable

10.3.2

σj
[N/mm²]
17.1
20.3
26.56
σj
[mm]
0.08

Cov
[%]
5.76
4.83
5.15
Cov
[%]
0.07

0.42

5.02

The step size of the partial derivative

The partial derivative of each variable is needed for the determination of the variation of
coefficients. The smaller the step size, the better the derivative is approximated. Table 10-4
contains the results of the study of the step size of the partial derivatives. This is done for the
partial derivatives at the statistical analysis for CHS114.3/6.3. 4 different step sizes were
examined at shear utilization ratio n=0.7, namely 1/100, 1/1000, 1/10’000 and 1/100’000.
The percentages in the figure describe the difference with step size 1/100’000. No difference
is found when the step size is smaller than 1/1000. Therefore, the step size of 1/1000 is used
for the statistical analysis.
Table 10-4: Partial derivatives for different step sizes

Step size
1 / 100'000
1 / 10'000
1 / 1000
1 / 100
1 / 10

10.4

, 

0.2971
0.2971 (0%)
0.2972 (0%)
0.2987 (-0.5%)
0.3128 (-5.3%)

,  

2.2651
2.2651 (0%)
2.2648 (0%)
2.2623 (0.1%)
2.2372 (1.2%)

,  

0.0764
0.0764
0.0764
0.0771
0.084

(0%)
(0%)
(-0.9%)
(-9.9%)

Results

The methodology in previous paragrpah is used for the statistical evaluation of the modified
equation (equation 10.1 and 10.2) of NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8. This is done for the profiles
described in paragraph 10.1.
The statistical evaluation is performed on every section per steel grade. Because some shear
ratios experience more deviation from the resistance function, it is possible the output is too
conservative, so sub-sets are made to see the influence of different populations of shear
utilization ratios on the partial safety factor. The subsets are determined with Figure 10-2.
This figure describes the difference between the resistance function and the experimental
function, compared with the shear utilization ratio. This results in four sub-sets:
-

0 < n ≤ 0.35
0.35 < n ≤ 0.6
0 .6 < n ≤ 0 .8
0 .8 < n ≤ 1
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When the difference between the resistance function and the experimental function is positive
the resistance function of the Eurocode is unsafe. According to Figure 10-2 the modified
equation of NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 gives only conservatively results when the shear
53
utilization ratio is high (short beams, when nv is bigger than 0.8 ).
1.1
1.08
1.06

Rt,i / Re,i [-]

1.04
1.02
1
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
nv (Ved/Vpl,Rd) [-]

0.8

1

Figure 10-2: Difference between the resistance -and the experimental function per shear utilization ratio

The results of all analysis are visualized in Table 10-5. A large variation of partial safety
factors is noticeable. It varies between 1.02 and 1.34. Besides that, the safety factor becomes
lower when profiles have a large d/t-ratio. Overall, the safety factor is approximately 1.20. The
differences in the partial safety factor of the different steel grades are explainable by the mean
values and standard deviation, see

S235

S355

S460

Figure 10-3. S235 has the lowest standard deviation and S460 the highest. A lower standard
deviation results immediately in a higher probability. In other words, when S235 is used, the
chance that the steel grade differs much from the yield strength of 235 N/mm² is low. When
higher steel grades are used, the chance that the steel grade differs much from the yield
strength becomes higher.

53

See Figure 6-8 for the length of the beam at the different shear utilization ratio’s
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Table 10-5: Total overview of the statistical evaluation
Profile
CHS 48.3/5.0

CHS 114.3/6.3

CHS 139.7/5.0

CHS 273.0/6.3

CHS 406.4/6.3
All profiles

Subsets

Subsets

Subsets

Steel grade
S235
S355
S460
All
S235
S355
S460
All
S235
S355
S460
All
S235
S355
All
S235
S235
S355
S460
S235
S235
S235
S235
S355
S355
S355
S355
S460
S460
S460
S460

For n-ratios
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0 - 0.35
0.3505 - 0.6
0.605 - 0.83
0.835 - 1
0 - 0.35
0.3505 - 0.6
0.605 - 0.83
0.835 - 1
0 - 0.35
0.3505 - 0.6
0.605 - 0.83
0.835 - 1

Overall

Number of used n - ratios
201
201
201
603
201
201
201
603
201
201
201
603
201
201
402
201
1005
804
603
61
59
45
33
61
59
45
33
61
59
45
33
7629

S235

b

Δmean

s∆ ²

Vδ

Vrt,mean²

Qmean

Vr

γm*

[-]
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.972
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973
0.973

[-]
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007

[-]
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

[-]
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.043
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.044

[-]
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.007
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.007
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.007
0.005
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.007
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.008
0.007
0.008
0.008
0.006

[-]
0.103
0.097
0.101
0.101
0.100
0.088
0.092
0.092
0.100
0.097
0.101
0.101
0.092
0.088
0.088
0.091
0.096
0.082
0.098
0.080
0.084
0.086
0.075
0.083
0.086
0.074
0.073
0.091
0.096
0.074
0.081
0.063

[-]
0.104
0.097
0.101
0.101
0.094
0.089
0.092
0.092
0.100
0.097
0.101
0.101
0.092
0.088
0.088
0.091
0.096
0.082
0.098
0.104
0.097
0.101
0.101
0.094
0.088
0.092
0.092
0.100
0.094
0.101
0.101
0.089

[-]
1.21
1.27
1.34
1.26
1.14
1.20
1.27
1.19
1.15
1.22
1.30
1.21
1.12
1.18
1.17
1.11
1.15
1.18
1.30
1.06
1.11
1.12
1.02
1.12
1.17
1.18
1.08
1.24
1.30
1.31
1.19
1.20

S355

S460

Figure 10-3: Normal stress-distribution for S235, S355 and S460

10.4.1

Acceptance level of the partial safety factors

With the results of Table 10-5 the acceptance can be calculated. This is done with equation
(10-22). In here, the calculated partial safety factor is divided by the codified (or desired)
partial safety factor. This factor must be lower than the acceptance limit of the report in
SAFEBRICTILE.
(10-22)
γ
M*

γ m ,t arg et

≤ fa
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where:

γ M*
γ M ,t arg et

The calculated partial safety factor

fa

acceptance limit according to SAFEBRICTILE

the codified or target partial safety factor

The first target is the codified partial safety factor. Now, in the code, the partial safety factor
γm* is not present in the equation. This means γm*=1. The upper diagram in Figure 10-4
visualizes the acceptance of the target in a γM*/γM,target – Vr diagram. When the codified safety
factor is used, almost all the calculated safety factors are above the acceptance limit. This
means that the modified equation of the code is too unsafe to use.
After a iteration process, a target safety factor is chosen which is usable for almost all
calculation, see the lower diagram of Figure 10-4. When the target is set on γM,target= 1.14,
almost all the safety factors are applicable, only S460 cannot suffice with this target. A further
evaluation finds also a safety factor for S460, namely γM,target=1.25

.
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Figure 10-4: acceptance of the partial safety factor (left: codified , right: acceptable )

10.5

Conclusion

If partial safety factors are required that are substantially greater than 1.0, the design rule may
not be adequate in the NEN-EN 1993. This means that the modified Eurocode equation for
CHS section does not suffice as design rule in the code and another equation is necessary.
The analytical calculation with the reduced yield strength of Drucker is a good replacement for
the modified equation for bending and shear.
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Conclusions and recommendations

The goal of the master thesis is to check with an analytical model, numerical model and
statistical evaluation if the cross-sectional design rules in NEN-EN1993-1-1 art 6.2.8, for
bending in combination with shear have to be reconsidered for CHS profiles.
First the conclusions per part (Analytical research, Numerical research and Statistical
evaluation) are summarized in paragraph 11.1. After that, the recommendations are described
in paragraph 11.2

11.1

Conclusions

11.1.1

Analytical part

In the analytical part of this research ( chapter 3 and 4 ) different analytical models are
formulated which describe the residual bending resistance when shear forces are present in
the cross-section. Because in the NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 only a design rule is formulated
for I-shaped sections, one of these models describes a modified equations with the same
assumptions used in the code, see the equation below;

M v , Rd =

(1 − (1 − cos(1))(2nv − 1) 2W pl , Rd f y

γm

The other analytical models show that the Eurocode overestimates the resistance of the
cross-section when low to medium shear forces are present. In this respect, the design rule is
‘unsafe’ to use. Despite the conservative approach at low to medium shear utilization ratios,
this method is too conservative at high shear ratios.
Besides the overestimation of the cross-sectional resistance, the Eurocode formulates a note
which defines that when the shear forces are lower than 50% of the total cross-sectional
resistance to shear, the shear forces are not taken into account. Also this note is questionable
for CHS-profiles, because in accordance to Wardenier, the results of method 3 and 4 shows
little to no influence of the shear forces on Mv,Rd when n<0.35 instead of n<0.5 .
The equation in model 3 is the most logical option to use, see equation below. This analytical
model is more conservative than and not as difficult as the equations in analytical model 4
(which uses the most logical stress distribution). Purely based on analytical research, the
equations in analytical model 3 are applicable for the replacement of the existing design rule
in the NEN-EN-1-1 art 6.2.8;

M v ; Rd

 cos(1) + (1 − cos(1)) 1 − n 2  W
v
pl ; Rd f y


=
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11.1.2

Numerical part

The whole numerical part in this research (chapter 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10) shows that every
modification of the model results in a slightly better simulation, but the main problem is not
solved. Still, the moment-shear interaction diagrams exceeds the maximum plastic bending
resistance of the cross-section. The main cause for the exceeding is the way of applying the
load on the model. It is not possible to insert the load without interfering with the stressdistributions.
Because every numerical simulation in the different benchmark studies shows approximately
the same bending-shear interaction diagram, it seems likely to believe that it is possible that
Mpl,Rd can be exceeded when shear forces are present in the simulation. Unfortunately, no
validation is possible because no experimental research can be performed with the set up
used in this research. It is not possible to do experimental tests on a specimen with a load
application and boundary conditions at the centreline of the profile.
In contrast to other profiles, it becomes clear that the reasoning must be different for momentshear interaction on Circular Hollow Sections. It is better to approach a realistic situation than
using a model with almost a perfect mechanical scheme. When a realistic situation is
simulated, the validation of the model becomes easier because experimental research can be
provided.

11.1.3

Statistical evaluation

The results of the numerical simulations are so unpredictable an unrealistic that the numerical
part cannot be used for the evaluation of NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8. Much more research
must be carried out before the model is stable and usable. Still an investigation can be
undertaken which is only based on the analytical calculations. The two equations formulated
in 11.1.1 are used for the statistical evaluation with Annex D in NEN-EN-1990.
When the modified equation isused in the NEN-EN, a partial factor is necessary. For S235
and S355, a partial factor of γm = 1.14 suffices. Because the standard deviation of the steel
grade is much higher for S460 than or the other steel grades, a higher safety factor is
needed, namely γm = 1.25.
If partial safety factors are required that are substantially greater than 1.0, the design rule may
not be adequate in the NEN-EN 1993. This means that the modified Eurocode equation for
CHS section does not suffice as design rule in the code and another equation is necessary.
The analytical calculation with the reduced yield strength of Drucker is a good replacement for
the modified equation for bending and shear.
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11.2

Recommendations

In general, equations which are only based on analytical research are not acceptable as
replacement of the existing design equations in the code. Unfortunately, no evident conclusion
can be drawn for the numerical part in this research. Accepting this data results in an unsafe
approximation of the resistance function. Therefore, the numerical data must be validated.
This can be done with experimental research.
In Annex D of this report, a Python script is described which is used for the numerical
research to bending-shear interaction. In this script, a numerical set-up is inserted which can
be validated with experimental research, see Figure 11-1 for the input variables. The set-up
describes a three—and five-point bending test with a stiffener constraint at the half span
length. This stiffener is placed for a gradually initiation of the load application.
##input##
Calculation_name=Experiment
Material='S235_H_E'
Element_type='S4R'
Diameter_=114.3
thickness_wall=6.3
angle_of_sheararea=57.142

Force_introduction=’Fgest_experiment’
directory_abaqus='C:/abaqusmap/'
Figure 11-1: input variables

For validating this model, a 3 and 5 point bending test must be performed with a stiffener
where the load is initiated. This experimental research indicated the correctness of the used
numerical set-up. When the results between this numerical model and the experimental
research are approximately the same, the numerical set up used in this project is validated
which means that the exceeding of Mpl;Rd is correct.
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Annex A Derivation of the crosssectional properties
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A-1 Derivation according to the approximation method
i) Area subjected to shear forces
Figure A - 1 visualizes the principle for the calculation of the shear area Av. because a
simplified method is used, every calculation depends on the mid-section of the profile,
displayed in red. The equation for the shear area is composed by the arc length of the midsection (Lv), multiplied with the thickness of the profile

Figure A - 1: Principle for the calculation of the shear area

The calculation of the arc length is described in equation (A-1) and (A-2). The multiplication of
the arc length with the thickness leads to the area Av, see Equation (A-3).
(A-1)
Lv = 4 * θ * R

1 

R = r − t =
2 

Av = θ (2d − 2t )t
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ii) Area subjected to bending moment
The same principle is used as the calculation of the shear area . as shown in Figure A - 1 the
residual angle is the total angle (2π) decreased with the angle belonging to the shear area.
This results in equation (A-4), which described the arc-length of the area subjected to
bending.
(A-4)
Lm = (2π − 4θ ) * R

Where:

Lm

arc-length of the area subjected to bending

Because the radius is the same, the following equation is correct for the calculation with the
approximation method for the area subjected to bending moment, see Equation (A-5).

1 
1
Am = (2π − 4θ ) * t  d − t  = (π − 2θ )(d − t )t
2 
2

(A-5)

iii) Plastic section modulus of the area subjected to bending
The plastic section modulus is calculated with the bending area, multiplied with the centre of
gravity of the bending area above the neutral axis ( y1 / 2 Am ), see Equation (A-6). The
calculation of the area

1

W pl ; Rd , Am = 2 Am * y 1  = Am * y 1
Am
Am
2
2
2


(A-6)

Where:

y1
2

centre of gravity of the area subjected to bending above the neutral axis
Am

Figure A - 2 visualised the principle which is needed for the calculation of the centre of gravity
of the upper half of the area subjected to bending. Because only the vertical distance of the
centre of gravity to the neutral axis ( y ) is needed, the calculation is done with only the upper
right part of the figure. In the approximation method the centre of gravity is calculated only for
the mid-sectional wire, displayed in red. x, y represent the coordinates of the centre of gravity
‘C’ of the system of particles and ~
x , ~y represent the coordinates of each particle in the
considered system.
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Figure A - 2: Principle for the calculation of the centre of gravity of the area subjected to bending moment

.
The calculation of the length of the centre of gravity to the neutral axis is done with Equation
(A-7). This integral formulates that the centre of gravity is an average of all particles in domain
L. Because the length of the domain is dependent on an angle, the differential length and the
distance of each particle to the neutral axis must also be expressed in an angle. The
differential length of the wire is calculated with Equation (A-8). For each particle of this
differential length, the centroid is determined with Equation (A-9).

∫ ~y dL
y1
2

=
Am

L

(A-7)

∫ dL
L

dL = Rdθ
~
y = R sin(θ )

(A-8)
(A-9)

Where:

~
y
dL
dθ

y-coordinate to the neutral axis of a particle in the considered system
differential length
differential angle

Because the area subjected to bending is always depending on an angle, the lower limit of
the domain L is the angle ‘θ’ itself and the upper limit is the symmetry axis ‘π/2’. This leads to
the equation for the vertical distance of the center of gravity to the neutral axis, see Equation
(A-10)
The only unknown in this equation is R. Because the centre of gravity is calculated of the midsectional wire, the used radius R is equal to the radius of this mid-sectional wire, see Equation
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(A-11) . substituting Equation (A-11) in Equation (A-10) results in the final equation for the
length of the centre of gravity to the neutral axis, see Equation (A-12).

~

y1
2

∫ y dL ∫θ π (R sin(θ ))Rdθ R cos(θ )
=
=
=
π
1
Rd
θ
∫ dL
π −θ
∫θ
2
1/ 2

(A-10)

L

Am

1/ 2

L

R=

y1
2

(A-11)

1
(d − t )
2

Am

1
(d − t )cos(θ ) (d − t )cos(θ )
2
=
=
1
π − 2θ
π −θ
2

(A-12)

Substituting this result back in equation (A-6) the final equation for the calculation of the
plastic section modulus of the area subjected to bending is formulated, see Equation (A-13).

W pl ; Rd , Am = (π − 2θ )(d − t )t *

(d − t ) cos(θ ) = (d − t )2 * t cos(θ )
π − 2θ
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A-2 Derivation according to the exact method
i) Area subjected to shear forces
Figure A-3 visualizes the principle for the calculation of the area subjected to shear forces
according to the exact method. In this method, the area is calculated with differential
equations, therefore the differential length, the differential radius and the differential angle are
of importance. Because the shear area is double symmetric about the neutral axes, the
differential equation can be calculated with only a quart of the area, multiplied by 4

Figure A - 3: principle for the calculation of the area subjected to bending, according to the exact method

Equation (A-14) till (A-17) describes the differential equations required for the calculation of
Av. The equation exists of 2 integrals. This equation summed all the different arc lengths over
the thickness of the profile from the neutral axis till the angle with the neutral axis. The
elaboration of these integrals results in the exact equation for the area subjected to shear
forces, see Equation (A-18).

Av = ∫ dA

(A-14)

A



dA =  ∫ dL dR
L 
dL = Rdθ

(A-15)
(A-16)
(A-17)

θ

∫ dL = 4 * ∫ Rdθ
0
1
d
2

L

Av = 4 *

θ

 ∫ Rdθ dR
∫


1

d −t  0

  1 2  1 2 
= 2θ   d  −  − t   = 2θ dt − t 2
 4   2  



2

Where:

dA

differential area
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ii) Area subjected to bending moment

Figure A - 4: Principle of the calculation of the area subjected to bending moments and the centre of gravity

The calculation of the area subjected to bending moment is equivalent to the calculation of the
shear area. The same differential equations are used, only the range of the integration is
different which determine the different arc-length. For the bending area, the range of the
integration goes from angle θ till the y-axis π/2, see Equation (A-19). With this differential
length, the total area subjected to bending moment is calculated, see Equation (A-20).
π /2
(A-19)

∫ dL = θ∫ Rdθ
L

1
d
2

2
1 2 1

π /2



Am = 4 * ∫  ∫ Rdθ dR = (π − 2θ ) d −  d − t   = (π − 2θ ) t (d − t )
4
2
 
1


d −t  θ
2
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iii)

Plastic section modulus of the area subjected to bending moment

Figure A - 4 contains the principle needed for the calculation of the centre of gravity of the
upper half of the area subjected to bending. x, y represent the coordinates of the centre of
gravity ‘C’ of the system of particles and ~
x , ~y represents the coordinates of each particle in
the considered system. The calculation of the centre of gravity is done with 2 differential
equations, instead of 1 in the approximation method. The first differential equation locates the
centre of gravity of 1 arc length. This differential equation is equal to equation (A-7). The
second differential equation summons all the centre of gravities of all the arc-lengths in the
considered domain and takes an average centre of gravity of the whole mass, see Equation
(A-21) .The elaboration of this equation results in the centre of gravity of the considered mass,
see Equation (A-24).

∫ ~y dA
y1
2

=
Am

(A-21)

A

∫ dA
A

t
π /2

dA
=
∫A r∫−t  θ∫ Rdθ dR

(A-22)



 R cos(θ ) 
~

y =
 1 π −θ 


 2


(A-23)



 R cos(θ )  π / 2


dR


Rd
θ
∫1
 ∫


1

π − θ  θ
d −t 
2
1 cos(θ ) 3d 2 − 6dt + 4t 2

2

=
=
1
d
(π − 2θ )(d − t )
3
2 π /2

 ∫ Rdθ dR
∫


1

d −t  θ
1
d
2

y1
2

(

Am

)
(A-24)

2

The substitution of the centre of gravity –and the bending-area equation in the equation for the
plastic section modulus gives a simple equation for calculating the plastic section modulus of
the area subjected to bending, depending on angle θ. see Equation (A25).

Wy , pl , Am = Am * y 1
2

(

Am

1 cos(θ ) 3d 2 − 6dt + 4t 2
= (π − 2θ ) t (d − t ) *
3
(π − 2θ )(d − t )

1
Wy , pl , Am = cos(θ ) * 3d 2t − 6dt 2 + 4t 3
3

(

)

)

(A-25)

Simplifying this equation leads to Equation (A-26) This simplification shows that the plastic
section modulus of the bending area is always a ratio of the total plastic section modulus, see
Equation (A-27)
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W y , pl , Am = cos(θ ) *

(d

3

− (d − 2t ) 3
6

)

W y , pl , Am = cos(θ ) * W y , pl ;Rd
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Annex B: Derivations needed for the
determination of the different methods
for M-V interaction
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B-1 The Method used by the Eurocode
The NEN-EN1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 assumes a predetermined area which is used for the
calculation of every Mv,Rd belonging to different shear forces. This means that the equations
are not depending on the angle with the neutral axis, but on the additional bending resistance
from the area subjected to shear forces. According to Von Mises, the maximum shear
stresses in any particle are 1/√3 of the total yield strength of the used material. This means
when the shear area is fully loaded with shear forces still a resistance to bending moments is
present in the shear area. For this area, a reduced yield strength is taken into account over
the plastic section modulus of the shear area for the calculation of the resistance to bending
54
moments .

i) Calculation procedure of the Eurocode
Equation (2.28) in the report described the reduced design value for the yield moment
resistance on I-shaped profiles. This equation is a substitution of the reduced yield strength in
combination with the plastic section modulus of the area where shear forces are present. It is
possible to derivate the formula to the reduced yield strength Equation which can be used for
every different cross-section. For clarification, Equation (2.28) is listed below.
(2.28)

ρA 2 

M v , Rd

W y , pl − w  f y

4t w 
=
< M c , Rd

γ m0

For an I-shaped section, all the shear forces are concentrated in the web of the section. This
means that the plastic bending resistance at any shear utilization ratio is depending on the
areas of the flanges. This is also noticeable in Equation 2.28. In here, the section modulus of
the total cross-section (W y,pl) is decreased with the ratio of plastic section modulus of the
shear area, see Equation (B-1) and (B-2).
2
(B-1)
1
1
A
2

W y , pl , Av =
M v , Rd

t w hw =

t w h w hw =

w

4
4
4t w
= (W y , pl − ρ * W y , pl , Av ) f y

(B-2)

Where:

W y , pl ;Rd ; Av

plastic section modulus at the area were shear forces are
present in de the cross-section.

W y , pl ;Rd , Am

plastic section modulus of the area were bending moments are
present.

Equation (B-1) is derived with knowing that note [3] in the NEN-EN 1993-1-1 art 6.2.8 is valid.
This note describes that when the shear force is bigger than 50% of the shear resistance of
the cross-section, the reduced yield strength must be taken into account for the area
subjected to shear forces. The total resistance to bending moments when the cross-section is

54

Note (3) in article 6.2.8 of NEN-EN 1993-1-1
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subjected to shear forces is an combination of the area subjected to bending + the reduced
yield strength equation multiplied with the area subjected to shear forces, see Equation B-3.
(B-3)
M v ; Rd = W pl ; Rd , Am * f y + W pl ; Rd , Av * f y ,r
The substitution of the equation for the reduced yield strength (equation (2-28)) into equation
(B-3) leads to the same formulation as equation (B-2) , see Equation (B-4) till (B-9). Because
the procedure of the NEN-EN is known, equation (B-9) can be used as standard equation for
all profiles subjected to a combination of bending and shear.
(B-4)
M v ; Rd = W pl ; Rd , Am * f y + W pl ; Rd , Av * f y ,r

f y ,r = (1 − ρ ) f y

(B-5)

W pl ;Rd , Am = W pl ; Rd − W pl , Rd , Av

(B-6)

M v ; Rd = (W pl ; Rd − W pl , Rd , Av )* f y + W pl ; Rd , Av * (1 − ρ ) f y

(B-7)

M v ; Rd = (W pl ;Rd − W pl , Rd , Av + W pl ; Rd , Av − ρ * W pl ; Rd , Av )* f y

(B-8)

M v ;Rd = (W pl ; Rd − ρ * W pl ; Rd , Av ) f y

(B-9)
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B-2 Derivations for method 4
i) Calculation procedure of Step 1
The calculation procedure of step 1 is divided in two separate parts. The first part is the part
where shear forces are present and the second part the part where only bending moments
are present in the cross-section .
Part 1: The part where shear –and bending are both present in the cross-section
In step 1, the transverse shear stresses are determined for a part of the circle at angle θ, see
Figure (B-2). Because a part of the section is used it is not possible to determine the moment
of the inertia in a Cartesian coordinate system. Therefore, the spherical coordinate system is
used.

Figure B-2 Overview of the calculation procedure of a part of a circle
55

First, the different parts of in the transverse shear equation are determined for a part of the
section. The moment of inertia of the part of the profile is derived in equation B-10 till B-12 .
d
2

Iθ = 2 *

θ

∫ ∫θ y

2

R dθ dR

(B-10)

d −
−t
2

y = R * sin θ

55

See equation (3-8) for the transverse shear equation.
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4
 1 4 1
1
 

I θ = (− cos(θ )sin(θ ) + θ )
d −  d − t
 16
2
2
 


(B-12)

Where:

Iθ

second moment of area of the area between the neutral axis and angle θ

T
he chosen angle results in a certain area of the cross-section. This area corresponds to one
particular phase in step 1 over which the shear forces are distributed. Within this area, an
section of interest is chosen for the calculation of the first moment of area. This section of
interest is called ‘φ’. The area above this angle is the area of interest and is multiplied with the
distance of the centroid of this area to the neutral axis ( y )
(B-13)
s =A *y
ϕ −θ

ϕ −θ

y = R * sin ϕ
d
2

d
2

sϕ −θ = 2

2
θ

∫ ∫ R dϕ dR *
d ϕ
 −t 
2 

θ

∫ ∫ (R * sin ϕ )R dϕ dR
d ϕ
 −t 
2 
d
2

2

θ

(B-14)

∫ ∫ R dϕ dR
d ϕ
 −t 
2 

sϕ −θ

3
1 3 1
2
 

= (cos(ϕ ) − cos(θ )) d −  d − t 
8
3
2
 


(B-15)

Because as spherical coordinate system is used, the thickness is at every φ equal to two
times the thickness of the wall, see Equation (B-16).

b = 2t

(B-16)

Substituting the moment of inertia, the first moment of area and the thickness back into the
equation for transverse shear leads to the standard equation for transverse shear for any
angle between -θ and θ, see equation (B-17)
3
1 3 1
 

Ved (cos(ϕ ) − cos(θ )) d −  d − t 
8
2
 
2

τ=
4
3
 1 4 1
 

t (− cos(θ )sin(θ ) + θ )
d −  d − t
 16
2
 


(B-17)

The function above calculates the transverse shear stresses of a part of the circle with every
value of shear forces. For bending-shear interaction only the resistance of the cross-section is
important. so that Ved is replaced with Vpl,Rd, see Equation (B-18).
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3
1 3 1
 

Vrd (cos(ϕ ) − cos(θ )) d −  d − t 
8
2
 
2

τ=
4
3
 1 4 1
 

t (− cos(θ )sin(θ ) + θ )
d −  d − t
 16
2
 


(B-18)

In step 1, the shear stress is always distributed according to the elastic shear stress
distribution. The highest stresses are concentrated along the neutral axis. These stresses
cannot be higher than the maximum cross-sectional resistance to shear (fy/√3). This means
that VRd is the largest at the neutral axis and can be calculated with equation (B-19).
3

1 3 1
  


V (cos(0 ) − cos(θ )) d −  d − t 
8
 2 rd
fy
2
  



= τ ϕ =0 =
4
 1 4 1

3
 3
 
t (− cos(θ )sin(θ ) + θ ) d −  d − t   

 16
2
  



(B-19)

Solving this equation for Vrd leads to the maximum shear stress in the neutral axis, see
equation (B-20). Substituting this equation back into the shear function (B-18) leads to the
resistance function for the elastic shear stress, see equation (B-21).

Vrd =

τ=

(

)

f y 3t d 3 − 3d 2 t + 4dt 2 − 2t 3 (cos(θ ) sin (θ ) − θ )
3 cos(θ )d − 6 cos(θ )dt + 4 cos(θ )t 2 − 3d 2 + 6dt − 4t 2
2

1 f y 3 (cos(θ ) − cos(ϕ ))
3
cos(θ ) − 1

(B-20)

(B-21)

From the shear stresses, the shear resistance of the part of the cross-section can be
determined for the area with a certain angle, see equation (B-22).
d
2 θ

Vrd ,θ = 4 *

∫

∫ τ dϕ dR =

d
0
−t
2

2 (cos(θ )θ − sin (θ )) f y 3t (d − t )
3
cos(θ ) − 1

(B-22)

With Equation (B-22) the shear stress in a part of cross-section is known. Now only the
residual bending moment must be determined. This is done with the Von Mises equation, see
equation (B-23). The substitution of the shear stress equation in this equation leads to
residual normal forces when shear forces are present.

f y = σ 2 + 3τ 2

→ σ=

2

f y − 3τ 2
(B-23)

σ=

fy

2

 1 f y 3 (cos(θ ) − cos(ϕ )) 

− 3*
3

cos(θ ) − 1



2

(B-24)

The contribution to the bending moment is calculated at every angle in the considered part
this can be done with the integrals but because the integrals in this equation are too
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complicated, the Riemann sum is used for the calculation of the bending moment contribution
of this particular part. How smaller ∆n,I, how more accurately the bending moment resistance
is. Equation (B-25) describes the generalized form of the used Riemann sum used in this
method.
n

(

M rd , part1 = ∑ σ ( z i )∆ n ,i * A( z i , ∆ ni ) * z i

)

(B-25)

i =1

In which:

zi

The distance of the Riemann part to the neutral axis

∆ n,i

The step size in the Riemann sum,

A( zi ,∆ ni )

The area of the cross-section belonging to the Riemann step size

A( zi ,∆ ni ) = 2 * ∫

( h n )i +1

( h n )i

σ ( zi )

∆ n,i = h n

2

2

( h n )i +1  d
d 

2
2
  − y dy − ∫(h n )
 − t  − y dy
i
2
2
 



The normal stresses in a cross-section of one particular Riemann step.

σ ( zi ) =

 1 − 4z 2
1 − 4h 2
2
i
fy 
−
 d2
d2
2

fy −
1 − 4h 2
d2






2

Part 2: the part where only bending moments are present in the cross-section
Part 2 always experience only bending moments. this means that every particle in this part
always meet the yield criterion of the material. For the determination of the bending moment,
the same equation is used as the equation for the determination of the residual bending
moment, see Equation (B-25).
n

(

M rd , part1 = ∑ σ ( z i )∆ n,i * A( z i ,∆ ni ) * z i

)

(B-25)

i =1

The area of one particle in the Riemann Sum is calculated with equation (B-26) and (B-27).
The first equation is valid for the particles between the neutral axis and the inner diameter and
equation (B-27 for the particles at the wall thickness of the profile. In this equations, ‘h’ is the
height at the transition between part 1 and part 2. the cross-section is calculated for the
particles between 0 and (d/2-t), see equation (B-26) and (B-27) .

A( zi ,∆ ni ) =
2*∫

(((d / 2 −t )− h ) n )i +1

((( d / 2 − t )− h ) n )i

A( zi ,∆ ni ) = 2 * ∫

2

2

((( d / 2 −t )− h ) n )i +1  d
d 

2
2
  − y dy − ∫((((d / 2−t )− h ) n ))  − t  − y dy
i
2
2
 



(d / 2−( d / 2 −t ) / n )i +1

(( d / 2−(d / 2−t ) / n ))i

(B-26)

2

d 
2
  − y dy
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(B-29)

σ ( zi ) = f y

iii) Calculation procedure of Step 2
. In step 2, the shear forces are gradually flattened till the shear forces reaches the yield
criterion. The resistance function for transverse shear loading is the same as step 1, see
equation (B-30).

τ θ =1 =

1 f y 3 (cos(1) − cos(ϕ ))
3
cos(1) − 1

(B-30)

Because the shear stresses are gradually increased, the equation of the shear forces is
extended with a transformation. First, the whole function is flattened. This results in equation
(B-31). No shear stresses reach the yield criterion, therefore the function is moved in such
way that the top of the function meets the yield criterion, see equation (B-32). If ‘x’ increases,
more and more shear forces are subjected on the cross-section. When x =1, no shear forces
are present and the resistance of the cross-section is only depending on bending moment.

τ new =

1 f y 3 (cos(1) − cos(ϕ ))
(1 − x)
3
cos(1) − 1

τ step 2 = τ (1 − x) +

fy
3

−τ

ϕ =0

(1 − x ) = 1

3

(B-31)

f y 3 (cos(ϕ )x = cos(1) − cos(ϕ ) − x )
cos(1) − 1

(B-32)

The calculation procedure in step 1 from equation (B-22) till (B-29) in this step is repeated
with the new shear function.
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Annex C: Python script for numerical input
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C-1 Python script
##input##
Calculation_name='different_place_BC'
Material='S235'
Element_type='S4R'
Diameter_=114.3
thickness_wall=6.3
angle_of_sheararea=57.142
Force_introduction='Fgest_uniform'
directory_abaqus='C:/abaqusmap/'
directory_save_excel='C:/Users/s131942/Dropbox/afstuderen/afstuderen
zelf/parametric study/'

###Direct_run; automatic output excel; delete odb file##
#yes = 1
#no = 0
direct_run=0
excel=0
delete_odb=0
####MATERIAL####
##choice between: 1. S235 , 2.'S355' , 3.'S460' , 4.'S235_H_E':
#1. yield stress of 235 N/mm2 , Bi-linear
#2. yield stress of 355 N/mm2 , Bi-linear
#3. yield stress of 460 N/mm2 , Bi-linear
#4. yield stress of 235 N/mm2 , with strain hardening according to
the eurocode
####ELEMENT TYPE####
##choice between: 1. 'S4' , 2.'S4R' , 3.'S8R'
#1. Four node shell elements
#2. Four node shell elements with reduced integration
#3. Eight node shell elements with reduced integration
####FORCE_INTRODUCTION####
##choice
between:
1:'Dcontrol'
,
2:'Fgest_sheararea'
,
3:'Fgest_expressionfield' , 4:'Fgest_uniform' , 5:'Fgest_experiment'
#1: Displacement control, Displ. in RP coupled with section
#2: Force control, Force uniform distributed on shear area
#3: Force control, non-uniform distributed on whole section,
according to elastic shear stresses in section
#4: Force control, Force uniform distributed on whole section
#5: Force control, Force in RP coupled with whole section, BC's
according to experiment

# -*- coding: mbcs -*from part import *
from material import *
from section import *
from assembly import *
from step import *
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from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from

interaction import *
load import *
mesh import *
optimization import *
job import *
sketch import *
visualization import *
connectorBehavior import *

ite = 1
# Input for subsequent values of factor n
list1 = [0.1,0.3,0.5]

# Number of values in the list +1
while ite < 4:
# Insert name of the subsequent tests before '+ ite'
step = 0 + ite
Name = str(step)
n = list1[ite-1]
##achtergrondberekeningen##
if Material=='S235':
sigma=235.0
if Material=='S355':
sigma=355.0
if Material=='S450':
sigma=450.0
if Material=='S235_H_E':
sigma=235.0
if n<0.6:
verhoudingkrachten=0.0
else:
verhoudingkrachten=0.45

pi=3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751058209749445923
078164062862089986280348253421170679821480865132823066470938446095505
822317253594081284811174502841027019385211055596446229489549303819644
288109756659334461284756482337867831652712019091456485669234603486104
543266482133936072602491412737245870066063155881748815209209628292540
917153643678925903600113305305488204665213841469519415116094330572703
657595919530921861173819326117931051185480744623799627495673518857527
248912279381830119491298336733624406566430860213949463952247371907021
798609437027705392171762931767523846748184676694051320005681271452635
608277857713427577896091736371787214684409012249534301465495853710507
922796892589235420199561121290219608640344181598136297747713099605187
072113499999983729780499510597317328160963185950244594553469083026425
223082533446850352619311881710100031378387528865875332083814206171776
691473035982534904287554687311595628638823537875937519577818577805321
71226806613001927876611195909216420198938095257201
Oppervlakte=
0.25*pi*(Diameter_)**2.0-(0.25*pi*(Diameter_thickness_wall-thickness_wall)**2.0)
Av=2.0/pi*Oppervlakte
Vplrd=Av*sigma/(3.0**0.5)/1000.0
Wypl=(Diameter_**3.0-(Diameter_-(2.0*thickness_wall))**3.0)/6.0
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ro=(((2.0*n*Vplrd)/Vplrd)-1.0)**2.0
if n<0.5:
Mvrd=Wypl*sigma/1000000
if n>=0.5:
Mvrd=((1.0-(0.46*ro))*Wypl*sigma)/1000000
verhoudingsgetalvoorlengte=100.0-(verhoudingkrachten*100.0*0.5)
lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging=100.0*Mvrd/(verhoudingsgetalvoorlen
gte*n*Vplrd)*1000.0
omtrek=pi*(Diameter_-(thickness_wall))
if verhoudingkrachten==0.0:
opleggingsoverstek=100.0
if verhoudingkrachten > 0.0:
opleggingsoverstek=(4.0/8.0)*lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
if n < 0.10:
Force=(114.3/Diameter_)*n*Vplrd*1000/200/Av##meshset1
meshset=1
if 0.09<n<0.21:
Force=(114.3/Diameter_)*n*Vplrd*1000/150/Av##meshset2
meshset=2
if n > 0.20:
Force=(114.3/Diameter_)*n*Vplrd*1000/150/Av##meshset2
meshset=2

##verhouding meshes##
if meshset==1:
bij_omtrek=float((Diameter_/28.575))
bij_kracht=float((bij_omtrek))
bij_oplegging=float((bij_omtrek*1.5))
bij_midden=float((bij_omtrek*2))
if meshset==2:
bij_omtrek=float((Diameter_/57.15))##moet
veranderd worden naar 2##
bij_kracht=float((bij_omtrek))
bij_oplegging=float((bij_omtrek*1.5))
bij_midden=float((bij_omtrek*2))
if meshset==3:
bij_omtrek=float((Diameter_/114.3))
bij_kracht=float((bij_omtrek))
bij_oplegging=float((bij_omtrek*1.5))
bij_midden=float((bij_omtrek*2))
if meshset==4:
bij_omtrek=float((Diameter_/60))
bij_kracht=float((bij_omtrek))
bij_oplegging=float((bij_omtrek*1.5))
bij_midden=float((bij_omtrek*2))
if meshset==5:
bij_omtrek=float((Diameter_/60))
bij_kracht=float((bij_omtrek*0.5))
bij_oplegging=float((bij_omtrek*0.75))
bij_midden=float((bij_omtrek))
if meshset==6:
bij_omtrek=float((Diameter_/60))
bij_kracht=float((bij_omtrek*2))
bij_oplegging=float((bij_omtrek*3))
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bij_midden=float((bij_omtrek*4))

# Model
MyModel = mdb.Model(name=Name)
if 'Model-1' in mdb.models: del mdb.models['Model-1']
session.graphicsOptions.setValues(backgroundStyle=SOLID,
backgroundColor='#FFFFFF')
session.viewports['Viewport:
1'].viewportAnnotationOptions.setValues(title=OFF,
state=OFF,
annotations=OFF)
##geometry+set whole model##
MyModel.ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', sheetSize=200.0)
MyModel.sketches['__profile__'].CircleByCenterPerimeter(centre=(
0.0, 0.0), point1=(0.0, Diameter_/2-(thickness_wall/2)))
MyModel.Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='Part-1', type=
DEFORMABLE_BODY)
MyModel.parts['Part1'].BaseShellExtrude(depth=lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging+opleggin
gsoverstek,
sketch=MyModel.sketches['__profile__'])
del MyModel.sketches['__profile__']
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#1 ]',
), ), name='whole model')
##Partitions algemeen##
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=0.0,
principalPlane=YZPLANE)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[3], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#1 ]',
), ))
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=0.0,
principalPlane=XZPLANE)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].DatumAxisByPrincipalAxis(principalAxis=
ZAXIS)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].DatumPlaneByRotation(angle=
angle_of_sheararea, axis=MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[6],
plane=MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[5])
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].DatumPlaneByRotation(angle=
-angle_of_sheararea, axis=MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[6],
plane=MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[5])
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[8], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3 ]',
), ))
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[7], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#f ]',
), ))
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
##partitions##
MyModel.parts['Part1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=2*Diameter_,
principalPlane=XYPLANE)
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MyModel.parts['Part1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=lengte_tussen_kracht_en_opleggi
ng-(Diameter_),
principalPlane=XYPLANE)
MyModel.parts['Part1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=lengte_tussen_kracht_en_opleggi
ng,
principalPlane=XYPLANE)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[11], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3f
]',
), ))
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[12], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#c96
]',
), ))
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[13], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#595
]',
), ))
## sets##
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#0 #194820 ]', ), ), name='circle_right')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#0 #84000 ]', ), ), name='initiating_force_r')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#24911 ]', ), ), name='circle_support')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#0 #10 ]', ), ), name='mesh_longitudinal_force_r')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#0
#200000
]',
),
),
name='mesh_longitudinal_remainder')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#4000020
]',
),
),
name='mesh_longitudinal_force_l_sup')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#d96b6d55 #195a2d ]', ), ), name='mesh_section_circle')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#4800220 #220110 ]', ), ), name='x_hold')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(name='stopping_criteria',
vertices=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].vertices.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#20000000 ]', ), ))
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(('[#88210404 ]',
), ), name='circle_left')
##element type##
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if Element_type=='S4':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S4,
elemLibrary=STANDARD,
secondOrderAccuracy=OFF), ElemType(
elemCode=S3, elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
if Element_type=='S4R':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S4R,
elemLibrary=STANDARD,
secondOrderAccuracy=OFF), ElemType(
elemCode=S3, elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
if Element_type=='S8R':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S8R,
elemLibrary=STANDARD),
ElemType(elemCode=STRI65,
elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
if Element_type=='S8R5':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S8R5,
elemLibrary=STANDARD),
ElemType(elemCode=STRI65,
elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]', ),
), ))
##meshen##
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#0 #10 ]', ), ), size=bij_kracht)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#4000020 ]', ), ), size=bij_oplegging)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#0 #200000 ]', ), ), size=bij_midden)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#d96b6d55 #195a2d ]', ), ), size=bij_omtrek)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].generateMesh()
if 2*Diameter_ < lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging <= 3*Diameter_
:
MyModel.parts['Part1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=2*Diameter_,
principalPlane=XYPLANE)
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MyModel.parts['Part1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=lengte_tussen_kracht_en_opleggi
ng,
principalPlane=XYPLANE)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[11], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3f
]',
), ))
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[12], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#c96
]',
), ))
##sets##
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#40400000 #194 ]', ), ), name='circle_right')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#0 #84 ]', ), ), name='initiating_force_r')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#24911 ]', ), ), name='circle_support')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#2000004 ]', ), ), name='initiating_force_l')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#200000 #20 ]', ), ), name='mesh_longitudinal_force_r')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#4000220
#200
]',
),
),
name='mesh_longitudinal_force_l_sup')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#da5b6d55 #195 ]', ), ), name='mesh_section_circle')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#4200220 #220 ]', ), ), name='x_hold')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(name='stopping_criteria',
vertices=
MyModel.parts['Part1'].vertices.getSequenceFromMask(('[#800000 ]',
), ))
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(('[#8a010404 ]',
), ), name='circle_left')
##element type##
if Element_type=='S4':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S4,
elemLibrary=STANDARD,
secondOrderAccuracy=OFF), ElemType(
elemCode=S3, elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
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if Element_type=='S4R':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S4R,
elemLibrary=STANDARD,
secondOrderAccuracy=OFF), ElemType(
elemCode=S3, elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
if Element_type=='S8R':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S8R,
elemLibrary=STANDARD),
ElemType(elemCode=STRI65,
elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
if Element_type=='S8R5':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S8R5,
elemLibrary=STANDARD),
ElemType(elemCode=STRI65,
elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]', ),
), ))
##meshen##
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#200000 #20 ]', ), ), size=bij_kracht)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#4000220 #200 ]', ), ), size=bij_oplegging)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#da5b6d55 #195 ]', ), ), size=bij_omtrek)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].generateMesh()
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
MyModel.parts['Part1'].DatumPlaneByPrincipalPlane(offset=lengte_tussen_kracht_en_opleggi
ng,
principalPlane=XYPLANE)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].datums[11], faces=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3f
]',
), ))
##sets##
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#6282004 ]', ), ), name='circle_right')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#29010440 ]', ), ), name='circle_force_r')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
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MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#24911 ]', ), ), name='circle_support')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#10400202 ]', ), ), name='mesh_longitudinal')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#2f2b6d55 ]', ), ), name='mesh_section_circle')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#10400202 ]', ), ), name='x_hold')
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(name='stopping_criteria',
vertices=
MyModel.parts['Part1'].vertices.getSequenceFromMask(('[#8000 ]',
), ))
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].Set(edges=
MyModel.parts['Part1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(('[#29010440 ]',
), ), name='circle_left')
##element type##
if Element_type=='S4':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S4,
elemLibrary=STANDARD,
secondOrderAccuracy=OFF), ElemType(
elemCode=S3, elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
if Element_type=='S4R':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S4R,
elemLibrary=STANDARD,
secondOrderAccuracy=OFF), ElemType(
elemCode=S3, elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
if Element_type=='S8R':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S8R,
elemLibrary=STANDARD),
ElemType(elemCode=STRI65,
elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]',
), ), ))
if Element_type=='S8R5':
MyModel.parts['Part1'].setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(
elemCode=S8R5,
elemLibrary=STANDARD),
ElemType(elemCode=STRI65,
elemLibrary=STANDARD)), regions=(
MyModel.parts['Part1'].faces.getSequenceFromMask(('[#3ffff ]', ),
), ))
##mesh##
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
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deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#10400202 ]', ), ), size=bij_kracht)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].seedEdgeBySize(constraint=FINER,
deviationFactor=0.1, edges=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].edges.getSequenceFromMask((
'[#2f2b6d55 ]', ), ), size=bij_omtrek)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].generateMesh()
##material and section##
if Material=='S235':
MyModel.Material(name='S235')
MyModel.materials['S235'].Elastic(table=((210000.0, 0.3),
))
MyModel.materials['S235'].Plastic(table=((235.263, 0.0), ))
if Material=='S355':
MyModel.Material(name='S235')
MyModel.materials['S235'].Elastic(table=((210000.0, 0.3),
))
MyModel.materials['S235'].Plastic(table=((355.0, 0.0), ))
if Material=='S460':
MyModel.Material(name='S235')
MyModel.materials['S235'].Elastic(table=((210000.0, 0.3),
))
MyModel.materials['S235'].Plastic(table=((460, 0.0), ))
if Material=='S235_H_E':
MyModel.Material(name='S235_H_E')
MyModel.materials['S235_H_E'].Elastic(table=((210000.0, 0.3),
))
MyModel.materials['S235_H_E'].Plastic(table=((235.263, 0.0),
(
239.7, 0.018663112), (388.6286, 0.074672517)))
MyModel.HomogeneousShellSection(idealization=NO_IDEALIZATION,
integrationRule=SIMPSON, material=Material, name='Section-1',
numIntPts=5,
poissonDefinition=DEFAULT,
preIntegrate=OFF,
temperature=
GRADIENT,
thickness=thickness_wall,
thicknessField='',
thicknessModulus=None,
thicknessType=UNIFORM, useDensity=OFF)
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].SectionAssignment(offset=
0.0, offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, region=
MyModel.parts['Part-1'].sets['whole model'],
sectionName='Section-1', thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)
MyModel.rootAssembly.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)
MyModel.rootAssembly.Instance(dependent=ON, name='Part-1-1',
part=MyModel.parts['Part-1'])
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[2],
CENTER))
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
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MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[0],
CENTER))
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[37],
CENTER))
if 2*Diameter_ <lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging <= 3*Diameter_
:
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[2],
CENTER))
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[0],
CENTER))
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[22],
CENTER))
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[6],
CENTER))
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[0],
CENTER))
MyModel.rootAssembly.ReferencePoint(point=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].InterestingPoint(
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].edges[2],
CENTER))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Set(name='ref1_force_l', referencePoints=(
MyModel.rootAssembly.referencePoints[4], ))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Set(name='ref2_support', referencePoints=(
MyModel.rootAssembly.referencePoints[5], ))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Set(name='ref3_force_r', referencePoints=(
MyModel.rootAssembly.referencePoints[6], ))
##constraint##
MyModel.RigidBody(name='Constraint-1', pinRegion=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].sets['circle_support']
, refPointRegion=MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref2_support'])
##bc's##
MyModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', localCsys=None, name=
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'zsymm', region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].sets['circle_right']
, u1=UNSET, u2=UNSET, u3=SET, ur1=SET, ur2=SET, ur3=UNSET)
MyModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM,
fieldName='',
localCsys=None,
name='only_u1_0',
region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-1-1'].sets['x_hold'],
u1=SET, u2=UNSET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)
MyModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName='Initial',
distributionType=UNIFORM,
fieldName='',
localCsys=None,
name='only_u2_0',
region=MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref2_support'], u1=UNSET,
u2=SET, u3=UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)

##surfaces##
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf', side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#0 #84000 ]', ), ))
if 2*Diameter_ <lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging <= 3*Diameter_
:
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf', side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#0 #84 ]', ), ))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_l_surf', side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#2000004 ]', ), ))
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf', side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#2080000 ]', ), ))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_l_surf', side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#1000040 ]', ), ))
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_expressionfield':
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#0 #194820 ]', ), ))
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
<=
3*Diameter_ :
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#40400000 #194 ]', ), ))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_l_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
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('[#8a010404 ]', ), ))
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_l_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#29010440 ]', ), ))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#6282004 ]', ), ))
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_uniform':
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#0 #194820 ]', ), ))
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
3*Diameter_ :
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#40400000 #194 ]', ), ))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_l_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#8a010404 ]', ), ))

<=

if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_l_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#29010440 ]', ), ))
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#6282004 ]', ), ))
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_in_RP':
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#0 #194820 ]', ), ))
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
3*Diameter_ :
MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_r_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#40400000 #194 ]', ), ))
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MyModel.rootAssembly.Surface(name='force_l_surf',
side1Edges=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].edges.getSequenceFromMask(
('[#8a010404 ]', ), ))
MyModel.ExpressionField(description='', expression=
'sqrt(pow('+str((Diameter_-thickness_wall)/2)+',2),2))/5.651111', localCsys=None, name=
'Force_introduction')

pow(

Y

mdb.Model(name=Name+'_1', objectToCopy=mdb.models[Name])

##LBA: step + load + Edit keywords##
MyModel.BuckleStep(blockSize=DEFAULT,
eigensolver=LANCZOS,
maxBlocks=
DEFAULT,
minEigen=0.0,
name='Step-1',
numEigen=2,
previous='Initial')
if Force_introduction=='Dcontrol':
MyModel.steps['Step-1'].setValues(eigensolver=SUBSPACE,
maxIterations=
150, numEigen=2, vectors=4)
MyModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, buckleCase=
PERTURBATION_AND_BUCKLING,
createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=
UNIFORM,
fieldName='',
fixed=OFF,
localCsys=None,
name='Dcontrol', region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref3_force_r'], u1=UNSET, u2=0.01, u3=
UNSET, ur1=UNSET, ur2=UNSET, ur3=UNSET)
MyModel.Coupling(controlPoint=
MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref3_force_r'],
couplingType=STRUCTURAL,
influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE,
localCsys=None,
name='coupling', surface=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].sets['circle_right'],
u1=ON,
u2=ON,
u3=ON,
ur1=OFF,
ur2=OFF,
ur3=OFF,
weightingMethod=UNIFORM)
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
keyword=77
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
<=
3*Diameter_ :
keyword=79
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
keyword=75
if n>0.59:
keyword=77
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_sheararea':
MyModel.ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step-1',
directionVector=((0.0,
0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 1.0, 0.0)), distributionType=UNIFORM,
field='', follower=
ON,
localCsys=None,
magnitude=-Force,
name='load_r',
region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.surfaces['force_r_surf'],
traction=GENERAL)
if verhoudingkrachten > 0.0:
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MyModel.ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step-1',
directionVector=((0.0,
0.0,
0.0),
(0.0,
1.0,
0.0)),
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', follower=
ON,
localCsys=None,
magnitude=verhoudingkrachten*Force, name='load_l', region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.surfaces['force_l_surf'],
traction=GENERAL)
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
keyword=72
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
<=
3*Diameter_ :
keyword=74
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
keyword=70
if n>0.59:
keyword=72
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_expressionfield':
MyModel.ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step-1',
directionVector=((0.0,
0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 1.0, 0.0)), distributionType=FIELD,
field=
'Force_introduction', localCsys=None, magnitude=-Force,
name='non-uniform_at_zsymm',
region=MyModel.rootAssembly.surfaces['force_r_surf'],
resultant=
OFF, traction=GENERAL)
if verhoudingkrachten > 0.0:
MyModel.ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step-1',
directionVector=((0.0,
0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 1.0, 0.0)), distributionType=FIELD,
field=
'Force_introduction',
follower=ON,
localCsys=None,
magnitude=-verhoudingkrachten*Force, name=
'non_uniform_at_overhang',
region=MyModel.rootAssembly.surfaces['force_l_surf'], resultant=
OFF, traction=GENERAL)
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
keyword=72
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
<=
3*Diameter_ :
keyword=74
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
if n<0.60:
keyword=70
if n>0.59:
keyword=72
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_uniform':
MyModel.ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step-1',
directionVector=((0.0,
0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 1.0, 0.0)), distributionType=UNIFORM,
field='', follower=
ON,
localCsys=None,
magnitude=-Force,
name='load_r',
region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.surfaces['force_r_surf'],
traction=GENERAL)
if verhoudingkrachten > 0.0:
MyModel.ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step-1',
directionVector=((0.0,
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0.0,
0.0),
(0.0,
1.0,
0.0)),
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', follower=
ON,
localCsys=None,
magnitude=verhoudingkrachten*Force, name='load_l', region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.surfaces['force_l_surf'],
traction=GENERAL)
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
keyword=72
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
<=
3*Diameter_ :
keyword=74
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
keyword=70
if n>0.59:
keyword=72
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_experiment':
MyModel.ConcentratedForce(cf2=-Force*Av,
createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM,
field='',
localCsys=None,
name='load_r', region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref3_force_r'])
MyModel.RigidBody(name='contraint_r', pinRegion=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].sets['circle_right'],
refPointRegion=MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref3_force_r'])
if verhoudingkrachten > 0.0:
MyModel.ConcentratedForce(cf2=verhoudingkrachten*Force*Av, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', localCsys=None,
name='load_l', region=
MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref1_force_l'])
MyModel.RigidBody(name='constraint_l', pinRegion=
MyModel.rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].sets['circle_left'],
refPointRegion=MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref1_force_l'])
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
keyword=76
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
<=
3*Diameter_ :
keyword=78
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
keyword=74
if n>0.59:
keyword=76

MyModel.keywordBlock.synchVersions(storeNodesAndElements=False)
MyModel.keywordBlock.insert(keyword, '\n*NODE FILE\nU')
##GMNIA: orientation +step + load + Edit keywords##
if n>0.3:
STOP=(114.3/Diameter_)*lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging/45##45
if n>0.21:
STOP=(114.3/Diameter_)*lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging/35##35
if n<0.22:
STOP=(114.3/Diameter_)*lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging/20##20
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if n<0.06:
STOP=(114.3/Diameter_)*lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging/20
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].StaticRiksStep(dof=2,
initialArcInc=1,
maxArcInc=10,
maxNumInc=1500, maximumDisplacement=-STOP, minArcInc=1e-15,
name='Step-1',
nlgeom=ON, nodeOn=ON, previous='Initial', region=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.allInstances['Part-11'].sets['stopping_criteria'])
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].HistoryOutputRequest(createStepName='Step1', name=
'H-Output-1', rebar=EXCLUDE, region=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.allInstances['Part-11'].sets['stopping_criteria']
, sectionPoints=DEFAULT, variables=('U2', ))
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].HistoryOutputRequest(createStepName='Step1', name=
'H-Output-2', rebar=EXCLUDE, region=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.sets['ref2_support'],
sectionPoints=DEFAULT,
variables=('RF2', ))
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].fieldOutputRequests['F-Output1'].setValues(variables=('S',
'PE', 'U', 'RF'))
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].fieldOutputRequests['F-Output1'].setValues(variables=('S',
'PE', 'U', 'RF', 'NFORC', 'NFORCSO', 'COORD'))
if Force_introduction=='Dcontrol':
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET,
createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM,
fieldName='',
fixed=OFF,
localCsys=None, name=
'Dcontrol',
region=mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.sets['ref3_force_r'], u1=
UNSET,
u2=-0.01,
u3=UNSET,
ur1=UNSET,
ur2=UNSET,
ur3=UNSET)
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].Coupling(controlPoint=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.sets['ref3_force_r'],
couplingType=STRUCTURAL,
influenceRadius=WHOLE_SURFACE,
localCsys=None,
name='coupling', surface=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].sets['circle_right'],
u1=ON,
u2=ON,
u3=ON,
ur1=OFF,
ur2=OFF,
ur3=OFF,
weightingMethod=UNIFORM)
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_sheararea':
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step-1',
directionVector=((0.0,
0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 1.0, 0.0)), distributionType=UNIFORM,
field='', follower=
OFF,
localCsys=None,
magnitude=-Force,
name='load_r_stress', region=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.surfaces['force_r_surf'],
traction=GENERAL)
if verhoudingkrachten > 0.0:
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mdb.models[Name+'_1'].ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step1', directionVector=((0.0,
0.0,
0.0),
(0.0,
1.0,
0.0)),
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', follower=
OFF,
localCsys=None,
magnitude=verhoudingkrachten*Force, name='load_l_stress', region=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.surfaces['force_l_surf'],
traction=GENERAL)
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_expressionfield':
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step-1',
directionVector=((0.0,
0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 1.0, 0.0)), distributionType=FIELD,
field=
'Force_introduction', localCsys=None, magnitude=-Force,
name='non-uniform_at_zsymm',
region=mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.surfaces['force_r_surf'],
resultant=
OFF, traction=GENERAL)
if verhoudingkrachten > 0.0:
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].ShellEdgeLoad(createStepName='Step1', directionVector=((0.0,
0.0, 0.0), (0.0, 1.0, 0.0)), distributionType=FIELD,
field=
'Force_introduction',
follower=ON,
localCsys=None,
magnitude=-verhoudingkrachten*Force, name=
'non_uniform_at_overhang',
region=mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.surfaces['force_l_surf'],
resultant=
OFF, traction=GENERAL)
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_experiment':
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].ConcentratedForce(cf2=-Force*Av/2,
createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM,
field='',
localCsys=None,
name='load_r', region=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.sets['ref3_force_r'])
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].RigidBody(name='contraint_r',
pinRegion=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].sets['circle_right'],
refPointRegion=mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.sets['ref3_force_r'
])
if verhoudingkrachten > 0.0:
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].ConcentratedForce(cf2=verhoudingkrachten*Force*Av/2, createStepName='Step-1',
distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', localCsys=None,
name='load_l', region=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.sets['ref1_force_l'])
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].RigidBody(name='constraint_l',
pinRegion=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].rootAssembly.instances['Part-11'].sets['circle_left'],
refPointRegion=MyModel.rootAssembly.sets['ref1_force_l'])
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_expressionfield':
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=32
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keyword_GMNIA=56
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=29
keyword_GMNIA=58
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
datum_co_sys=24
keyword_GMNIA=54
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_experiment':
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=32
keyword_GMNIA=60
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=29
keyword_GMNIA=62
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
datum_co_sys=24
keyword_GMNIA=58
if Force_introduction=='Dcontrol':
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=32
keyword_GMNIA=56
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=29
keyword_GMNIA=58
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
datum_co_sys=24
keyword_GMNIA=54
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_sheararea':
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=32
keyword_GMNIA=56
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=29
keyword_GMNIA=58
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
datum_co_sys=24
keyword_GMNIA=54
if Force_introduction=='Fgest_uniform':
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging > 3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=32
keyword_GMNIA=56
if
2*Diameter_
<lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging
3*Diameter_ :
datum_co_sys=29
keyword_GMNIA=58
if lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging<=2*Diameter_:
datum_co_sys=24
keyword_GMNIA=54
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].parts['Part1'].DatumCsysByThreePoints(coordSysType=
CYLINDRICAL, name='Datum csys-1', origin=(0.0,
point1=(1.0, 0.0,
0.0), point2=(0.0, 1.0, 0.0))
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].parts['Part1'].MaterialOrientation(additionalRotationField=
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'',
additionalRotationType=ROTATION_NONE,
angle=0.0,
axis=AXIS_1,
fieldName='',
localCsys=mdb.models[Name+'_1'].parts['Part1'].datums[datum_co_sys],
orientationType=SYSTEM, region=
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].parts['Part-1'].sets['whole model'])
if n<0.13:
h_imperfection=(Diameter_/114.3)*1.50
if n>0.12:
h_imperfection=0.001*2*lengte_tussen_kracht_en_oplegging

mdb.models[Name+'_1'].keywordBlock.synchVersions(storeNodesAndElement
s=False)
mdb.models[Name+'_1'].keywordBlock.insert(keyword_GMNIA,
'\n*IMPERFECTION,
FILE='+Calculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(int(
Diameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000))+
', STEP=1\n1,'+str(h_imperfection))
##jobs##
mdb.Job(atTime=None,
contactPrint=OFF,
description='',
echoPrint=OFF,
explicitPrecision=SINGLE,
getMemoryFromAnalysis=True,
historyPrint=OFF,
memory=90,
memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE,
model=Name,
modelPrint=OFF,
multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT,
name=Calculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(int(Di
ameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000)),
nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE,
numCpus=2,
numDomains=2,
numGPUs=0,
queue=None,
resultsFormat=ODB, scratch=
'',
type=ANALYSIS,
userSubroutine='',
waitHours=0,
waitMinutes=0)
mdb.Job(atTime=None,
contactPrint=OFF,
description='',
echoPrint=OFF,
explicitPrecision=SINGLE,
getMemoryFromAnalysis=True,
historyPrint=OFF,
memory=90,
memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE,
model=Name+'_1',
modelPrint=OFF,
multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT,
name=Calculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(int(Di
ameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000))+'_
1', nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE,
numCpus=2,
numDomains=2,
numGPUs=0,
queue=None,
resultsFormat=ODB, scratch=
'',
type=ANALYSIS,
userSubroutine='',
waitHours=0,
waitMinutes=0)
if direct_run == 1:
mdb.jobs[Calculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(in
t(Diameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000)
)].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)
mdb.jobs[Calculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(in
t(Diameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000)
)].waitForCompletion()
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mdb.jobs[Calculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(in
t(Diameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000)
)+'_1'].submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)
mdb.jobs[Calculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(in
t(Diameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000)
)+'_1'].waitForCompletion()
if excel == 1:
session.viewports['Viewport:
1'].setValues(displayedObject=session.openOdb(name=directory_abaqus+C
alculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(int(Diameter
_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000))+'_1.odb'
))
odb
=
session.openOdb(name=directory_abaqus+Calculation_name+'F_introductio
n_'+Force_introduction+str(int(Diameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_w
all*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000))+'_1.odb')
if ite == 1:
session.XYDataFromHistory(name='RF2', odb=odb,
outputVariableName='Reaction
force:
RF2
rootAssembly Node 2 in NSET REF2_SUPPORT',
steps=('Step-1', ), )

PI:

x0 = session.xyDataObjects['RF2']
else:
session.XYDataFromHistory(name='RF2'+str(ite-1), odb=odb,
outputVariableName='Reaction
force:
RF2
PI:
rootAssembly Node 2 in NSET REF2_SUPPORT',
steps=('Step-1', ), )

x0 = session.xyDataObjects['RF2'+str(ite-1)]

session.writeXYReport(fileName=directory_save_excel+Calculation_name+
'F_introduction_'+Force_introduction+str(int(Diameter_*10))+'_'+str(i
nt(thickness_wall*10))+'_n'+str(int(n*1000))+'_1.xls', xyData=(x0))
session.odbs[directory_abaqus+Calculation_name+'F_introduction_'+Forc
e_introduction+str(int(Diameter_*10))+'_'+str(int(thickness_wall*10))
+'_n'+str(int(n*1000))+'_1.odb'].close()
ite += 1
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C-2 Screenshots of the Pre-processing phase
In Abaqus making the FE-model starts with making a part. According to Paragraph 5.2, an
implicit 3D modelling space with deformable shell elements is chosen. The geometry is made
with a extrusion of the cross-section.

With Equation
(5-14) the radius is determined. For profile
CHS114.3/6.3 the input diameter is set on 54 mm. When load factor ‘α’ =0, the length of the
profile is 100 mm longer than the span length because extra mass can have a positive
influence on the stress distribution at the support. For other load factors an additional length is
not necessary because extra mass for the stress distribution is already present at the
support.
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The next step inserts partitions into the model. These partitions are made for assigning
boundary conditions and forces to the model. The figure below contains all the partitions
which are needed for all the different benchmark studies. The partitions parallel to the x-y
direction are positioned in accordance to the mesh models in the figure below.

1.25d ≤

1
L < 2.5d
2

2.5d ≤

1
L < 3d
2
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Between these partitions, the different mesh sizes are accomplished. For the first simulation,
the first mesh size is determined in paragraph 5.2.1.

According to paragraph 5.2.2, the whole model used S4R elements. These are initiated in the
figure below.
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After the mesh the material properties are introduced into the model. A bi-linear σ-ε diagram is
used, so two different material behaviours are entered in Abaqus; MECHANICAL ELASTIC
and MECHANICAL PLASTIC. The young’s modulus is set on 210.000 N/mm² and the
Poisson’s ratio on 0.3. This corresponds to the material steel. According to 5.3.3, the true
stresses and true strains must be entered in Abaqus, For S235, the true yield stress is
235.263 N/mm² and the plastic strain is 0.
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Because shell elements are used, the cross-section has still no wall thickness. Therefore a
section is made which is assigned to the geometry of the model. A Homogeneous shell is
chosen with a shell thickness of 6.3mm. Five integration points are entered and the Simpson
integration rule is used.
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The material properties are assigned to this section and the section is assigned to the whole
geometry with his mid-surface.
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The next step is making a assembly.
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In the assembly, the three reference points are placed. For every different mesh model
(described in paragraph 5.2.1) the reference point is set on a different partition plane, see
figure below.

1.25d ≤

1
L < 2.5d
2

2.5d ≤

1
L < 3d
2

3d ≤

1
L
2

In RP2, the support is placed. Because a roller support will be simulated in this point, only U2
is set on zero. In the same plane as RP3, the symmetry conditions is placed direct at the
geometry. The symmetry conditions is guaranteed by reducing the amount of DOF’s at the
selected region. U3, UR1 and UR2 are set on 0. The third boundary conditions is set on 2
lines which are parallel to the span length.
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Because the support is placed on RP2, a coupling is made between this reference point and
the partition at the same plane. This is done with a rigid body - pin constraint .

Because a LBA and a GMNIA are performed, the model is copied.
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For the LBA, a buckle step is created. For this step, the type of procedure is: ‘linear
perturbation’. The lanczos solver is selected as eigensolver, 2 eigenvalues are requested and
the minimum eigenvalue of interest is 0. The load is placed on the circle at RP3 and set on -1.
The selected load type is shell edge load.
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The Eigen mode is used as input geometry for the GMNIA. Therefore, the keywords in the
LBA-model is edited. A fill file is created which allows the input of the imperfect geometry in
the GMNIA
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The GMNIA has still no calculation method. According to paragraph 5.3.1, The static, Riks
method is chosen. Hereby, the NLGEOM is switched on because the inclusion of nonlinear
effects of large displacements and affects subsequent steps is desired. The maximum
displacement is described a ratio of the length, namely 1/2L / 20. The maximum number of
increments is 1500 and the initial arc length 1.
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The imperfect geometry is still not introduced in the GMNIA. Therefore, the keywords are
edited. The job-name of the LBA must be used as file name in the keywords editor of the
GMNIA
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The last step is making the jobs of the LBA and GMNIA.
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Annex D: Obtaining data from the simulations
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D-1 Benchmark study: post-processing, Ways of
obtaining data
i) Verification of the way of obtaining the bending moment from the
simulation
Normally, in a 2D-situation, the plastic moment resistance under shear can be obtained with
external moment equilibrium. This way of obtaining data is based on the assumptions made in
the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, which described that plane sections remain plane and
normal to the deflected neutral axis. Unfortunately, in a three-dimensional numerical
simulation this is not the case. Therefore this method is compared with other methods to see if
there are any differences in the resisting moment.
The scheme used for this benchmark study is a cantilevered beam, see Figure E - 1. In 3D,
this scheme has the minimum needed boundary conditions compared with other schemes,
which leads to less inaccuracies.

Figure E - 1: used geometry

ii) The 3D geometry
The boundary conditions are placed in on the right side of the geometry, Because a cylindrical
axis is used, it is possible to rotate the boundary conditions with the circular cross-section.
Which leads to 1 boundary condition with the following constraints:
- U3 = 0: no displacement is possible in z-direction.
- U1 = 0: no rotation is possible of the whole figure over the z-axis.
- UR1 = 0: no rotation is possible of the constraint elements perpendicular to the
element plane.
The force is placed on the left side of Figure D - 2. This force is placed in a reference point,
which is is kinematic coupled to the cross-section in the same XY plane. The chosen
elements are S4R elements with 2x2 milimeter element lengths and the used solution
strategie is the Full Newton Raphson method.
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Figure D - 2: Boundary conditions

iii) Way of obtaining data
2 different methods are compared:
Method 1
The first method uses external moment equilibrium In paragraph 5.1.2, an equation is formed
which determined de length of the beam, see equation (5-8). In this equation, the length of the
beam depends on the applied moment ,the length of the overhang, the load factor ‘α’ and the
shear utilization ratio ‘n’. The same procedure is used for an equation for a cantilevered beam,
see equation (D-1). The rearranging of this equation lead to an equation for the determination
of the resistance of the cross-section, see equation (D-2).
(D-1)
M

L=

n * V pl ;Rd

M pl ,v ,rd = L * n * V pl , Rd

(D-2)

The only analytical determined value is n*Vpl,Rd. It is possible to replace this value with a
numerical determined value, because the shear forces at the height of the span is linear and
equal to the applied force, see Equation (D-3). This means the maximum applied force in the
force displacement diagram is implemented in this equation, see equation (D-4).
(D-3)
n * V pl , Rd = FFem ;Max

M pl ,v ,rd = L * FFem;Max

(D-4)

This method doesn’t take the deformation and the strains into account. This means a little
inaccuracy is present in the determination of the plastic resistance to bending.
Method 2:
The second method is independent of analytical determined values such as the length and
reaction forces. In this method the bending stresses in each element are multiplied with the
element area and the distance to the neutral axis of the cross-section to obtain the moment in
the cross-section, see equation (D-5).
ny nx
ny nx
(D-5)

M pl ,v ,Rd = ∑∑ σ i , j Ai , j yi , j = ∑∑ N FORCE 2,i , j yi , j
j

i

j

i
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IV) Results and conclusion
With both methods the resistance of the cross-section to bending moments is calculated at
three different shear utilization ratios (n=0.1, n=0.3 and n=0.5). The cross-section that is used
is CHS 114.3/6.3. The results are visualized in figure D-3 and shows that both methods
results in practically the same cross-sectional resistance to bending. This means that the
elongation of the beam has little to no influence on the results.

Figure D - 3: Boundary conditions
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Annex E: Geometrical variables for the
statistical evaluation
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E-1 Geometrical variables from the used paper
All data in this Annex is originating from the paper: Structural Behaviour of Prestressed
Stayed Columns with Single and Double Cross-Arms using Normal and High Strength Steel.

Table E - 1: Summary of differences among the test specimens

Column
Column

Length
(m)

Type

section

Cross-arm
Steel
grade

Section

Stay
Steel
grade

Length
(m)

φs
(mm)

As
2
(mm )

C05

18

Single

CHS
101.6x8.0

S355

CHS
101.6x8.0

S690

0.6

10
13

47
89

C06

18

Single

CHS
139.7x6.3

S355

CHS
101.6x8.0

S690

0.6

10
13

47
89

C07

18

Single

CHS
139.7x6.3

S690

CHS
101.6x8.0

S690

0.6

10
13

47
89

C08

18

Double

CHS
139.7x6.3

S355

CHS
101.6x8.0

S690

0.6

10
13

47
89

C09

18

Single

CHS
177.8x6.3

S355

CHS
101.6x8.0

S690

0.6

10
13

47
89

C10

18

Single

CHS
177.8x6.3

S690

CHS
101.6x8.0

S690

0.6

10
13

47
89

C11

18

Double

CHS
177.8x6.3

S355

CHS
101.6x8.0

S690

0.6

10
13

47
89
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Initial
pretension
in stays
Tini
(kN)
2.0
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.0
2.0
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.0
2.0
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.0
2.0
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.0
2.0
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.0
2.0
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.0
2.0
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.0
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Table E - 2: Summary of performed measurements on tested specimens

Test #

C005

C006

C007

C008

C009

C010

C011

Column
Section

dc

tc

S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
mean
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
mean
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
mean

100.12
100.10
100.70
101.40
101.35
100.73
139.50
139.40
139.65
139.60
139.50
139.53
139.80
140.20
139.80
139.80
140.00
139.92

8.83
9.20
9.13
9.11
9.15
9.08
7.62
7.60
7.68
7.74
7.73
7.67
7.55
7.61
7.67
7.86
7.67
7.67

S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
mean
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
mean
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
mean

140.20
140.00
139.80
140.00
139.70
139.94
178.00
177.40
177.80
177.90
177.60
177.74
178.00
178.01
177.70
178.20
177.70
177.92

7.50
7.52
7.58
7.66
7.63
7.58
7.52
7.52
7.56
7.57
7.60
7.55
7.70
7.85
7.85
8.06
7.99
7.89

S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
mean

177.25
178.00
177.30
177.30
177.60
177.49

7.59
7.64
7.66
7.76
7.57
7.64

Cross-arm
Section

dca

tca

lca

B1
B2
B3
B4
mean

101.40
101.60
105.50
101.50
102.50

9.47
9.16
9.43
9.20
9.32

575.20
553.10
575.40
554.00
564.43

B1
B2
B3
B4
mean

101.50
101.85
101.54
101.87
101.69

8.05
8.90
8.10
8.80
8.46

535.20
535.50
535.30
535.60
535.40

B1
B2
B3
B4
mean
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
mean

101.50
101.90
101.53
101.90
101.71
101.00
102.00
101.00
101.05
101.50
101.20
101.40
101.30
101.31

8.10
8.90
8.57
8.85
8.61
8.00
8.85
8.35
9.00
8.20
8.50
8.30
8.75
8.49

535.40
535.70
535.23
535.65
535.50
537.12
540.00
535.18
540.00
535.43
540.00
538.21
540.00
538.24

B1
B2
B3
B4
mean

101.07
101.30
101.01
101.30
101.17

8.80
8.25
8.50
8.10
8.41

515.30
515.21
515.40
515.20
515.28

B1
B2
B3
B4
mean
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
mean

101.05
101.50
101.06
101.30
101.23
101.90
101.80
101.80
101.75
101.90
101.90
101.75
101.85
101.40

8.90
8.30
8.80
8.35
8.59
8.50
8.55
9.20
9.18
8.95
8.30
8.90
8.75
9.47

515.00
515.30
515.10
515.20
515.15
516.45
520.00
516.55
520.05
518.20
520.20
520.00
520.10
575.20
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